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ABSTRACT

RECURSTVE PROGRAMMTNG ANALYSIS OF
PRAIRTE LAND UTTLIZATION PATTERNS

by

Ram Kumar Sahi

To operate agricultural supply management programs

efficient.ly in Canada, production response information is

needed. This information wilt assist farmers ín adjusting

their crop acreages each year in order to bring supply of

indívid.ual crops in line with demands.

The general objective of the study was to explain

historical prairie land utilization patterns as well as to

predict future crop acreages for alternative levels of

policy variables. To deal with these objectivesr'a recur-

sive progralnming model was developed. Six grain crops and

summerfallow \^iere includ.ed in the model. The crops were

wheat, oats, barleyr ry€, flaxseed and rapeseed.

Several progranming restraints h/ere used in the

study. The major restrictions were flexibility restraints

which are the upper and. lower bounds on allowable year-to-

year changes in the acreages of each crop in the model.

These restraints add predictive and recursive quality to the

ordinary programming model.

The flexibility restraints i,,rere estimated on the

basis of flexibility coefficients. In most previous recur-

sive prograîIming studies, the coef f icients \^lere estimated
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such that they \^rere immune to year-to-year changes in economic

and non-economic conditions. However, in this studyr âî

attempt was made to develop a multiple regression model

which could estimate the coefficients such that they could

vary from year to year, depending upon the levels of exoge-

neous explanatory variables. this method was considered to

be conceptually superior to previous ones. Observations for

years 1953 to L967 vlere used. to estimate the upper and lower

flexibility coefficients.

The basic recursive programming model was ut.ilized

to construct twenty-four individual models: one \^7aS based

on the prairie data, three emptroyed provincial observations'

and twenty models l47ere developed using crop districts of

Saskat,chehlan as units of analysis. These models v¡ere struc-

turally the same, differing only in terms of coefficient

values.

The explanatory po\|\ler of the models \^Ias tested by

solving the prairie and provincial recursive programs for

each individual year from 1958 through L967 and then com-

paring the estimated acreages against actual observations.

The results indicàted that the models explained the land

utilization patternq of each province and the prairies as a

whole with reasonable accuracy; the average deviation for

all land use \^/as less than seven percent-

The abitity of the recursive model to predict land

use outside the period used for eonstruction was also esta-

blished in this study by estimating acreages for 1968 and
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1969. Gomparison of the actual and predicted acreages showed'

that land utilization patterns for the prairies and most

provinces were predicted. with moderate precision.

A few sizeable errors, however, occurred in both

explanatory and predì-ctive analyses. A number of explana-

tions can be provided for these errors. First, the use of

inappropriate expectation models for prices, costs, yields

and,/or quota levels is likely to be a source of errors.

Secondly, relatively too wide or too narrow flexibility

bounds on year-to-year changes in crop acreages might have

caused errors in the estimates for some crops. Thirdlyt

excessively dry weather conditions perhaps caused discrep-

ancies between the estimated and actual acreages of some

crops in a few years.

In this study, the relative performance of the

aggregate and disaggregate models was also examined. It

was found that none is clearly superior in explaining and

predictj-ng the crop acreages. However, a crop-by-crop

comparíson of the errors demonstrated that the aggregate

models produced less accurate result.s than the disaggregate

ones for the relatively more profitable crops (i.e., wheat,

flaxseed and rapeseed.) . Another conclusion \^las that sizeable

changes in crop acreages \'i/ere explained or predicted more

accurately by the disaggregate models.

After performing the above tests, the provincial

recursive programming models \^rere utilized to estimate the

impact of the Operation LIFT (Lower Inventory for Tomorrow)
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on the L970 prairie land utilization patterns. The analysis

suggested that the program reduced wheat acreage by ten

million acres and increased summerfallow acreage by 6.6

million acres. The study also indicated that the program

d.id not have any significant impact on acreages of other

crops.

The provincial models \^7ere further applied to fore-

cast the L97L land use for each province and the prairies

as a whole. The study projected 20.9 million acres of

wheat, 9.9 million acres of barley, 4.5 million acres of

rapeseed and 27.3 million acres of summerfallow in L97L.

However, the actual acreages turned out to be somewhat

different from the estimated, perhaps because inaccurate

levels of exogeneous variables, such as exports, stocks arid

prices, were assumed in the analysis.

The impact of changes in barley prices and quota

levels on the l97L forecasts \^7as also analyzed. Vfhile

identical land utilization patterns \,vere estimated for both

20 and 25 bushels barley quota, the patterns changed with

respect to increases in barley prices. The results ind.i-

cated that as the price rose from $0.66 to $0.86 per bushel'

barley acreage increased from 9.9 million to 11.8 million

acres in the prairies.
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CHAPTER Ï

TNTRODUCTTON

Purpose and..Need ol the Study

During the 1960's, Canada experienced large fluctua-

tions in the exports of farm products. Wheat exports were

only 331 million bushels in the L962-63 crop year, but

increased to an, unprecedented level of 595 million bushels in

L963-64, and dropped again to 306 mill-ion bushels in 1968'69.

Fluctuations \^/ere also sharp for other crops such as oats,

barley and rapeseed. This situation has created untenable

inventories of several crops in certain years. There are at

least three possible solutions to this problem. One is to

create a high and sustainable demand for these products. The

second is to facilitate adjustments by farmers in their acre-

ages of individual crops quickly and substantially so that

production is brought into line with demand. The third solu-

tion is a combination of the above two (i.e., expanding demand

and aligning-supply with demand). Since examination of demand

expansion is beyond. the scope of thís study, attention is

focussed here only on supply adjustment aspects.

In order to develop policies for supply adjustments,

information concerning farmerst production response is needed.

Answers are required to questions such as: Vühy has production

changed as it has ín the past? How is production expected to

change next year? How may production respond in the next year

or so to alternative agricultural policies contemplated by

government? At the present time, quantitative estimates of
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production response in the prairies are in short supply.

Empirical explanations of hístorical production patterns and

models which would enable the prediction of future crop

acreages are essential to a policy of rapid adjustments in
production to market demands.

Prod.uction response research would also be useful in

other directions. Precise production forecasts in the

prairies can help the Government of Canad.a in formulating

effective and consistent policies directed towards greater

stability in farm prices and. incomes, and in developing

export markets, storage, price and auxiliary mechanisms which

contribute to this end.. It may also be such that future

production patterns predicted on the basis of current pro-

grams do not satísfy agricultural policy goals. Therefore,

it might be desirable to change these future production

patterns through farm policies and programs. In order to

determine the direction and magnitude of policy measures

that can be applied to bring the outcome currently antici-
pated in line with that desired, information on historical
production response to changes in economic and non-economic

variables.is required. Quantitative estimates of the his-

torical supply response as well as the prediction of the

future production are, therefore, required for developing

intelligent agricultural policies.

Accurate production õrecasts can assist agribusiness

firms in theír investment and planning decisions. Firms

supplying farm inputs can .util-íze ínformation about the

potential intensity of crop production since the levels of
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certain inputs vary by crops. Estimates of future crop

acreages would enable these firms to foresee the future

demands for their inputs.

Agribusiness firms processing farm products can also

utilize production forecasts for efficient planning of their

businesses. Better estimates about fuüure production could

be of value in their investment and planning decisions-

Production response studies are also of significance

to farmers. Because production is a major determinant of

price and sales quota, crop production forecasts would be of

value to farmers in allocating their resources among alter-

native enterprises. Lack of accurate forecasts hampers farm

planning.

Improved knowledge of farmerst production response

is, therefore, essential to the ent,ire agricultural industry.

As ment,ioned. above, ât the present time, there is a lack of

agricultural production response studies in Canada. A

study is, therefore, needed to quantitatively estimate the

production response in the prairies.

Objectives of the Study

The general objective of this study is to develop

and apply a recursive programming model to analyze year-to-

year changes in the prairie land utilization patterns. More

specific objectives are:

(1) to develop a theoretical recursive programming

model to explain the historical crop acreages and to predict
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the future land utilizatj.on patterns;

(2) to quantify the model and test its explanatory

and predictive po\^rers by estÍmating acreages of major crops

in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta, and in the prairies as

a whole, during the period 1958 to L967¡

(3) to verify its predictíve abílity by estimating

land utilization patterns of each prairJ-e province and the

prairies as a whole for 1968 and L969 (years outside the

period used for model quantification);
(4) to determine the performance of aggreg.ate models

relative to the disaggregate orr""t for explaining and predic-

ting the land utilization patterns of Saskatchewan and the

prairies, using 1958 to 1969 data;

(5) to use the recursive models to estimate the

impact of the Lower Inventory for Tomorrow (LIFT) program on

the L970 prairie land use; and

(6) to forecast the L97L crop acreages for each

prairie province and for the prairíes as a whole, using the

models developed.

Orga+iza!_ion of the_ -Study

Chapter II studies the theory of production response

and examines a number of approaches for derivinç¡ aggregate

suppJ-y response. Merits and demerits of each approach are

discussed. \^/ith the objective of selecting one as a tool for

tTh" aggregate and disaggregate models are explained
on pages 102 to LïZa.
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the present study. In Chapter IIT, four production response

studies utílizíng the recursive progranming technique are

reviewed and problems encountered in these studies are noted.

Chapter IV is concerned $/ith the formulation of the

model utílized in this study. This chapter is divid.ed into

two sections. In the first section, the recursive program-

ming model is developed and the procedure used for estimating

flexibility coefficientsa is discussed in detail. The second

and final portion of this chapter describes three levels of

aggregation (i.e., prairie, provincial and crop district)

used in the analysis.

In Chapter V empirical results are presented. In the

first section of this chapter, the explanatory test of the

recursive model is undertaken. In the second section, the

predictive test is discussed. The third section describes

the performance of aggregate models relative to the disaggre-

gate ones. In the fourth section, the impact of Operation

LIFT on the L970 prairie land utilization pattern is exam-

ined. The fifth and the last portion of this chapter

presents the I97L forecast of acreages of major crops in the

prairie provinces.

The sixth chapter summarizes the study and conclusions

drawn therefrom. Limitations of the present study and sugges-

tj-ons for future ones are also descríbed in this chapter.

tTh" concept of flexibility coefficients is discussed.
on pages 31 to 33.



CHAPTER II

PRODUCTION RESPONSE: THEORY AND APPROACHES

Several approaches have been used to analyze produc-

tion response. Each has advantages and disadvantages. With

this thought in mind, the purpose of this chapter is to

evaluate some of these approaches in light of the objectives

of the present study. The chapter is divided into three

sections. The first presents the theory of production

response, while the second describes meLhods f>r estimating

aggregate supply functions as well as discusses aggregation

problems usually encountered in estimation. The third and

final section of the chapter draws on the theoretical

scaffolding to critically evaluate methods of analyzing

production response.

The_ory of Production Response

The basic theory of production response hinges on

the static production function of the individual firm. But

an operational theory cannot omit, the dynamic elements

involved in the production process. Risk and uncertainty'

fixity of factors, and technologicat change must be related

to a dynamic theory of production response. Howeverr a

convenient starting point remains the elementary theory of

the firm and the static supply function.



Static Supply Function

A generalized production function can be expressed as

an implicit functional relationship between all outputs and

all variable inputs:
(1)

of

of

n outputs, and

m inputs.

P (Ytr...,Yn; xlr... rXm)

where:

Ylr... rYn = Çuantities
Xl,... rXm -- quantities

A simple production function for one output, Yf in

terms of the m inputs can be obtained from relation (1) above.

Thís relationship is expressed in an explicit functional form

as:
Y: f (Xlr...rX*) Q)

Relation (2) can take any functional form. Some of

the frequently utitized forms are linear, Cobb-Douilast

Spillman, quadratic, square root, cubic and logistic.

The supply function of a firm can be derived from the

production function, making certain assumptions about the

nature of the factor and product markets, and behaviour of

the entr"pr"rr"rrt.t The supply curve describes the quantity

that a perfectly competitive firm will offer for sale in res-

ponse to changes in market price of the product, ce,teris

pa5i.}tls.

The relevant short-run supply function of a firm is

aA derivation is demonstrated on pages L8-25 of this
chapter. Important assumptions are listed there.



identical with the rising portion of the short-run marginal

cost curve which lies above the average variable cost curve

(Figure 1). The function is not defined for outputs less

than the abscissa of the intersection of the marginal cost

and average variable cost curves (31, p. 90). At all prices

less than the intersection point, the quantity supplied is

zero because the price does not cover the average variable

cost. Figure 1 illustrates that a firm's supply curve con-

sists of the segments OR and ST.

In the long-run when there are no fixed factors of

production, the supply function of a firm consists of that

portion of its long-run marginal cost curve which is above

the average total cost curve. Thus, the supply function is

not defined for output levels where marginal cost is less

than the average total cost.

The aggregate supply functions in both the short-run

and the long-run are obtained by horizontal summation of

individual functions of all firms in the industry, other

things beíng equal. Two eeteç!-s paribus conditions are:

(1) the changes in quantities of factors demanded by the

firms do not affect their prices. Implicit in this statement

ís also the condition that factor prices do not change in

response to industry output; and (2) the number of firms in

the industry is known (38, pp. 140-141). If these conditions

are not satisfied, the marginal cost functions of the indiví-

dual firms will not sum to the industry supply function.

The nature of the stat.ic supply function depends uPon
'ì

a variety of factors. Some of the important factors are:
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(1) the nature of the physical production functions,

(2) the nature of the supply functions for inputsr and

(3) fixed costs as proportion of total costs- These factors

affect slope and location of both short-run and the long-run

supply functions.

Dynamic Forces Affecting Supply Response

An analysis of dynamic supply resPonse entails

modifying the static function to account for the effects of

uncertainty, flexibility of the "fixed" factors and techno-

logical change on production resPonse. Some of the effects

are díscussed below. Also, attempts by other researchers to

integrate static supply functions with theories relating to

the dynamic forces are outlined, but methods for combining

them are discussed in detail in the next section-

E xp e.c ta t io_n _ 
a.nd _9ncsl: t+, i nty

In the production Processr some parts of inputs are

usually committed long before output is realized. A farmer

therefore bases his investment and planning d.ecisions not on

current prj-ces, but on uncertaín expected future prices.

Thus, a study of farmers' expectation formation about prices

seems to be a necessary ingredient of Production resPonse

analysis.

Little known research has been carried out to date

to relate farmersr expectations and uncertainty with supply

analysi-s. Nerlove (50, pp. 24-26) proposed a price expecta-

tion model and combined this with a static supply function

to produce a distributed 1ag model of production response.
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Flexibilit:¡ of "Fixed" Factogs

Nerlove and Bachman (53, p. 538) stated that fixed

factors of production, which form the basis for the tradi-

tional distinction between short-run and long-run supply

functions, are in reality not fixed for all times but can be

varied in response to prod.uct prices.a In the shortest of

all short-runs, most or atl factors of production are fixed¡

but as time passes, successively more of these factors become

variable. Therefore, the longer the time or "run" allowed

for adjustment, the closer is the short-run curve to the long-

run. Thus, there is a fan of short-run supply curves, and

each is appropriate for a different interval of time.

There are no well-developed theories of investment

which can be used to explain the variations in output due to

changes in the so-called fixed factors of production.

Nerlove (51, pp. 308-11) developed a distributed 1ag model by

integrating the supply function wíth an output adjustment

equation. Howevêt t G1enn Johnson (35, pp. 25-28) considered

that this model is inadequate to study dynamic production

response because it is based on an output adjustment equation

which is too simple to represent complex production adjust-

ments made by farmers. Nerlove's adjustment equation indi-

cates that next yearrs production is equal to this year's

output plus some proportion, \, of the difference between

aIn contrast to this statement, Glenn Johnson (36,
pp. 442-51) stated that imperfect second-hand markets and
high relocation costs for durable factors of production make
some factors fixed in the short-run.

'1,.11.
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this year rs actual and planned output, reqlrrdle.ss of the

levels of economic and non-economic variables in the year.

His model hinges on a simple coefficient of adjustment, \,
which does not respond to iyear:-to.*yåar'variatÛon in economic

and phy,såc.atr eond-Ítions.of an area'

The second limitation of the Nerlove distributed lag

model is the problem in identifying the estimated coeffi-

cient, There is no theoretical basis to determine whether

the estimated coefficient in distributed lag models is esti-

mate of ß (t.he coefficient of price expectation) or estimate

of y (the coefficient of adjustment). Attempts to produce

separate estimates of ß and Y using an identifying variable

\47ere unsuccessful .

TeqhnoJogi.cal Change

A given technology underlies aI1 the micro production

functions from which aggregate static supply functions are

derived. Technological change clearly violates the theoret-

ical assumptions oÌ1 which the static supply response is based

and points to the need for a theory of response which accounts

for the essentially dynamic nature of technology.

For developing a dynamic theory of response, a knowl-

edge of rates of adoption of new technologies and their

effects on the production process is essential. I4uch work

has been done for examining the effects of technological

changes on output (6, 47) . But barring a few notable excep-

tions, such as Griliches (25, pp. 50L'22), verY little

research has been carried out to study the rate of adoption

of technologies and to investigate how this rate relates to
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the changes in prices.

Methods fof 4stimatürq Supp1y Response

This section briefly introduces a number of methods

for estimating supply response and consequently discusses, in

detail, four of the more frequently used or promising ones.

Then, aggregation problems in suppJ-y analysis are described.

No attempt at point-by-point comparative analysis between

methods is made in this section. Rather, this is left to the

third sectíon on "Evaluation" which follows.

General Description of Alternative Methods

A wide range of methods for estimating aggregate

supply functions have been proposed and applied. These

methods have been classifíed in several ways. Schaller (59t

pp. 98-109) proposed one classification based on differences

in types of data and economic theory (i.e., micro or macro)

utilized by the models. He cLassified all methods for esti-

mating supply response into four categories: pure micro,

micro-oriented, macro-oríented and pure macro approach.

As Fi-gure 2 indicates, the first group consists of,

models which use the theory of the firm and micro data to

derive supply functions of individual firms. The main fea-

ture of the micro-oriented approach is that a sample of farms

are selected to derive group supply functions and a weighted

sum of these functíons produces the aggregate supply function.

By contrast, in a macro-oriented approach, the unit of anal-

ysis is a sub-aggregate or a region as a whole. In this

approach, âs illustrated in Figure 2 through two zLg-zag

lines, both micro and macro data are utilized to derive
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supply functions. The pure macro approach is very aggrega-

tive. It uses the entire industry (i.e., aggregate data) as

a unit of analysis.

The pure micro approach of supply analysis includes

the estimatÍon of production functions, cost relationships

estimated from the financial records, budgeting, linear

programming and production surveys. The first methodr âs

the name indicates, requires the estimation of production

functions to derive the aggregate supply function. However,

in the cost function approach, supply curves are estimated

directly through the analysis of the firm's acc9untinq, data'

rather than starting with the und.erlying producLion function.

It is conceivable, in this case, that firms operating wíth

the Same production functions may not have the Same marginal

cost curves because their levels of fixed capital may differ

substantially.

In budgeting, the supply functions are constructed

by developing a series of productíon plans, each correspond-

ing to a level of price. The major limitation of this

approach is that, in a complex production problem where

there are many restrictions and production alternatives, it

is unlikely that all of them will be fully considered.

Linear programming can be used to do precisely the

same job, employing a better analytical framework than

bud.geting. Relatively more restrictions and production

alternatives can be considered. Using this framework,

o-ptimum supply functionS are estimated and information such
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as shadow pricesra which are not forthcoming from budgeting,

are obtained.

The production survey is another pure micro method

of supply analysis. Farmers are questioned firstly to find

out. what production changes are taking place and secondly,

to identify the price and non-price factors causing these

changes. Questions range from those of inventory nature to

those which require the farmer to describe the causes of

product^ion adjustments .

In some industries, there are so many firms that,

estimation of individual supply functions is economically

not feasible. The.refore, in order to estimate aggregate

supply response, the foregoing five methods are used to

derive supply functions of a sample of firms. Thus, ínsofar

as application is concerned, the above methods are micro-

oriented type.

The macro-oriented method includes recursive

progralnming. In this method, farm sub-aggregates (usually

geographic regions) are used as units of analysis. Aggre-

gate data are utilized to specify restraints in the model,

but input-output coefficients are estimated using micro

observations (i.e., from representative farms) .

Regression analysis of aggregate time-series data

is an example of the pure macro approach. With this method,

aA 
"h"dow 

price represents marginal value product of
a scarce resource. In other words, it is the amount added
to the total net revenue by one unit increase in the resource.
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the supply function is estimated by fitting regression

models to aggregate time-series observations. These models

can also be applied at the regional level. An aggregate

function can be obtained by summing the regional supply

functions.

Of the seven methods for"estimating supply response

outlined above, only four are discussed in detail in the

remaining portion of this chapter. These methods are

estimation through production functions, linear programmitg,

recursive programmíng and regression analysis of time-series

data.

Derivation of Aggregate Supply Function
from Production Functions

The production function approach can be used in

several Ways to derive an aggregate supply function. Two of

the more coflrmon methods are: (1) Estimate the production

function of individual firms and from these derive the indi-

vidual supply functions. These micro-derived supply func-

tions are then summed to obtain the aggregate function.

(2) Estimate the aggregate production function directly from

aggregate data with the supply function derived from it.

Since the derivation of a supply curve from either a micro

production function or an aggregate production function is

fundamentally similar, a derivation of only the micro level

one is discussed below.
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Derivatíon of Firmr s
Supply Function _

The derivation of a static supply function from a

production function is a commonly discussed topic in textbooks

on micro-economic theory. While supply functj.ons can be der-

ived from production functions for both perfect and certain

types of imperfect factor and product markets' in order to

simplify the illustration of the derivatíon process' attention

here is focussed on perfectly competitive markets. However,

the methodology used here can, with certain appropriate modi-

fications, be extend.ed to the case of imperfect markets.

Specifically, in deriving a firmrs suppty function, it is

assumed that:
(1) the form of the production function is perfectly known;

(2) prices are known with certai-nty;

(3) perfect competition exists in the product market;

(4) supplies of resources are perfectly elastic; and

(5) the goals of the entrepreneurs are to maximLze prof.its.

Production function of any form such as the Cobb-

Douglas, quadratic, square root or cubic can be employed to

derive a supply function. However, a supply function can be

derived in concept without necessarily dealing with a parti-

cular form of production function. This general method of

deriving a supply function is demonstrated in several econo-

mics textbooks (56, p. 41). Here, a more specific method is

chosen. That is, the Cobb-Douglas production function is

used to illustrate the derívation.

Consider the following production function in which a

single product, Y, is an exponential function of input= Xl

{ì.
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and Xr:
b, b.

Y = ax.'x2 (3)

Treating X, as a fixed factor, the folIowíng short-run produc-

tion function can be obtained from equation (3):
b.r

Y -- kxl* (4)

where:
b^

K -- aX^z
¿

The short-run total cost function in terms of variable input

Xt is presented in equation (5) below:

C -- c + PlXt (5)

where:

C -- total cost of production,

PI -- price per unit of variable input X1, and

c

A short-run supply function can be derived using equa-

tions (4) and (5). Equation (4) is utilized to express input

as a function of output. This relationship is then substi-

tuÈed into equation (5) to obtain the short-run total cost

function in terms of Y. The first deri-vative of this cost

function with respect to Y gives the marginal cost function.

FinaIIy, a firm's supply function is obtainêd from the first-

order condition for profit maximization by equating marginal

cost with price of the product and solving for Y such that

output Y becomes a function of its own price (31, P. 90).

arixed cost is defined as that portion of production
expense which must be paid regardless of how much the firm
produces¡ or whether it produces at all.
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Thus, the first step in the derivatíon of a supply

function is to express input as a function of output,

utilizLng the short-run production function. Equation (4)

is employed to express X., in terms of Y as:

x1 -- tL-lvl 
bir

After substituting the above expression

equation (5), the following short-run total cost

in terms of Y, can be obtained:

(6)

for X, in

function,

, b;l
c -- c + Pt (k-rY) r Q)

The first derivative of this functi-on with respect to Y

produces the marginal cost function as:

åg -- oit nlo-b;t" 
(1-u, ) /bt

(8)

The following first-order condition for profit maximization

is then employed to obtain the supply function:

dc
ffi--

.-1
o;t erk-þl

(1-b1 ) '/b1y ---MR=py (e)

In the above equation, price of a product has been

equated to marginal revenue. This relationship is based on

the assumption made on page 18 that perfect competition

exists in the product market. In this event, marginal

revenue and price of the product are equal.

The first-order condition is not sufficient for

profit maximization, but it must be supplemented by a
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This condition implies ttrat the marginal cost curve must be

rising at the profit-maximizing output level (31, p. 57).

In order to obtain the supply function, equation (9)

is solved for Y and e>çressed as follows:

second-order

By substituting

supply function

condition which is

o2n
ï>o
dY-

expressed below:

(10 )

(11)

, Lhe

(Lz¡

.-1
r = (blkbt 

lror' 
( 1-b1)

the

can

expression for k in equation (11)

be expressed as below:

J = {orroit* ,orolt
py ,b L/ ( 1-b1)

"t'

Equation (I2') indicates that output depends upon the

parameters at bl, and b, of the product.ion function, the

level of X, and the prices of the input and output. However,

for any given level of the fixed variable Xrr output becomes

a function of its own price.

In order to derive a long-run supply function, long-

run production and cost functions are employed. As

expressed ín equation (I3) below, the long-run total cost

(e) is a function of two variable inputs, xl and X' whereas,

the short-run total cost (C) is a function of only one input

XI, since X, was treated fixed:
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(13 )

The procedure for deriving the long-run supply

function is basically the same as that employed for the

short-run function. The difference exists because of the

fact that, for this specific example, the long-run produc-

tion and cost functions include two variable inputs (Xf and

x2), whereas, the short^-run functions consist of only one

variable input. The first step in the derivation of the

long-run supply function is to express Xt as a function of

XZ, using the first-order condition of the cost minimization

for any given output. The second step is to substitute the

value of X, in terms of X, to both the long-run production

and cost functions in order to make them funct,ions of only

one input--Xr. Then, the procedure outlined above for

deriving the short-run supply function is also used for the

long-run function. The complete procedure is presented

below.

The first step is to express X, as a function of. X,

using the first-order condition for the minimization of cost.

This condition requires that in order to minimize the cost

of production for any given output, the marginal produc-

tivity of the last dollar must be equal in every use (56,

pp. 60-61). For the two input case, the cond.it'ion can be

expressed in the following mathematical form:

MPP XI_T MPPx2
= Pz

(1a¡
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where:

MPP*I -- marginal physícal product of Xt,

WP*2 -- marginal physical product of Xr r

with other variables as previously defined.

After substituting the expressions for the marginal products

of X, and X, into equation (L4), the following relationship

can be obtained:

bLY/xI b2Y/x2

--- 
p-1 -2

(1s)

In addition to the first-order condition, the

second-order condition must also be satisfied for cost'

minimization. The latter condition requires that isoquantsa

are convex from below. If both conditions are met, a

rational entrepreneur should select only those combinat.ions

of x, and X^ which lie on his expansion path.b
J_¿

Equation (15) can be solved to obtain Xt as the

following function of x, l' 
,ì ,.

b"P. ,. -. '.
X, =,\1 y-, (16) :

r o2'r ¿

After substituting equation (16) into equations (3) and

(13), the long-run production and cost functions are :::.:,,,,.

tAn isoquant is defined as the locus of all combina-
tions of x, and X, which yield a specified level of output.

bor, 
"*ptnsion 

path is defined as a locus of points
of minimum costs for different levels of output.
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expressed in terms of only one input X, as:

b, P^ bl b,+b.
Y--ar;þ4;, x2r- ¿ (17)

(1e)

then substituted

following long-

b, P^
õ-- (#+p2)xz (18)

"2

Equation (17) can noltr be used to express X, as the following

function of Y:

I b^P, o, I 
t/ ('o.,+b2)

L"-',ufi, "]
n2

The value of X, from the above equation is

into equation (18) in order to express the

run total cost function in terms of output:

l- ¡, 1t/ (b.+b2)

: .btPz . | -L,b2PL"L | 
-

õ = t# * nz) la -(6ft:) vl (20)u2 - L "L"2 l
The first derivative of this equation with respect to Y is

the marginal cost function which is presented below as

equation (2L) z

I ,orn, * 
[ ^ o

,.ra,'T, - Pz'þ-ttffii

Y 
(1-b1-b r) / (br+ar)

'de
-=dY

"r] 
t'(br+b2 )

(2L)
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Given that the second-order condition for profit

maximization is satisfied (i.e. , d2e / dy2>o), the long-run

supply function can be derived from the first-order condi-

t.ion by equating marginal cost to output price (Py) and then

by solving for Y. The supply function so derived is pre-

sented below:

r/ (L.,b1-br) bl bl'l (1-b1-b2)

Y--a ¿ '(õ:)-t

or.or/ (1-br-b2) 
_ (br+ør) / (L-br-b2)

(ÞÍ)"yt'L'(22)
'2

Equation (22) is the long-run supply function in

which output, Y, depends upon a, bl, b2, PI, P, and Pr-

However, for given prices of the inputs, the output becomes

a function of its own price.

Derívation of Aggregate
Supply Function

Potentially, a different suppJ-y function exists for

every firm in the industry. If sufficient funds, computíng

facilities and data were available, separate function for

every firm could be estimated. But the fact is that we

never have this happy combination of research resources.

Therefore, the aggregate is stratified into groups of rela-

tively homogeneous firms. A production function is then

estimated for each group and the supply function is derived

from this. The aggregate function is obtained by summing

appropriately weighted group supply functions.



Linear Programming ApProach to
Aggregate SupplY ResPonse

Gene,ral Descrip,tion

Linear prograÍtming is a normative approach-a rt

consists of optimizing a linear objective function subject

to linear constraints. A common objective function in agri-

cultural production problems is one which maximizes net

revenue generated by the activitíes included in the model.

The constraints are typically the amounts of available

resources and various accounting equations. A programming

problem can be stated algebraically as follows:

Optimize Z : orl. 
["r*, 

+ C2x2 +...* 
"j*j 

+---* 
"r*^]

Subject to: altXl + uI2X2 +...+ tfj*j +...+ tlrrXr, É bt

L2IXL * uZ2X2 +...+ uZj*j +...+ a2rrXn < b2

26

and *j¿0 (j=1,...,o)

.í1X1 + uL2X2 +. . .* ti j*j +. . .* tirrXr, 3 bi

.*1X1 + u^2X2 +. . .* t*jxj +. . .* t*rrX., < bm

aNormative approaches are used to determine how firms
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where:

I = objective function value to be optimized (in this

case, maximized),

X- : leveI of the j th activitY,
J

C-: -- price or cost per unit of t^he j th activity,
J

a. -- amount of the i th restraint required per unit of
r-l

the j th activitY'

b. -- amount of the i th restraint available,
l-

n -- total number of activities, and

m -- total number of restraints.

In developing a linear programming mode1, the selec-

tion of the type and level of constraints, activities,

production coefficient,s and prices to be used' depend upon

the objectives of the study and the choice of planning

horizon.

Derivation of Firmrs
Supp1y Function

Linear programming can be utilízed to derive norma-

tive supply functions for individual firms. Using parametric

ought to behave given certain assumptions. More precisely'
ffi used to ans\^/er such questions as: (1) How

much should entrepreneurs produce to maximize their income
at each éet of prices? (2) How much should they change
their productioñ patterns with respecEl%-changes in product
pricesã In contrast to normative, positive approaches are
ãmployed to describe how entrepreneurs do behave or to
präaiät how they will behave. These meffi used to
äxplain the proãuffiã-rns as they actually exist.
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.aprograîmitgr* various optimum solutions are obtained over a

range of prices for a product (29, pp. 265-307). These

solutions indicate the quantity of output at each price

level and thus provide a stepped supply function (Figure 3).

This supply function describes the quantities of

output which the firm should produce to maximize income at

various price Ievels, ceteris paribus. The function becomes

stepped because in response to price changes optimum produc-

tion pattern shifts from one corner point to another of the

multi-dimensional production frontier. Changes in price,

therefore, bring a series of discrete shifts in the produc-

tion pIans. That is, one plan is stable over a range of

pricesr ând a discrete shift between plans takes place when

price exceeds a critical level. This phenomenon produces

the stepped supply function. In the production function

tT*o types of parametric prograÍmíng are used in
supply response studies. Using linear prograflmitg, one
method calculates the limit of the range of price changes
which causes a plan to become sub-optimum. The method also
determines new optimum plan for the increased level of price.
This procedure is repeated and a number of optimum plans and
ranges of prices over which each of these plans remain
optimum arã estimated. The plans indicate quantities of
output for different price levels and thereby provide a
supþfy function. Tn the second method, one could estimate
a supþfy function through linear programming by specifying
output þrices in discrete intervals and determining optimum
plans for these prices. For example, one might start out
witfr a zero pricã and increase it to $5.00, then to $10.00
and $15.00 and so on. The limitation of this discrete method
is that we may not catch a corner point. That is, it may be
such that the critical point. is at $16.00 and yet using this
method we may fail to catch it. However, major computer
programs often utilize this method to derive supply func-
tions, not the first one (e.g., MPS-360).
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Figure 3. A stepped supply
onolysis.

OuonlitY

curve from lineor progromming
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approach, since the production frontier is continuous' a

small price change results in a margínal change in produc-

tion. Thus, a continuous supply function is obtained.

Estimating Aggregate
Supply Function

An aggregate supply function for an industry can be

obtained through the horizontal summation of the functions

of individual firms, ceteris paribus. However, t.he number

of firms in some industries is so large that the derivation

of supply function is economically not feasible. In this

situation, other approaches are utilized. One approach is

to stratify the aggregate into categories of homogeneous

firms. A supply function could then be derived for a firm,

representative of each category. By attaching appropriate

weights, firm supply functions could be summed to obtain the

aggregate function.

Alternatively, the aggregate supply function can be

estimated dírectly by treating the industry as a whole as

one decision-making unit and developing a single aggregate

linear prograflrming model for that. Methods and procedures

which are used to derive a micro-level function can then be

applied for estimating tTre aggregate function (i:e., para-

metric prograilming). However, in order to derive an

unbiased supply function, certain technical requirements for

using an aggregate model should be met. These requirements

are discussed on pages 43 to 45.
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Recursive Programming and Supply Response

Definition and Congepts

Recursive programming was developed and used by

J. M. Henderson (30, pp. 242'59) in 1959 for predicting land

utilization patterns in t^he United States. Richard H. Day

(11) gave it a rigorous mathematical orientation and

defined it as a sequence of mathematical progralnming in

which the parameters of a given problem are functionally

related to the optimal variables of the preceding problems

in the sequence.

In terms of solution procedures, recursive program-

ming is the same as linear progralnming. eoth are mathe-

matical techniques which can be employed to optimize a

linear objective function subject to linear constraints.

The difference between these models is, however, of a

conceptual nature. The recursive programming is capable of

predicting the actual behaviour of firms, whereas the linear

programming is designed to estimate an optlmum behaviour.

this feature of the recursive mod.eI is acquired through the

use of flexibility constraints in addition to the ordinary

linear progranming restraints. The upper and lower flexi-

bility constraints could represent, for example, the maximum

and minimum limits, respectively, which farmers in aggregate

change production of a crop from one year to the next. Also,

with respect. to inputs, similar restraints (referred to as

capacity constraints) can be used to specify the maximum

potential investment in any "fixed" factor in a given year.
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Limited year-to-year change in production and investment

patt^erns may result from producers' inability or unwilling-

ness to make profitable adjustments due to insufficient

knowledge, risk and uncertainty, institutional restrictions,
personal preferences, and goals other than short-run profit

maximization. The followÍng is an algebraic formulation of

a recursive programming model:

Optimize ZE = Opt. (Cttxtt +...+ CrrtXnt)

subjecr r,o: xjr S (l+Fj.)xit_l

*j. t (I-gj.) xit-r ( j

n
.iitxit 3 Sit (i -- 1, . . . ,il)

J --r

and X., à 0 (j = Lr... rn)lc
where:

Zt -- objective function value to be optimized in

the t th year,

X*, -- leve1 of the j Lh activity Lo be determined
Ir.

in the t th year,

x-- 1 = 1eveI of the j th activity ín the t-l th
I E-I

year I

Sit -- level of the i th restraint in the t th

year,

C,- = price or cost per unit of the j th activity
JE
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in the t th year,

rijt = amount of the i th restraint required per

unit of ttre j th activity in the t. th year,

E--.-, ß.- -- maximum allowable proportionate increase and
JL -JL

decrease, respectively, in the t th year

level of the j th activity from that in the

t-1 th year. These are known as upper and

lower flexibility coefficient.s.a

n -- total number of restraints, and

m -- total number of activities.

As shown in the above formulation, the solution of

the first time period determines the flexibility restraints

for the second time period.. Likewise, the second period

solution determines the constraints for the third period,

and so on. Therefore, the constraints can be generated in

a recursive manner, and a distributed lag response to a

policy variable can be traced out through the changes in the

leve1s of constraints in the successive time periods. In

this sense, the model is self-generating and is, therefore,

dynamic. It is a dynamic model not only in the Hicksrsense,

as are most so-called "dynamic programming problems", but

also in the FrisÏr-samuelson sense (11, pp. vii-viii).

Deriygrtion o.f Supp1y Function

Recursive programming can be used to derive positive

aA variety of methods can be used to
flexibility coefficients. Some of them will
Chapter IIT.

estimate the
be discussed in
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supply functions. For a given year, a number of'bptimum"

solutions of a recursive problem are e.stimated over a range

of prices using parametric programming. The solutions

indicate quantities of output for different price levels and,

thereby, provide a stepped supply function for that parti-

cular year. Using the same procedure, another function can

be esti-mated from recursive problem of the next year.

Thus, a series of supply functions can be estímated; one

relating to each time period (Figure 4).

The reasoning behind obtaining a separate supply

function for each year is that in recursive models the

levels of "optimum" output for a given year are determined

by the flexibility restraints which are estimated using the

preceding year 1evel of crop production. The supply curves

are, thus, dependent upon the past production; they have a

dynamic context.

Regression Analysis of Time-Series Data
and Supply Response

Estimation of Aggregate
Suppl.y Functign

Regression analysis of time-series d.ata has been a

major method f¡r estimating a supply response because of its

simpl-icity and because of the relative ease with which its

highly aggregate data requirements are met. In this

approach, the aggregate supply function is est^imated directly

by regression techniques, rather than via production func-

tion estimation. Exogeneous variables affecting supply of a
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Price

Supply curve for
the f-l th yeor

Supply curve
lhe I th yeor

Figure 4. Stepped supply curves from recursive
onolys ¡s.

progromming
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product are singled out using economic logic and knowledge

of agronomic practices. The form of the function is then

specified, and assumptions about the error term and about

the independent variables are made (37, p. 107). Finally'

the supply response is estimated by fitting the function to

the aggregate time-series data. The aggregate supply func-

tion is thus obtained directly (i.e., without estimating

the underlying production functions) .

Introduction of Dynamic Forces
in Regression Models

several methods for introducing dynamic forces into

supply analysis have been proposed. Some of them are dis-

cussed below. Problems encountered in introducing these

forces are also described briefly.

Expectatj-on and UncertaintY

Uncertainty can be account'ed for in supply analysis

by replacing uncertain prices by their certainty equivalents.

As Nerlove (53, p. 540) has stated, exPectation models can

be utilized to arrive at certainty equivalents. Two expec-

tation models are presented beIow. One of them is utilized

to demonstrate how an expectation model is integrated with

supply response.

Extrapolative Model. This model was initially proposed by

Goodwin (24, pp. 181-204). This is one of tl-e most common

price expectation models utilized in agricultural supply

analysis. In this model, expecled price of the t th year is
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the actual price in the t-l th year plus or minus a fraction

of the change in price from year L-2 to t-1:

P*t -- nr_I + a (Pt-l-na-Z) (23)

where:

P*t -- expected price in the t th year'

Pt-l = actual price in the t-1 th year, and

c -- proportion of change in price from the |u-2 th to

t.-1 th year, which influences the t tl' year

price.

This model is likely to be conceptually unsound

because it uses only two observations of a price variable

and neglects other information which is normally utilized

by firms in forming price expectations. The empirical

performance of this model has also not been satisfactory.

In a number of studies based on this model, Projected agri-

cultural production has been substantially different from

the observed values (49, p. 46) .

Adap,ti-.ve Model. This model was developed by Cagan (2, Pp.

25-JJ-7). It has greater intuitive appeal than tfie extrapo-

lative one. As expressed below, the model regards the

current yearts expected price as last yearts expected price

plus some proportion, ß, of the difference between last

yearts actual and last year's expected prices:

P*. _- P*, , + ß(P _-Ptrr E-r . v \- t-l - t-1) Q4)

0<ßÉ1
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where:

P -- coef ficient of expectations,

and other variables are defined as before.

If last year's expected price can be considered to be a

similar funcLion of the same variables for the preceding

year, the modet makes current expected price a function of

the average of all past prices, the most recent prices

receiving the largest weight according to the size of ß.

When ß -- 1, the adaptive model becomes the naive

model:

P*. -- P, a.r T-l
(25)

which indicates that the expected price for the current year

is equal to the preceding year price.

Nerlove has developed a distributed lag model of

supply response based on adaptive expectations. He hypo-

thesized that output in the t th year is a linear function

of the same year's expected price. This hypothesis can be

expressed through the following equation:

Yt=.rofrlP*t*Ut

where:

Yt -- leve1 of output in the t th Year,

P*t -- expected price for the t th year, and

ut = random error in the t th Year-

Using the adaptive model for the expected price

(P*t) , equat,ion (26) can be solved in terms of observable

variables'as follows: (a) substitute equation (24) into

(26)
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(26) in order to express Ya as a function of Pt_l and P*a-r;

(b) to eliminate P*a_1, Iag equation (26) by one period and

derive n*t_1 as a function of Yt_l, and (c) then use the

relationships obtained in (a) and (b) to express Y, in terms

of observable variables. The foll-owing equation is thus

derived:

Yr -- aoß + rtßPt_t + (I-ß)Yt_t

* ur - (1-g)ut_r (27)

This distributed lag model has some advantage over

the t,raditional static models. For instance, in a survey of

major agricultural supply response studies, Nerlove (51,

p. 301) found that a greater proportion of year-to-year

variations in production was explained by the distributed

lag models than by static models. The coefficients estimated

through the former models were also more reasonabLe in terms

of sign and magnitude. Also, the calcul-ated residuals indi-

cated a lesser deqree of serial correlation.

Flexíbility of "Fixed" Factors

Nerlove (49, pp. 36'42) found that the year-to-year

variations in the so-caIled fixed factors produce a lagged

adjustment in supply. He proposed an output adjustment

equation and combined it with a statíc supply function to

develop a distributed 1ag model. As expressed below, the

adjustment equation indicates that the output in the t th

year is equal to the preceding year output plus some

proportion of the dífference between the planned and
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actual output:

Yr -- Yt-t + "¡ [Y.-Vr_r) (28)

o<Ys1
where:

Y* = planned long-run equilibrium output for the t tht

year,

y -- coefficient of adjustment, and

other varíab1es are defined as above.

Using the above adjustment equåtion, a distributed

lag model can be developed from the following supply func-

tion:

Yr -- oPt_t * "r Q9)

By substitut,ing equàtion (28) into (29) and rearranging

terms, the following distributed lag model can be obtained:

Yt = oyPt_l + (t-V)Yt_t Lyet (30)

This is a dynamic model of supply response which accounts

for the flexibility of the so-called fixed factors of

prod.uction.

Cassels believed that allowing for flexibility in

the factors not only produces lagged adjustment in supply

response, but generates asymetry in the response to increase

and decrease in output prices (Figure 5). He stated:

Capital once fixed in a specialized form cannot
quickly be withdrav/n, and entrepreneurs committed
to a particular line of production will commonly
continue to produce even when the price they
receíve does little more than cover the d.irect
costs of operation. ïf producers have alternative
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Þrice increosing phcse

Price declining phose

Figure 5. Asymetric supply
in oufput prlces.
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products to which they can turn, . , the
supply will be more sensitive to price declines
but even in these circumstances there is no reason
to suppose that the process of contraction will be
an exact reversal of the process of expansion. It
seems to me, therefote' that. each supply curve
must be regarded as relating to an established
level of output and should be recognized to have
two distinct parts' one representing expansion
beyond that output and the other representing con-
traction below it (5, p. 384).

In other words, he suggested that the supply function

should be considered irreversible. It implies that supply

elasticity is not likely to be equal in Lhe phases of price

increases and decreases. Tn order to examine this irrever-

sibility, one would. have to stratify time-series observations

by the direction of price changes, thus separating observa-

tions by increases and decreases in prices. In analyzj,ng

agricultural supply response, Threeten and Quance (67, pp.

342-52) estimated supply elasticities separately for the

rising and falling phases of price changes. They found

signifieant differences between the elastj-cities of these

two phases.

Technological Change

Technological change is another major dynamic force

that should be incorporated in supply analysis. Usually,

time is introduced into regression models as a proxy for

technological change. However, it appears that this is not

a truly representative proxy, because the time trend assumes

that the technological change occurs at a uniform monoton-

ically increasing or decreasing manner. And it is unlikely
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that any technological change does in fact take place j.n

this manner.

Schrnooker (61, pp. 214-32) and Leontief (46, pp.

27-35) suggested that changes in total input per unit of

output could be taken as a proxy for technological change.

This suggestion is based on the reasoning that if input and

output are corrected for price changes, a ratio of year-t^o-

year changes in the input index and changes in the output

index measures the contribution of technological change.

However, this procedure measures an exact contribution only

if the following restrictive conditions are met: (1) the

industry must be operating under equilibrium conditions,

(2) the prices of the factors of producLion relative to

each other, and. the prices of the products of the industry

relative to each other must remain unchanged, and (3) tech-

nologJ.cal progress must be neutral.a

Aggregation Problems in Supply Analysis

Aggregation problems lead to a major difficulty in

supply analysis. The appropriate level of analysis has to

be selected from a spectrum of alternatives ranging from

the most disaggregate to the most aggregate. On one

extreme, individual firms can be analyzed to obtain an

aNeutral technological change, ?s defined by J. R.
Hicks (32), shifts the production funcl"ion for all factors
upward but leaves the marginal rates of sùbstitution
unchanged.
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aggregate supply function. But, such an approach is of

academic interest only because the number of firms in some

industries is so large that it is not economically feasible

to collect data f¡r each firm. Even if data are obtained,

enough resources may not be available to estimate supply

functions for individual firms.

At another end of the micro-macro spectrum, the

unit may be as aggregate as a country. In this case,

problems of d.ata collection and analysis are greatly simpli-

fied. But the estimates will produce aggregation bíast if

certain technical condit,ions are not met. Richard H. Day

described some of t^hese conditions as:

. under suitable conditions a single linear
prograrnming model for the aggregate is equivalent
to a direct aggregation of the solut.ions of a set
of individual firm models. Conditions sufficient
for this equivalence are proportional variations
of resources,' and behavioral "bounds", proportional
variation of net return expectations among all
firms in the aggregate; and., finally, common
technical coefficients which appear in the cons-
traints on the firm's decision (L2, p. 797).

However, Day (L2, p. 812) believed that in a large

nr¡riber of industries, variatíons among f irms are such that

the foregoing sufficient condit^ions for using a single

programmíng model are difficult to obtain. Thus, for

a_*Aggregation bias can be defined as the difference
between (1) the aggregate supply function as developed by
summing the linear programming solutions of each j-ndividual
firm in the industry, and (2) the function estimated using
an aggregate model.
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reliable results the aggregate should be strat.ified into

homogeneous groups.

Several crit^eria have been proposed t^o stratify farm

firms. The selection of any specific one depends to a great

extent upon the objectives of the study and on the type of

model employed. It may be desirable to stratify farm fírms

on the basis of size of a limiting factor (e.9., land or

capital), resource mix or resource rat^ios (23, pp. 696'700¡

45, pp. 681-695). But, in most supply response sbudies,

data voids normally prevent stratification using any one of

these criteria. Usually stratifying the industry (i.e. '
aggregate) by regions is the only alternative available to

researchers. Moreover, Day provided a theoretical justifi-

cation for using this method of stratification. He stated:

. imitation of prominent producers' decisions
by surrounding firms may lead to a considerable
degree of proportional variation in farm activi-
ties, more than the linear programming behavior
based on wi-de technical dissimilarities would
predict. The idea is that individual farmers
in a given area tend to imitate rrmanagement
leaders" or prominent producersr and, as a
consequence, behave as if they were much more
homogeneous in input-output and resource struc-
ture than they reaIly are (13, p. 673).

Hence, it may be appropriate to aggregate farms at

a given location into one model even though they are some-

what heterogeneous with respect. to their resource levels.

Regional disaggregation, therefore, appears to be a practical

and valid criterion for stratification. With this thought

in mind, this method has been utilized in the present study.
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Evaluation of Methods for Estimating
Supply Response

In this section, a point-by-point comparison between

the four earlier discussed methods for estimating supply

response has been undertaken. The purpose of this compari-

son is to select one method which seems to be the most

appropriate for the present study. The methods are evalu-

ated in the light of their capability to deal with the

following problems: reference to the technical structure of

production, multi-product farms, large number of production

inputs, uncertainty, investments in "fixed" factors, techno-

logical change, structural change, and goals other than

short-run profit maximization.

Comparison of Method.s

1. In the production function approach, and linear

and recursive prograÍming models of supply response, the

technical structure of production is first estimated. The

supply function is then derived from it. But, in regression

analysis of time-series data, the aggregate supply function

is estimated without explicit reference to the technical

structure of production.

2. In agriculture, production typically takes place

on multi-product farms. If crops on these farms are inde-

pendent in resource úse (i.e., they do not use and compete

for the same resource), production function estimation of

multi-product farms is similar to that of single product

farms. Even if many crops draw inputs from the same stock,
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there is no problem in estimating the production function,

provided the amount of inputs utilized by each crop are

recorded correctly. However, this information is not

normally recorded by crops. This is particularly true for

durable assets. Therefore, production function for a crop

cannot be accurately estimated on multi-product farms. As

a result, the supply function derived from it is likely to

be inaccurate. This is a major limitation of the production

f unct^ion approach.

In contrast, progranming models can be effectively

employed to estimate supply functions on multi-product

farms. Any number of production activities can be intro-

duced in the models. Providing data are available, the

number is restricted. only by computational capacity.

Regression analysis of time-series d.ata, however,

encounters two major problems in estimating supply response

on multi-product farms. One is due to strong correlation

(i.e., multicollineariLy) among exogeneous explanatory

variables such as prices of different crops. The second

problem is the inadequate number of observations for

reliable estimates of agricultural supply functions.

3. In agricu.Lture, usually a large number of inputs

are required for the production of any one crop. But each

individual input cannot be used as variable in the produc-

tion funct.ion analysis because of insufficient degrees of

freedom. Therefore, farm inputs are aggregated into broad

categories. But this aggregation may cause biased estimates
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of production parameters. Also, intercorrelations between

inputs are usually too high to produce reliable estimates

of the parameters. These problems constitute further

limitations of the production function approach.

However, large number of inputs do not pose any

serious problem to linear and recursive programming mod.els.

Greatly disaggregated input categories can be used in the

programming framework. For example, capaciÈy of each dis-

tinct type of machine can be designated as a separaù.e

restraint. Also, different types of labor restraints can

be incorporated.

4. In estimating supply response, the production

function approach and ordinary linear progranming technique

employ the assumption that future prices are known with-

certainLy. Therefore, these methods cannot be utilized to

study the effects of price uncertainty on supply response.

Also, uncertainty can not explicitly be accounted

for in recursive programming and regression analysis because

prices utilized in these models are assumed. to be known with

certainty. However, by limiting the year-to-year changes in

production patterns, the flexibility restraints of recursive

models indirectly incorporate the effects of risk and uncer-

tainty in supply functíons. Also, using distributed lag

models, regiression analysis of time-series data can indirectly

examine the impact of uncertainty on supply response.

5. Effects of investments in "fixed" factors such

as machinery on supply response cannot be examined using
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the production function approach. However, the capacity

constraints can be utilized in recursive prograrnming models

to examine the effects of investments on supply response.

These constraj-nts account for any unwillingness and j-nability

of farmers to invest in fixed factors. Also, utilizing the

regression framework, the effects of investments can be

incorporated into supply analysis through the use of dis-

tributed lag models.

6. Technological change is primarily an intertem-

poral phenomena. Therefore, under the production function

approach, which uses cross-section data, the relationship

between technological change and supply response cannot be

accurately analyzeö.. Ordinary linear programming is also

inappropriate for studying the relationship because this

framework is employed to estimate only short-run and time-

less supply functúons (33, pp. 179-80).

With regression models, a simpLe time trend is

sometimes introduced as a proxy for technological change.

But this procedure is very crude. A sound model of produc-

tion response should explicitly include the rates of adoption

of technology and their effects on the product^ion process.

Because diffusion of technology is an investment process,

the diffusion can be examined in recursive programming models

through capacity constraints (L4, pp. 117-19). In this

approach, rates of adoption of new technologies and of

abandonment of the old ones are determined within the system.

Itrowever, the effects of technological uncertainty are not
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examined through this approach.

7. The effects of structural change on supply

Tesponse can be studied within the linear and recursive

programming frameworks. By changing net income coefficients
and/or resource levels, the programming models are used to

estimate the impact of new structures on production response.

However, the regression approach cannot be used to predict

supply response in light of new structures because equat.ions

are fitted to historical data.

8. In production function and linear programming

approaches, short-run profit maximi-zation is normally

considered as the only goal of an entrepreneur, hThereas, in
reality firms have multiple goa1s. Therefore, these

approaches cannot be used as predictive tools of supply

analysis.

As the supply function is estimated using historical

datar the regression model indirectly accounts for farmersr

1ikes, dislikes, non-economic goals and other considerations.

AIso, in recursive programming framework, flexibility

restraints ind.irectly account for the effects of non-

economic consideration and norms other than short-run

profit maximization.

Summary

On the basis of the above discussion, ít appears

that recursive programming has a great promise as a tool of

supply analysis. However, there are two major limitations
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to this approach. First, when structural changes occur'

the adequacy of the flexibility restraints to predi-ct supply

response is greatly reduced because they are usually esti-

mated from his,borical time-series data. Secondly, the

research resource required to estimate a supply function is

consíderably greater for the recutssive model than for

regression approach. However, oh the whole, the former seems

to be superior than the latter for studyiag producti-on

response in agriculture. With these points in view' recur-

sive model is selected as the method of analysis for the

present study.



CHAPTER IIÏ

A REVTEW OF PRODUCTTON RESPONSE STUDTES

USING RECURSIVE PROGRAMMTNG

Recursive programming has received limited applica-

tion in production response studies, This chapter reviews

some of the more significant studies wittr the primary focus

on methodology.a The purpose of this review is to point out

their limitations and to suggest appropriate modifications

for the development of an improved supply response model.

The works of four different authors are reviewed below in

chronological order.

II'e*dç-'rson

,James M. Henderson (30) developed and applied a recur-

sive programming model to predict land utilization patterns

of the United States. Acreages of a dozen major field crops

were predicted for the 1955-56 crop year. Henderson hypothe-

sized that farmerst decision process could be treated as a

recursive programming problem. That is, farmers of a region,

as a group, select a land. utilization pattern which maximizes

an objective function subject to some linear constraints.

The objective function was the total expected net revenue

generated by the activities of the mode1. The constraints

comprised. an overall land restriction and a number of

aRecursive programming has not been
to study farmerst production response. T\^to
based on regression analysis of time-series
in Appendix A.

applied in Canada
Canadian studies
data are reviewed
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flexibility restraints. The former constraint limited the

amount of land that could be allocated to crops. The latter

$/ere upper and lower bounds on allowable year-to-year acreage

changes of each crop in the solution from the preceding year.

These restraints were intended to account for farmers I d.esire

for diversity and reluctance to depart from an established

land use pattern.

The Henderson recursive programming model may be

expressed through the following mathematical notation:

m
Maximize rI. = 

,_1, 
(nj."jt - ci¡) *j. (1)

Subject to:

i11 
*:t a Ft

X*- I (I+F.t v (3)
JL J' '"jt-l

*j. 2 (l-g_j ) xit_l (4)

and *ja2 o (5)

J = 1r... rm

where:

Iit = total expected net revenue to be maximized in

the t th year,

*j a -- solution acreage of the j th crop in the t th

year t

* j a-, -- acreage planted for the j th crop in the t-l th

year,

Xa -- total improved land available for cultivation in

the t th Year'

"ja -- expected cost of production per acre of the j th

(2)
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P.,lE

Y..
Ir.

ãa
"j' 'j

crop in the t th year'

-- expected price of the j th crop in the t th

year,

= expected yield for the j th crop in the t th

year, and

: maximum allowable year-to-year proportionate

increase and decrease' respectively, j-n the

acreage of the j th crop.

In this study, the expected yield was taken as an

average of the preceding five years (1949 to 195 3) . The

expected prices for crops were equal to the announced support

prices. And the currenL year cost of production was assumed

at the previous year level. The preceding year acreages of

all crops included in the model were summed to obtain the

total improved land restraint (f).

Method for Estimating
Flexibility Coefficientg,

In order to estimate flexibility coefficients of a

crop, the year-to-year proportionate changes in acreages

were calculated from L946 to L954. The proportionate changes

were then stratified by direction of change, thus separating

increases and decreases in acreages.

Henderson observed an inverse relationship between

the levels of year-to-year proportionate changes and the

base year acreage of a crop as percentage of the total

improved land. He hypothesized that this relationship arose

from the fact that as acreage of a crop increases farmers

become more reluctant to expând that acreage at the same,
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rate. To account for this hypothesj-s, the proportionate

changes of a crop which were first classified by the direc-

tion of change, \^/ere further classified into two or three

groups on the basis of proportion of the total improved land

devoted to the crop in the base year.

Therefore, the observations hrere stratified in total

into four or six groups, depending upon the crop. The

average proportion for each group \^7aS computed to obtain

flexibility coefficient. for that class. Thus, when a high

proportion of the total improved land was devoted to a crop

in the preceding year, Henderson estimated a lower value of

the upper flexibilS-ty coeffícient. On the other hand, when

a small proportion of the total improved land was allocated

to the crop, he computed a hígher value of the coefficient.

Hence, thro upper flexibility coefficients \^lere estímated in

this study. Using similar reasoning, two lower coefficients

\Àlere computed.

Results

Henderson divided. the united states into 160 geogra-

phical regíons on the basis of soil types, clímate and

methods of farming. The recursive model was applied separ-

ately to each region for predicting the land utilization

patterns for the 1955-56 crop year. The regional estimates

\^/ere then aggregated to obtain the national results. Results

of this study as well as the estimates of the Crop Reporting

Board of the United States Department of Agriculture were

compared with the actual acreages of each crop. On
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the averagêr the results of this model \^rere more precise

than the Board estimates.

The relative accuracy of the recursive model veri-

fied Hendersonrs hypothesis that a profit-maximizing model

with "flexibility" restraints on year-to-year changes in

crop acreagies could be used as a predictive device.

A less disaggregated analysis was also performed in

the Henderson study. He stratified the United States into

55 regions, solved the recursive prograîìming model for each

region and summed the results to obtain national estimates.

These estimates were compared against the results obtained

through more disaggregated analysis (160 regions). Tt was

found that the accuracy of the estimates increased with an

increase in disaggregation.

Henderson discovered that the average error in the

estimated acreages of all crops would. be large, if only a

few major crops of a region \^lere included in the model. He

contends that Lhe usual practice of including only a few

crops in the model and leaving out some of the enterprises

of the region is not a valid procedure because such separa-

tion is based upon a false premise that the decisions to

plant. the included .top"t tt. independent of the decisj-ons

ocrops for which acreage \^/as predicted in his study
r4rere referred to as included crops.
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to raise the excluded. enterpri=""t (30, p. 247). Therefore,

he suggested that all major crops of the region should be

included in the analysis.

Day

Richard H. Day (11) developed a recursive program-

ming model for explaining and predicting production of eight

major crops in the Mississippi Delta. The study is

presented in his monograph "Recursive Programming and

Production Response". Day applied a detailed recursive

prograflming model in which four technological "stages",

three soil classes, and four fertilizer levels were included.

The model was used Lo estimate annual acreages and produc-

tion of eight major crops during 1940 to L957.

The model used in this study is basically similar to

th-at employed by Henderson. However, a single input-output

matrix was not employed for the entire period of analysis.

Rather, for each ne\¡r year, a different matrix was used.

This method was utilized to introduce in the model the

productivity changes which are of continuous nature. How-

ever, to account for sporadic technological changes, another

technique iltras employed. Production activities corresponding

to new technology vlere introduced in the analysis at various

point,s in time.

In contrast to Hendersonrs model, Day estimated only

aExcluded enterprises are those which \,úere operated
by farmers but not anallzzed in his study.
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one upper flexibility coefficient for each crop regardless

of the size of the base year acreage. Similarly, only one

lower coefficient was computed.

The upper and lower flexibility restraints for the

first year of the analysis were calculated by multiplying

the preceding year actual acreage by the flexibility

coefficients. For other years, the bounds were estimated by

multiplying the coefficients with the preceding year solgtion

acreage. As recognized by Day (11, pp. 106-07) ' the use of

actual acreage rather than solutj-on values for estimating

flexibility restraints has some merits. Fori exampler if

actual data are used, errors in the estimates of restraints

do not accumulate over time. But lack of annuaf acreage

data for some crops precluded the application of this

approach.

Methods for Estimating
Flexibili tJ Coef ficielts

In order to calculate flexíbility coefficients,

observations were stratified into two groups on the basis of

positive or negative year-to-year changes in acreages of a

crop. These two groups of data vlere then used to estimate

upper and lower flexibílity coefficients, employing any one

of the three methods discussed below. Selection of the

method for a crop depended upon the type of the data avail-

able for that enterprise.

Reql:ession Mode1. Regression equations, treating current
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acreagie as the dependent variable and lagged acreage as the

ind.ependent variabl-e were used to estimate flexibility coeffi-

cients. More specifically, the following equation was

employed:

xir = (1+ßi) xit_t * "it 
(6)

i -- 1¡...¡Ír

In order to estimate equation (6), it was transformed as:

Xit -- oiXit_l + "it 
(7)

where:

*i

"it -- random error for the i th crop ín the t th year,

ano

other variables are defined as before.

Method of Select Point. This technique \^ias applied when

acreage data of a crop \,ras available f or only two years, for

example, census years. The following equation was solved to

estimate flexibility coefficients for given values of X (t)

and X(o):

xi (t) = 1r+ßi) t x, {o)

where:

Xi (t) = âcrêâge of the i th crop in the t th year'

X., (o) -- acreage of the i th crop in the inítial year''t-

with ßi defined as before.

MeÍ.hod o.f Average Rates. In this method, year-to-year

proportionate changes in acreages of a crop hrere classified

(8)
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into two groups on the basj-s of direction of change, and

then the average \das computed for each group to estimate

flexibílity coefficients. The averagie of positive changes

was defined as the upper flexibility coefficient, and the

average of negative changes gfave the lower coefficient.

Results

Day applied his model to explain production, acreage

and yield of eight major crops during L940 through 1954.

After establishing the explanatory power of the model, he

used it for prediction purposes during 1955 to 1959. The

model results were compared with estimates of the Crop

Reporting Board of the USDA. Dayrs predictions turned out

to be reasonably close to the Boardrs est,imates for the

changes in acreage patterns, but the difference was

considerable for changes in yield patterns.

Incorrect estimation of the turning points of

changes in crop acreages was a problem in Day's model. He

considered that this efror was caused by the inaccuracy in
per acre expected net returns which was brought about by the

use of inappropriate price and yield expectation models.

Aggregation bias was also considered as a source of errors

in the modelrs estimates.

Schaller and Dean

W.

programming

production

N. Schaller and G. W. Dean (60) used a recursive

model to study the year-to-year changes in the

of twelve crops in Fresno county of Calífornia
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State. In addition, they also carried out methodological

research by examining the characteristics of a recursíve

model and evaluating it empirically in relatj-on to

regression analysis. Three different tests (vLz. explana-

tory, predictive and projection) were undertaken to compare

the efficiency of recursive programming and regression

analysis for explaining and predicting production as well as

acreages of crops during the period 1951 to L965.

In this study, two Ievels of analysis for estimating

aggregate response were considered: (1) establish represen-

tative farms as units of analysis and then aggregate the

results on the basis of numbers in each category, and

(2) estimate directly from aggregated farm data. Although

the second method was likely to produce aggregation bias, it

r^ras selected for the study. However, to reduce the bias,

the Fresno county region was stratified into two subregions.

This step was a compromise between analysis through represen-

tative farms and through an aggregate approach.

The method used to estimate flexibility constraints

in this study was different, from that employed by Day. The

constraints were computed by multiplying the preceding year

actual acreages by the flexibility coefficients, \nThereas, in

Dayts modeI, the preceding year solution acreages rtrere used.

However, Dayrs method was used in the projection phase of

this analysis (i.e., during L962 to 1965) because actual

acreages were not available during this period.
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Metlods for Estimating
Flexibilrity Coef ficients

In order to estimate flexibility coefficients'

Schaller and Dean undertook regression analysis of time-

series data. The observations \^lere stratif ied into two

groups on the basis of positive or negative year-to-year

changes in crop acreages. The folLowing equation \^las then

fitted separately to both data sets for estimating upper and

lower flexibility coefficients:

n 'l-- n

*t. 
= (1+Êi¡ - 

ttit-l- 
* "it 

(9)

x x.. x x,,
il, "it i1, "it-r

i = J-r...rn

For the purpose of estimating equation (9), it was trans-

formed as:
**xit = oixit_r + "ir (10)

where:

*11xit : xir , ,!, 
xir,

.*n
xit-t = xit-l / 

,'=, 
*it-t r and

other variables are defined as before.

In this equation, acreages l^/ere converted into percentages

to account for year-to-year changes in the total land base.

Results

In the explanatory test, results of both regression
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and recursive prograflming analyses were compared in relat^ion

to actual acreages of individual crops during 1951 to 1958.

The recursive model usually overestimated relatively small

changes in crop acreages. On the average, acreages and

production r,trere explained more accurately by the regression

model than by the recursive programming. However, Schaller

and Dean (60, p. 40) observed that the recursive model was

more effective in estimating acreagles in years of sharp

structural changes.

On the basis of the explanatory test, the comple-

mentary and supplementary role of programming and regression

analyses were quite evident for improving the performance of

both techniques in estimat,ing crop acreages. For example,

a refined regression analysis could be used to estimate

components of a recursive model such as the flexibility

coefficients. Similar1y, in periods of structural changes,

recursive programming could be used to adjust independent

variables of regression models.

A predictive test of the recursive model was also

undertaken. Predicted acreages of recursive programming and

regression analysis were compared jn relation to actual data

for each year during 1959 to L96L. The regression approach

\^ras still superior than the recursive programming, but the

latter had improved its relative performance.

Schaller and Dean found that the relatively greater

error in the recursive model' s estimates r¡ras a result of :

tl) excessively wide flexibility bounds, and (2) use of a
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very limited number of resource restraints. Therefore, the

authors recommended that the method for estimating flexi-

bility coefficients should be improved and more restraints
should be used in the model to more adequately reflect the

production environment.

The Land utilization patterns were also projected in

this study for each year during L962 to L965. Based upon

this projection, Schaller and Dean observed that the recur-

sive model: (1) gave more stable results than the regression

analysis, and (2) was less likely to provide extreme values.

In this study, one of the sources of errors in the

acreage estimates r,rras likely to arise from application of an

aggregate model which had not accounted for most of the

inter-farm variations in yields and costs. Therefore,

Schaller and Dean (60, p. 25) suggested that a breakd.own of

the region into farm type groups could result in more

accurate estimates.

Sharples and Schaller

J. A. Sharples and Vü. N. Schaller (63) estimated the

short-run impact of alternative government programs on land

utilization patterns of the United States in 1968. They

developed a national model consisting of ninety profit-

maximizi-ng, linear programming sub-modeIs.

In order to create homogeneous areas where all

farmers could be assumed to respond in the same way to given

economic stimuli, the United States was divided into seven
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regions which Ì¡/ere further stratified into ninety resource

situations on the basis of soil conditions, production

alternatives, and resource combinations. Separate program-

ming models were then developed for each individ.ual area. A

number of activities \4rere included in each model to embrace

the major techniques of producing a crop. Enterprises

unique to each area \^rere introduced in the regional models.

Due to the problems of quantification and aggregation,

capital constraint was not introduced in any model and labor

vras included in only a few. In order to estimate flexi-
bility coefficients, Sharples and Schaller used a variety of
methods. But none \,vas found suitable for all regions.

The e>çlanatory power of the model was tested by

comparÍng the estimated acreages with actual data during

1960 t.o L964. A predictive test was undertaken for the

North Central regíon for the year 1968. The erfors in the

predicted acreages were reasonably small for some crops, but

substantialty large for other crops, for example, oats. The

Treasury cost to the government for the alternative support

policies \^rere also estimated in this study.

Major Limitations of the Studies
ald Measures for Improvements

The review of the above studies shows that recursive

progr.ailming has not been very successful as an empirical

model of supply response. It appears that the poor perform-

ance of this model was a result of some major limitations of
the studies. Some of the limitations and needed improvements
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are discussed below.

Addition of Resource Restraints
to the Model

In most of the earlier studies, only one physical

restraj-nt (i.e., total improved l-and) \^7as used. However,

theoretically, al1 possible restraints affecting farmers'

decisions should be incorporated in a recursive programming

model. These restraints could be different types of land

and labor, and various kinds of machinery and fertilizers.

The requirements of crops for these resources are different.

Therefore, inclusion of such res-traints would likely

increase explanatory and predictive po\^/ers of the model.

Usually, ttn/o major problems are encountered in

íntroducing physical resource restrictions. First, there is

a lack of data on these restrai-nts. The second is the over-

estimation of available amounts of these resources due to

aggregation bias. For example' many fixed or quasi-fixed

factors of production, such as tractors, combines, etc.r are

owned by specific farm units. Even though these are not

used to their capacities on those farms, they may not be

available to oLhers. Thus, these resources are líke1y to be

overestimated in the aggregate. This argument casts some

doubt on the validity of using the total physical resources

as restrictions in the programming modeI. Therefore,

attempts should be made to estimate the unused capacities of

these resources and to adjust the constraints. The adjusted

constraints could then lce incorporated in recursive
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models.

Estimatlon of Flexibility Coefficients

In most of the studies examined, simple techniques

were used to estimate flexibility coefficients. Among them,

the application of a simple regression model was the most

conrmon. Upper and lower flexibility coefficients \4/ere

est,imated by fitting the following equation separately to

acreagre data stratified into two groups on the basis of

posit.ive or negative year-to-year changes:

xr -- (1+ß)xt_1 * .r (11)

The estimation of this equatÍon provides a pair of flexi-

bility coefficients (8, g) which are used in the analysis of

each year regardless of the levels of economic and non-

economic variables in that year. Thus the coefficients so

estimated were immune to year-to-year changes in these

variables. This is likely to be an unreasonable assumption

and reduces the reliability of results.

Bawden (1a, pp. L549-51), Doll (18' p. L26) and King

(40, pp. 1536-38) are among many who have recognized that

the crux of recursive models lies in the estimation of the

flexibility coefficients and, therefore, they have recom-

mended improvements in this direction. Some of the method.s

for attaining improvements are described below.

(f) a linear equation estimates a constant per-

centage change, for example 120 percent, in year-t'o-year

acreages of a crop. This constant change implies that the
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larger the base year acreagle, the greater is the potential

for absolute expansion. But, in reality, this situation is

not likely to happen due to resource restrictions and uncer-

tainty attached to specialization. In contrastr âs the base

year acreage of a crop increases, farmers become more reluc-

tant to expand the acreage at the same rate. Thus, instead

of a linear equation, a non-linear function appears to be a

better construct for approximating farmerst behavior.

(2) Schaller and Dean (60, p. 68) found that the

bounds in some years allowed too much flexibility in the

solution and, thereby, resulted in an overestimation of the

crop acreages. Tn other years, bounds \^lere too narrow.

Thus, it appears that the flexibility coefficients should be

more adaptable to the conditions of each ne\^¡ year. Schaller

and Dean have ïecommended that the bounds should. be estimated

using more information than just the preceding year's

acreages. Day (11, pp. 87-88) has also suggested that

flexibility coefficients should be related. to such variables

as (i) the elasticities of demand, and (ii) variations in

the yields of crops.

In order to carry out the above suggestionsr perhaps

a multiple regression equation needs to be employed for

estimating flexibility coefficients. Both economic as well

as non-economic variables can be used as independent

variables. Lagged acreage may be included in the equation

in a non-linear form.
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Aggregation Problems and
Units of Analysis

In the previous studies, regional data representing

several thousand farms have been used to develop recursive

progranming models. The models assumed that all farmers in

a region respond equally to economic stimuli. But, in

reality, some farmers might respond more and others less.

Therefore, the models' estimates might differ from the actual

response. This discrepancy could be attributed to the

application of aggregate models.

The most accurate method of supply response is to

derive the aggregate estimates using individual farms as

units of analysis. However, it is usually not economically

feasible. Therefore, the practical method. is to stratify
farms into homogeneous groups, estimate supply function for

each class, and then sum them to obtain the aggregate

results.

Normal1y, data are not available to stratify farms

on tlre basis of farm size and/or resource combination.

Usually regional stratification is the only expedient.

Therefore, in order to obÈain accurate estimates of

aggregate supply response, relatively small and homogeneous

regions should be used as units of analysis.



CHAPTER IV

ANALYTTCAL FRAMEVüORK

The analytical framework of a study is normally

developed in the light of the objectives of the inquiry. fn

this chapter, a recursive programming model is constructed to

explain the historical crop acreages, and to predict the I97L

land utilization pattern of each prairie province. The chap-

ter is divided into two sections. The first presents a for-

mulatíon of a recursive programming model and discusses, in

detail, a framework developed for estimating flexibility
coeffícients. The second and final section describes three

levels of aggregation (i.e., prairie, provincJ-al and crop

district) used ín the analysis.

F o rm.u 1 a_ti-o n g-f ,a_Re c uI s ilre, .P r o_g r,ammiSg Mo de 1

" A recursive programming model has four basíc compo-

nents: objective function, activities, input-output matrix

and constra,i.nts. this section describes these components

only in a general way. Specific details such as describing

the activities and constraints, and input-output coeffi-

cients are presented in the appendix of this manuscript.

A set of assumptions is normally required for devel-

oping a model. The followingl are major assumptions utilized.

in this study:

(1) perfect competition exists in factor and product markets;

(2) farmers aim to maximize their total net farm incomei

(3) the current year land. utilization pattern is not deter-

mined by the current year output prices, but depends upon the
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preceding year pricesi
(4) there is no interregional dependence in the land utiliza-

tion decisions; and

(5) farmers do not adjust instantaneously to changes in

economic and non-economic conditions. Rather, their adjust-

ments are distributed over time.

The above five assumptions are fairly realistic in

describing the behavior of prairie farmers. Samuelson (57,

p. 60), Bach (1, pp. 444-45) and Day (16, p. L37) stated that

agriculture is one of the very few industrial and commercial

sectors that resemble the market structure assumed by theory

of perfect competition. For major farm commodities such as

those included in this study, large numbers of producers grow

and market substantially homogeneous products. None has the

polver to influence appreciably the product prices. Input

prices are also not affected to any sígnificant degree by the

action of any one producer. Therefore, assumption of perfect

competítion appears to be a realistic one in this study.

Regarding assumption of profit maximization, Bach (1t

p. 439) stated that although it is unreasonable to assume

that every firm ís striving exclusively to maximize profits,

there is impressive evidence that the desire for profits is a

dominant motive in most businesses. Even though firms may

not be very conscious profit maximizers as individuals, a

competitive market will force them to become so. For example,

if producers do noL respond to price changes, they will be

driven to bankruptcy before long. Tn order to verify this

assumption for farmers, Ri.chard. Day (16, p. 135) made
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detailed discussions with farmers of the Mississippi Delta

and lowa State. He found that they make their productíon

plans in order to maximize incomes with due regard to uncer-

tain prices and yields. The profit maximization can therefore

be considered as a vaLid approximation of the goal of prairie

farmers.

The third assumption (i.e., the current year land

utilization pattern depends upon the preceding year price)

also appears to be realistic enough to describe the behavior

of prairie farmers. Sínce at the tíme of making land al-loca-

tion decisíons, farmers do not know the price at which Lhe

crop will be sold, they commonly use the preceding yearrs

price as a basis to allocate acreages among crops. This

assumption is commonly made in economics textbooks for des-

cribing cobweb models (31, p. IL7).

The assumption on regional independence in the land

utílization decisions is required to simplify analysis.

Using this assumption, acreage response can be examined sePa-

rately for each region. However, in its absence, all regions

should be analyzed símultaneously. This assumption is also

realistic. It is a corollary of the previous assumption,

which st.ates that the current year land use depends upon the

preceding year's prices. Since these prices are predeter-

mined variables for the current year land allocation deci-

sions, regions become independent lrith respect to product

prices. In other words, a simultaneous increase in produc-

tion of a crop in all regíons of the prairies cannot

influence the price utilized in that year's analysis, rather
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ít \,ri11 aff ect future prices. Thus with respect to product

prices, regions are independent in their production decisions.

Similar arguments can be provided to justify regional inde-

pendence with respect to input prices, exports etc.

A number of justifications can be provided for the

valid.ity of the last assumption. In response to changes in

economic and non-economic variables, farmers do not fully

adjust their crop acreages in one year's tíme. Rather, they

change their land use only partly because of uncertaintyt

lack of knowledge and quasi-fixed factors. Another explana-

tion for distributed lag is that, in response to changes in

economic variables, farmers adjust their land utilization

patterns with different rates. In one yearts time, a few

make complete adjustment, others do not adjust at all and

some change only partly. Therefore, the total response for

the area is distributed over time.

Objective Function

The type of objective functíon to be maximized is

usually det,ermÍned by the behavior of the producing units,

objectives of the study and underlying assumptions. In a

recursive programming model, it is assumed that fariners deter-

mine economic plans by a sequence- of optimLzing decisions.

Therefore, the objective function maximizes the total expected

net income from production activities of only one year at a

time
fn the present study, a number of producing and se11-

ing activities r,trere included in the recursive model. Alterna-

titr. methods were allowed to produce each crop and to sell
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each product. The crop actj-vities were employed only to pro-

duce and not to sell the output. The product was disposed of

through selling activities. Therefore, variable costs per

acre were used as 
"j 

values of the crop activities and the

output prices r,rrere utilized as the 
"j'" 

for selling activi-

ties. The objective function is expressed below in mathema-

tical notation. The components of this function will be

discussed under a separate subsecti-on, namely "Activities"
which immediately folloÌ^rs:

TKT+1J
Maximize zL = 

i_1, o_1, 
Píkt Qi:.t - ilr ¡1, "tit 

xiSt (1)

(Gross Revenue) (Total Cost)
where:

Zt = total net revenue to be maxÍmized in the t th

year t

Qi:.t -- quantity of the i th crop sold by the k th method

in the t th year,

X..- -- solution acreage of the i th crop produced by theaJr
j th method in the t th year

PiLt = expected price of the i th crop sold by the k th

method in the t th year,

C.-, -- expected cost of production per acre of the i thIJT
crop produced by the j th method in the t th year,

f = total number of grain and oi-lseed crops, I is

added to T on cost side in order to recognize a

summerfallow activity which adds to total cost,

but not to gross revenue,

K = total number of selling activities for each

prod.uct, and
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J = total number of producing activities for each

crop.

Activities

The six major crops of the prairies were included in

the recursive model. These crops are wheat, oats, barley,

rye, flaxseed and rapeseed. Rapeseed was a nominal crop in

t,he 1950rs, but its acreage has substantially increased in

the 1960's. Therefore, inclusion of rapeseed in the model

was a necessity for the purpose of making a precise forecast

of acreages of other crops. Summerfallow was also included

in the model as an activity.
The total area of these six crops and summerfallow

comprises a major proportion of the total improved land of

the prairies--84 percent during 1958 to L967. Tame hay,

pasture and a few speciality crops such as mustard and sugar-

beets were omitted from this study.

A considerable difference was found between yields of

a crop so\^rn on surnmerfallow and on stubble land (19). Produc-

tion costs also differ for summerfallow and stubble seeded

crops (7, pp. 161-63). Therefore, two producing activities
vizere employed for each crop: seeding on summerfallow and on

stubble land. These activíties are listed in detail in

Appendix. Table 1I.

In order to bring more realism in the analysis, the

quota system of the Canadian Wheat Board was incorporated

into the model. Four selling activities were used for each

of wheat, oats, barley and rye. The activities are:

li) sefflng through unit quota ì (2) specified acreage quota
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sales; (3) selling through supplementary quotas; and

(4) non-quota sales and¡or discounted values of production

not sold. Sales of flaxseed and rapeseed have been restricted

in the beginning of each crop year, but have usually been

declared open by the middle of the year. Therefore, only one

selling activity was employed for each of these two crops.

All selling activities are listed in Appendix Table 11.

Most prairie farmers make land utilization decisions

for the current crop year towards the end of the preceding

crop year. Therefore, the expected prices of cereal and oil-

seed crops for the t th period are anticipated in the t-l th
period. A simple price expectation model was utilized in

this study. The preceding year prices of cereal crops r^¡ere

used as C- values for all selling activities except thef
fourth type (i.e., non-quota sales and¡or discounted values

of excess production). A príce discounted by twenty percent

was util-ized for this activíty.a For rapeseed, a one year

lagged price was used as its 
"j 

value. In the case of flax-

seed, the preceding year price was first tried, but later

on it was discovered that the cnop was considerably over-

estimated in most years. Therefore, in order to improve the

tTh. twenty percent discount rate was.chosen because
prices for non-quota grain sales as proportions to quota
sales in the prairies seem to be about eighty percent for
wheat, oats, barley and rye. fn ord.er to verify this propor-
tion, the monthly percentages during August L962 to January
1965, given ín a study by Kerr (39, p. 6L), were utilized.
The averages of these percentages r,'rere computed by crops. It
t,.ras found that prices for non-quota grain sales as propor-
tions to quota sales were 77.80 percent for wheat, 74.23 per-
cent for oats and 76.73 percent for barley; Eíghty percent
was, therefore, selected as an approximate figure.
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model estimatesf a price discounted by twenty percent was

used for this cropi The idea of discounting was prompted by

the writing of Theil (65, pp. 33-36) which describes that if

the model consistently underestimates or overestimates, it is
possible to improve the results by either inflating or defla-

ting the estimates by some constant.

Cost of production figures of each crop v/ere required

in this study for each year from 1958 through L971. A number

of stud.ies have been carried out to estj-mate production costs

of different crops in the prairies. Howevêrr in most of the

studies significant differences often exist in the procedures

and assumptions used to estimate cost items. As a result,

these cost figures have been considered inappropriate for the

present study.

In a research report entitled "Interregional Competi-

tion in Canadían Cereal Production" by W. J. Craddock (7, pp.

161-63) | cost of producing wheat, oats, barley and rye sepa-

rately on summerfallow and on stubble land are available only

for the year L966. Since yearly cost data for 1958 to L97L

were not available, and to estimate these values would have

been a major research undertakirg, Craddock's L966 figures

were used for each of the fourteen years of the analysis.

Obviously costs have changed significantly during this
period. However, the cost of producing one crop relative to

another has probably not changed too much. In this study. it

is not the absolute level of cost which is imporLant, but the

relative cost between crops. Further justifications. for this
procedure are given in Appendix B.
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Cost of producing flaxseed and rapeseed were not

estimated in the publication from which the cost estimates

for other crops \¡ilere obtained. Comparable estimates Were

not. available from other studies. Therefore, cost of pro-

ducing oats was used for flaxseed. The rationale for

selecting oats is that production cost for flaxseed seems to

be higher than for most grain crops because of its require-

ments for greater tillage operations. Therefore, the costs

of production of a high-cost crop are likely to appropriate

figures for this crop. Since, in the Craddock study, oats

had the highest cost of production, its cost figures were

utilized for flaxseed.

For rapeseed, the cost of production of wheat was

utilized because cost figures for both crops were found to

be somewhat equal. This observation was based on cost

figures in other studies. For example, Porter and McBain

(54, pp. 16-19) found that during L96I to 1963, the average

costs of production of wheat and rapeseed per acre were

$11.64 and $10.30 respectively, in the Peace River area and

$L4.27 and fiLz.43, respectively, in central Alberta.

Input-OutPut Matrix

A recursive programming model requires an input-

output matrix for each year of the analysis. The matrix for

a single year is determined by the activities and constraints

included in the mode]. However, whether the same matrix

should be used for each period of analysis or d.ifferent
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matrices should be utilized depends upon the objectives of

the study, and intertemporal changes occurring in production

and marketing conditions of the study area. A distinct

input-output matrix was utilized in this model for each year

of analysis.

Yield per acre was the first coefficient to vary

between years in the recursive model. In this study, trend

yields were used as expected values. This expectation model

was selected because it was assumed that farmersr decisions

are not governed by random fluctuation in yields, especially

due to weather variations. But the decisions are based on

long-run yields which are perhaps equal to trend yields.

The use of trend yield in tTre model can be justified

on other grounds as wel1. During the last two decädes or sor

changes in cultivation techniques, fertilizer use and seed

varieties have created an upward trend of a few bushels in

yields in the prairies. Therefore, use of the trend yields

in the model caiT be considered as a method to introduce that

part of technological change which is continuous.

Trend. yields for only rapeseed \^rere estimated in

this study and for other crops these \4rere taken from

Craddock's study.a The following equation hras estimated to

obtain trend yields for rapeseed:

aTrend yields of wheat, oats, barley, rye and flax-
seed \^rere estj-mated for the period L939 to 1965 by Craddock
but were not published j-n his monograph (7).
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(2)Y--a*ilT+U

where:

Y -- yield per acre,

T - time trend ¡ L956 -- 1, and

U -- random error.

The above equation was fitted to actual yield data for the

period 1956 to 1965 only, because data for the earlier years

v/ere not available "

As described earlier, two producing activities were

used for each group , viz. seeding on sumrnerfall-ow and on

stubbl-e. Therefore, two separgte trend yield series were

required. Iïowever, published data were available only since

l-963 on the basis of summerfallow and stubble crop yields,

and a time period of this length vias considered insufficient

to estimate reliab1e trend yields. Therefore, a method

presented in Appendix C was utilized to compute separate

trend yields for summerfallow and stubble crops.

Quota levels have varied over time. In this study,

in order to estimate future quota levels, a simple expecta-

tion model- was employed. The preceding year quotas were

taken as the e>çected level-s for the current year.

Restraints

A variety of restraints are required in the formula-

tion cjf progiraiûning models. Some of the restraints are

determined by the actual restrictions on production and

marl<eting such as limíted amount of resources and regulatíon
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of sales quota. Another group of constraints depend upon the

type of programming technique employed, for examPle, in

recursive programming, flexibility restraints are used. The

following types of restraints were utilized in this study:

(1) physical resource restraints;
(2) flexibility restraints;
(3) absolute minimum and maximum acreage restraints;
(4) sales quota restraints; and

(5) supply restraints to relate producing and selling acti-

vities.

Physical Resource Restraints

Only two physical resource restraints were included

in the model: the current year total improved land and the

preceding year summerfallow acreage. The first restraint is

expressed below in mathematical notation as:

72
TL.Ë i=l j=l alE

where:

TL- = total improved land in the t th year'
E

X. .- -- solution acreage of the i th crop produced byalr
the j th method in the t th Year,

i = index ranging from 1 to 7 for crops ordered as:

wheat., oats, barleyr rYê, flaxseed, rapeseed and

summerfallow, and

j -- index taking value I for crop so\^/n on summer-

fallow and 2 for crop seeded on stubble. Hohrever,

when L='1 , i takes only value 1.
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The above restraint implies that all the available

land must be completely utilized by the activities of the

model. There are two reasons for forcing this constraint to

equality. First, it is unreasonable to assume that' crop

land would be left idle; rather ít is likely that land not

cropped would be summerfallowed. Secondly, in the absence

of an equality sign fo:r this restraint, the solution acreage

of summerfallow t^/i11 always be equal to the lower flexi-

bility restraint because this activity has a negat^ive C '

value (i.e., cost of working summerfallow) . However, this

activity should not necessarily appear at this low level

because summerfallow is maintained from the point of view of

long-run objectives with the return being obtained in future

years.

The total improved land restraint for each year from

1958 through 1970 was set equal to the sum of th.e acreages

of the six crops and summerfallow õr the respective year-

The L969 acreage was used for the I97L crop year.

The second physical- resource restraint is the

preceding year summerfallow acreage. This restraint

requires that the total area of summerfallow crops should

not exceed the preceding year summerfallow acreage. The

constraint can be expressed as follows:

6
sFt-l à xilt

f-=r

where:

sFt_' = .sumrnerfallow acreage in the t-l th year, and

(4)
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all other variables are defined as before.

Flexibility Res traints
These restraints are dynamic in nature. They relate

land utilization patterns of one year with crop acreages of

the preceding year. Specifically, the flexibility restraints

are upper and lower bounds on the allowabIe year-to-year

changes in the solution acreage of each crop in the model.

In this study, these restraints are utilized for the six

crops and summerfallow and stubble land. the restraints may

be expressed in the following dynamic notation:

(l-gir) xit-r s xir 3 (1+ß-r.) xit-r

or xit I (t+Fit) xit_r (s )

and Xit à (I-gir)Xit-t

i -- 1,...,8

where:

xit = solution acreage of the i th crop in the t

th year,

Xit-l = actual or solution acreage of the i th crop

in the t-l th year,

Fia, Êit = maximum allowable proportionate increase and

decrease, respectively, of the t th year

acreage from that of the t-l th year. These

are known as upper and lower flexibility

coefficients.

In order to estimate the flexibility coefficients

which are needed for computing the flexibility restraints,

(6)
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relation (5) or (6) can be rewritten as follows:

X.. = (I+ß.,\- (7)--it \-' Fitr.'it-l

i = Lr...rB

Estimation of this regression equation produces a flexibi-

lity coefficient which does not vary between years and is

not affected by the economic and non-economic conditions

prevailing in any one year. This constancy of the

coefficient has been considered as a major short-coming of

the above regression model. An attempt is made in this

study to develop an alternative model which can overcome

this weakness.

Development of a Model for Estimating
Flexibility Coefficients

ft can be hypothesized that year-to-year propor-

tionate changes in acreage of a crop depend uPon two major

factors. The f,irst factor is the effect of the base year

acreage of a crop on its future acreage. This hypothesis is

based upon a premise that as acreage of a crop increases,

farmers become more reluctant to expand that acreage at the

same rate due to resource restriction and risk of speciali-

zation. The second factor consists of a group of economic

and non-economic variables which affect farmers' decisions

about land utilization patterns.

In this study, two regression models were developed.

One was related to farmerst reluctance to increase crop

acreage at a constant rate. The second model was developed

using economic and non-economic forces as exogeneous
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explanatory variables. For estimation purpose' both models

were combined into one.

In order to develop the first model, the following

non-linear equation can be specified to express the effects

of the preceding year acreage on the current year land

utilization patterns:

xit -- titxit-r + ".2*2 ..t. t (8)

i -- 1r...t8

Equation (8) can be rewritten as:

xit, = (til + ti2xit-r)xit-r (9)

By rearranging equation (9), the followíng expression can be

obtained:

x..

^it-r l-r

i -- 1r...18

Equation (7) can be also expressed as:

Þ-r*ßir (11)*it-1

Using equations (10) and (11), the following relationship

between flexibility coefficient and the preceding year

acreage can be obtained:

x..l-E
XÏ--rrPitl-t'- l_

-- "il * "i2xit_l {G2)

The flexibility coefficients of a crop estimated

from equation (12) would not be equal in different years.
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Rather, it r^iould vary depending upon the Ievels of the pre-

cedingyearacrea9e.Sinceitwashypothesizedthatc.,<

a large ßra would. be estimated if the preceding year acreage

of a crop was smalI. And, a small ßra would be produced if

the base year acreage was large

The development of the second regression model is

based upon the premise that farmers do not increase acreage

of a crop between years by the same proportion. But the

proportion varies depending upon the levels of certain
exogeneous explanatory variables in the year.

Now a question arises: What are the exogeneous

variables affectíng flexibility coefficients? From economic

theoryr wê know that supply of a product (in the present,

context flexibility coefficient) is a function of its own

price and that of its major competitor. Sometimes, grain

stocks and exports are also considered as variables affect-
ing output. But they can be ignored if the following

assumptions are satj-sf ied:

(1) the government does not interfere in the marketing of
agricultural products,

(2) prices are solely determined by the market forces (i.e.,

demand and. supply), and.

(3) price acts as a force to allocate resources to alterna-
tive crops.

However, in conducting research on "The Pricing Structure of

Vüheat at the Country Elevator Level, " Fa:ris observed:
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The results show substantial d.epartures from
perfect competition and the kind of pricing imper-
fections that are most serious. The findings have
implications for any market in which perfect or
nearly perfect competition is assumed. . There
is broader question. We commonly assume that the
pricing process in most agricultural markets tends
to yield resuEs not greatly dífferent from results
under our theoretical ideal of perfect competition.
This mearìs, for one thing, that price can be relied
upon to allocate resources. But if the empirical
existence of a high or 1ow price fails to indicate
that more or less of a commodíty of particular
quality is demanded, the price signal to producers
is not likely to call forth the quantities and
qualities of products that consumers and the trade
rea1ly want (22, pp. 607-24) .

Thus, heavy reliance cannot be attached to prices for a1lo-

cating resources to different crops. Hence, it is hlpothe-

sízed that flexibility coefficients depend not only upon

farmerst expected prices, but also on stocks and exports for

the same crop and its major competitor.

The flexibility coefficient is also affected by

weather. Moisture at the time of seeding modifies farmersr

intentions about land utilization patterns and thereby

creates discrepancy between planned and actual acreages of

crops. Therefore, precipitation was used as an independent

variable in this study.

Technological change has been a dynamic force in

Canadian agriculture. It has shifted supply functions to the

right. If the impact of technology would have been even on

all

the

crops, perhaps technology could have been omitted from

present study on land utilization pattern. But the

impact has not been even. It has been more favourable to

some and less to others. For example, during 1939 to L9661

wheat yield in the prairies trended upward by about half of a
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percent per year, vzhereas yields of oats t r,Yê and rapeseed

rose by more than one percent a year. Assuming cost of pro-

duction per acre of wheat relative to other crops d.id not

change over this period, uneven rates of increases in yields

might have caused a smaller reduction in per bushel produc-

tion cost of wheat and larger reductions for other crops.

Thus, the effect of technologícal change has been uneven in

the prairies. Therefore, it is included as an independent

varíable in thÍs study.

The relationship between the above exogeneous expla-

natory variables and flexibility coefficients can be expressed

in the following functional form:

(1+ßit) -- f (P*ia, n*ja, S*it, S*it,

E*it, E*3¿, Mt, Tt) (13)

i -- I,...,8
where:

P*it, P*jt -- expected prices of the i th and j th crops,

respectively, for the t th year,

S*it, s*jt -- expected grain stocks of the i th and j th

crops, respectively, for the t th year'

"*it, 
u*jt -- expected exports for the i th and j th

crops, respectively, for the t th year,

Mt -- total rainfall in April and May of the t th

year, and

Tt -- time trend variable to account for technolo-

gical change (1953--1) .

Substitutj-on of relation (13) into equation (7) pro-

duces the following function:
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Xit -- {f (P*it, P*i¿, S*it, S*it, E*it,

u*ja, Mt, Tt) ] *ia-t (14)

Equation (14) can be also written as:

x..
¡fl = f (P*it,...,Tr) (15)
tc-r

In order to transform the expected variables of equa-

tion (15) into observable variables, simple expectation models

were employed for exports, prices and stocks. Current year

exports were assumed at the preceding year level. The expec-

ted prices and stocks were taken at the preceding year values.

Because precipitation before seeding creates a gap between

actual and intended land use, total rainfall during April and

May was treated as the relevant observation for the rainfall

variable.
Using the above expectation models, the function (15)

can be expressed as:

X.*
¡f -- f (Pít_l , n j._, , Sir_I , Si ¡-t ,"ir-1

Eit-t, Eit-r, Mt, Tt) (16)

The variables of this function are not identified because

basically the same variables have been described in equation

(13). In the case of equation (13) ' a star indicates expec-

ted values, whereas in function (16), lack of star shows

actual values.

Assuming linear relationships between dependent and

independent variables, relation (16) is expressed below in

the form of a mathematical model:
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xi*

"ra* 
: toi + ttiPit-r * uzlPit-t

+ t3isit-t + taisit-l

* t5iEit-1 * teiE3t-l

+ t7iMt * .giTt 1rz )

i -- 1r...rB

Equation 1fZ) indicates that the year-to-year

proportionate changes in crop acreages are dependent upon

the economic and non-economic conditions prevailing during

the year. Equations (tZ¡ and (17) can be combined to obtain

a complete model which encompasses both sources of year-to-

year variations in flexibility coefficients as: (1) changes

in the base year acreager ârd (2) variations in the levels

of economic and non-economic variables. The complete model

is presented below:

x..
11-

-=þoi*
tt-r

btixit-t * bziPit-t

bsiPit-r * b¿isit-I

ouitjr-1 + boiEit-t

* bziujr-t + bgiMt

* bgirr (18 )

estimating equation (18), an error termFor the purpose of

was added:
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x..
l_Ë

xit-t = boi * briXit-t + * bgitTt

+ uit (19)

Using economic logic and knowledge of agronomic

practices, the following a priori expectations about the

sígns of regression coefficients \^/ere anticipated: b1it0'

bzj-to, b3i.0, b4i.0, b5it0, b6it0, b7i.0 and brr>o. The

sign for rainfalt variable was not specified because it is

hypotheSized to depend upon the crop under consideration.

Because a sizeable porportion of the total improved

land of the prairies is usually seeded to wheat, this crop

was assumed to be the major resource competitor of all non-

wheat crops in the regression models. That is, when

equation (19) Ì^7as estimated for oats, barley, rYê, flaxseed

or rapeseed; price, stocks and exports of wheat h/ere used as

the competitive crop variables. For estimating the wheat

equation, flaxseed was used as a major competitor, but

empirical results did not verify this specification. There-

fore, this crop was dropped from the wheat equation and no

other crop was used in its Place.

Problems in Estimation

The multiple regression model developed above can be

utilized to estimate upper and lower flexibiliUy coefficients.

However, certain econometric and statistical problems

normally arising in estj-mation must be taken care of before

the analysis is finalized. Only three major problems are
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d.iscussed below. These are: autocorrelation, multicolli-

nearity and insufficient degrees of freedom.

Autocorrelation. Time-series regression equations often

have autocorrelated error terms. While estimating a number

of equat,ions, Ladd (43) found. that 26 to 66 percent of

equations had significant levels of autocorrelation,

depending on the test used. This error normally arises due

to incomplete specification of the model. A relevant

variable might be omitted from the equation because its

significance as independent variable could not be recognized.

Sometimes, a few variables are dropped because of non-

availability of data and/or lack of enough degrees of

freedom. If omitted variables are serially correlated, the

residuals of the estimated equation are also autocorrelated.

If the lagged dependent variable is not included in

the equation as an independent variable, the presence of

serial correlation in the error term does not lead to bías

and inconsistency in the estimates of the regression

parameters. It does, hov,rever, lead to biased estimates of

the standard errors of the regression coefficients. In the

presence of lagged dependent variable, serial correlation

causes bias and inconsistency in the estimates of Parameters.

However, Nerlove (52, pp. 866-76) found a significant decline

in the magnitude of the serial correlation coefficient if

the lagged dependent variable is included in supply

equat.ions.
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In this study, the lagged dependent variable was not

included in Lhe regression model, but the numerator of the

dependent variable lagged one year appears as an independent

variable. Even though the Durbin-Vüatson test of serial

correlation becomes inappropriate when an equation includes

lagged dependent variable (26, pp. 65-75) , using this test,

substantial variatíons in the levels of autocorrelation \,üere

observed in this study. For Some crops, autôcorrelation was

insignificant, but for others híghly significant. On

average, it was not pronounced and the problem was ignored

in the analysis.

Multicollingar.ily. Multicollinearity between the explana-

tory variables is frequenÇly observed in economètric studies

based on time-series d.ata. Candler (4, pp. 1735-38) and John-

son (34) encountered high degrees of intercorrelations in

their analyses. In the presence of multicollinearity, the

detection and quantification of the effect of changes in a

single independent variable on the dependent variable

becomes difficuLt. The intercorrelation biases the

regression coefficients towards zero (66, p. 3481, and

may produce their signs inconsistent with that expected

(2I, p. 77). Therefore, their estimates are highly

unreliable. Moreover, the sampling variances of the

least squares coefficients are expected to be large (65,

p. 216).

In this study, a few independent variables in a
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number of equations r4rere found highly intercorrelated. For

example, strong correlation was observed between prices,

between grain stocks, and among price, stocks and export of a

single crop.

In order to deal with multicollinearity, independent

variables of some equations were transformed in such a \47ay

that price ratio was used in the place of individual prices.

Likewise, stock and export ratios were used in some equations.

Another merit of using ratio variables is that it saves a few

degrees of freedom. Ho\ntever, the use of ratio variables has

three major límitations. First, the estimate of the regres-

sion parameter of this variable appears conceptually incon-

sistent. For example, the regression coefficient of the

ratio varíab1e of wheat and flaxseed prices ind.icates that

both prices have almost equal effects on wheat acreage. This

would probably not be the case. The second limitation is

that the use of ratio variable requires an erroneous premise

that the level s of individual prices are unimportant. A

third reason for avoiding ratio varj-able is the difficulty in

interpreting the estimated coefficients. Learn and Cochrane

(45, p. 67) , therefore, suggested that it is probably worth

the príce of one degree of freedom to let the d.ata determine

the separate effects of individual prices.

In this study, only those independent vari-ables which

r,trere strongly ,i,ntercorrelated \úere transformed into ratios,

and uncorrelated variables were used in linear form.

Piobl.gms olPegrees,_o_f Freedom. Because the analysis was
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related to annual acreages, there were only fifteen observa-

tions over the period 1953 through L967. For the separate

estimation of upper and lower flexibility coefficients,

observations \^rere stratified into two groups on the basís of

positive or negative changes in year-to-year acreages of a

crop. This procedure resulted in as few as six observations

for estimating some equations. Therefore, it was possible

to include only a few variables in those equations. The

selection of variables r,.ras made on the basis of: (1) multi-

collinearity between independent variables ï (2) inconsis-

tency of coefficient signs with a priori expectations;

(3) the statistical significance of the regression coeffi-

cients, and (4) the level of n2.

Lagged acreage and price or price ratio variables

i,.zere included in every equation. The reason for using the

former variables arises from the fact that the signs of its

coefficients were consistent in almost all cases. The

coefficien.ts \ilere also highly significant. Inclusion of the

price variable can be justified on two grounds. First, this

variable was included in order to examine the impact of

price changes on land utilization patterns. Secondly, the

empirical performance of this variable, based upon the above

four criteria, was also reasonably good.

Method of Estimation

Ordinary least squares regression was used to

estimate separate equations for uppe.r and lower flexiJcílity
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coefficients of six crops, summerfallow and stubble land.

That. is, a set of eight equations was developed for the

purpose of estimating upper flexibility coefficients.

Likewj-se, another set of eight equations was estimated for

lower coefficíents. These equati-ons are presented in

Appendix Table L4. Both sets of equations were used to

compute Ei and ßi for each year during the period 1958 to

L967. Also, these equations l^rere utilized to estimate

ex-ante flexibility coefficients for years 1968 through

L97L.

A few observations \^/ere omitted from the analysis of

some crops because year-to-year proportionate changes in

acreages were excessively high. These extreme'changes are

likely to be a reflect.ion of some unique and non-recurring

forces affecting the crop in those years.

For most of the regions, rapeseed acreage data \^lere

not available for the entire period of analysis (1953-1967).

Therefore, in these cases, a dif ferent procedure r^7as adopted

to estimate flexibility coefficients. Observations were noL

stratified into two groups, but all data rl'rere utilized to

estimate only one equatÍon. And the estimated values of the

dependent variable were increased and decreased by ten

percent in order to obtain upper and lower flexibility

coefficients.

In some years, in contrast to a priori expectations,

negative values of the upper and lower flexibility coeffi-

cients \^rere estimated for a few crops. Perhaps these values
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resulted because a very limited number of observations r^7ere

utilized in the multiple regression analysis. Inadequate

degrees of freedom cause j-nstabitity in the estimates of

regression parameters. Hence, the flexibility coefficients

based upon the regression parameters could have been unstable

and taken extreme values for years not included in the fit.

Therefore, equations were also fitted for each crop

using all observations and flexibility coefficients \^rere

computed from these. These coefficients were used to

replace negative coefficients estimated by the earlier

method.

The flexibility coefficients estimated through the

multiple regression model vary from year-to-year depending

upon tlr,e levels of exogeneous explanatory variables. The

coefficients are presented in Appendix Table 16. The flexi-

bility restraints l^lere computed using these coef ficients '
The upper flexibility restraint for a crop was estimated by

multiplying (l+Era) by the acreage in the preceding year.

Similarly, the lower restraint for a crop \^Ias estimated by

multiplying the lagged acreage by (l-git). Upper and lower

flexibility restraints were estimaled in this manner for

each crop. In additj-on, similar restraints were computed

for summerfallow and stubble land.

Absolute Minjtmum and Maxi:num
Acrease Constraints

Absolute minimum and maximum acreages of each of the

six crops, summerfallow and stubble land tTere othrer
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restraints included in the recursive model. The rationale

for introducing such constraints is that a regJ-on maintains

a certain minimum acreage of a crop (and, therefore' a

certain maximum acreage of other crops) for the purpose of

diversifying cropping pattern and/or raising feed for

livestock.

There is also an empirical significance in intro-

ducing these absolute constraints into the recursive model.

These constraints reduce aggregation bias. Since an

aggregate programming model assumes that all farms in a

region respond in a similar way to economic stimuli, (i.e.,

atl farms respond to the same extent or do not respond at

all), an'all-or-nothing type of solution can be obtained

(63, pp. 1531-32). However, in reality farmers respond at

d.ifferent rates. Therefore, a region maintains at least

some mj-nimum acreages of a few crops and some maximum

acreages of others. This feature was introduced in the

recursive model by adding absolute minimum and maximum

acreage restraints for each of the six crops, summerfallow

and stubble land. The absolute restraints are presented as

follows:

2
Max x*i 2 .t, *ija

J:I
(20)

6
Max X*, > XiZt (2f¡" i--1

2
Min X*.i S X Xi +* Q2)rJut_--r
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6

Min X*, I XiZt Q3)
" i--r

i -- 1 ,2, ... ,7

where:

Max X*. -- maximum acreage of the i th crop during a
I

period,

Min X*., -- minimum acreage of the i th crop during a
l-

period, and

other variables are defined as before.

In order to carry out programming analysis during

1958 to L967, minimum and maximum acreages observed over the

period of fit (1953-1967) were used as the absolute acreage

restraints.a For analysis beyond L967, these restraints

were updated f.or each ne\ltr year usíng the preceding year crop

acreage. For example, the 1968 actual acreages \47ere used to

update the absolute minimum and maximum acreage constraints

for the 1-969 analYsis.

Quot+, Restraints

sales of some cereal grains in the prairies have

been regulated by the Canadian Vüheat Board. Prairie farmers

have sold grains under: (t) unit quota, (2) specified

acreage quota, and (3) sup¡>lementary quotas. Tn this study'

tA"r".g" data prior to 1960 \Â¡ere not available for
rapeseed. theiefore, minimum and maximum acreages observed
during the period 1960 to 1967 \^Iere used as absolute con-
straints for this crop.

97
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all three quota restraints were included in order to account

for the restrictions put on by the Wheat Board on the sale

of individual crops, and to examine the impact of changes in

quota levels on land utilization patterns.

under the unit quota system, the wheat Board allowed

every prairie grain producer to deliver a maximum of one

hrundred units of grains. Each unit consisted of some speci-

fied. number of bushels of wheat, oats, barley and rye. For

instance, in L969, one unit of quota was equivalent to three

bushels of wheat, ten bushels of oats, eight bushels of

barley or sixteen bushels of rye. A farmer could deliver one

hundred units of any one of these products or any combina-

tion thereof. This restraint can be expressed through the

following mathematical notat,ion:

4

uQt ì i]r Qitt / qrtr (24)

where:

Qitt -- quantity of the i t^h crop sold through the unit

quota in the t th Year,

UQt : total amount of unit quota in the t th year, and

gitt -- number of bushels of the i th crop per unit of

quota in the t th Year.

Total unit quota constraint (U0) was estimated by multiplying

the number of conmercial farms in a region by one hundred.

The specified acreage quota restraint, which is

presented in equat,ion (25), indicates that the total sales

of wheat^, oats, barley and rye under this constraint cannot
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exceed the number of bushels of quota generaLed by the

specified acreage (i.e., area of wheat, oats, barley, îY8,

tame hay and summerfallow). Tame hay was not included in

the analysis. Therefore, the number of bushels of the

specified quota generated by this croP \Âras det.ermined by

multiplying hay acreage by the quota level. This amount was

then introduced in the rest,raint as f oIlows:

- q'lztxllt (25)

and QL2t= :Q42=972t

hTnere:

QiZt = quantity of the i th crop sold through the

specified quota in the t th Year'

QHt -- total amount of specified acreage quota

generated by tame hay in the t th year'

giZt -- specified quota level per acre of the i th crop

j-n the t th year, and

all other variables are as previously defined.

The supplementary quota has been designed for the

sale of a specific crop. In this model, seParate quota

restraint was introduced for each of wheat, oats, barley and

rye. These restraints are presented below:

442
QHt 2 

i_1, 
oir. - ilr ,-1, 

nir.*ij.

2

Qi¡t t 
,-1, 

qiatxiit

i -- 1,2r3r4

(26)
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or

2
0 S Qi¡t gigtxiit

l--r
where:

Qi:t. -- quantity of the i th crop sold through the

supplementary quota in the t th year'

R -- ¡'ushels of supplementary quota per acre of theYi3t - "
i th crop in the t th Year, and

all other variables are as defined before.

Supply Restraints

These restraints were utilized to relate producing

and selling activities of crops. They specified that the

total quantity of a product sold should not exceed the

amount produced. In the present study, a separate constraint

was used for each of wheat, oats, barleyr rYê, flaxseed and

rapeseed. The constraints can be expressed as follows:

42
x Qi r* f "ii t*ii t (27 )

k--1 !À' j=l

or

42
0 ¡ x Qrr-- f, Y. .-x.:- -:<__r -rKr ¡lr 

*ijt"ijt

i -- r12,...16

where:

QiLt = Çuantity of the i tÏr crop sold through the k th

method in the L th Year,

Y. -- = pêr acre yield of the i th- crop produced by the
AJE
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th method in the t Lh Year'

defined as before.with

Subject to:

Tl,.
E

SF.t-l

J

x. ..alc

Summary of the Model

The recursive progralnming model developed above is

presented in detail in Appendex Tab1e 13. A summaÈy is

given below. Some of the equations expressed here are Very

specific, r,,rhereas, in the earlier portion of this chaptert

E-hê1d \^rere þresente¿'.i.r^' a more 'generall,iOä*'¿¡d,i'lf¡"tt expÏä;íned

fu,na;t.i¡orr,¡:and,',ìrelated constraints are as follows :

446
Maximj'ze zt : 

,-1, u-1, 
Pi¡.t QiLt * 

ils 
Pitt Qitt

(Gross Reve":aue),

tij. *ij. - cttt xztt

(Total Cost )

62
TX

i--1 j --1

2
I

j --1

6

=X
i:1

x. .. + x-,,alc trE

6

i--1
x..,

l- rt

2
(l+Er.) *i._r

(1+E'r.) xzt_t à xtLt

i = Lr,.. 16
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6
(1+Eer) xst-r

2
(l--Ê.it) xit-r s 

:_1, 
*ij.

(r-Êzt) *zt_r s xzrt

(l-Êet) *at_r s
6

xizt
l_--r

2
Max*. ) X x...l- - -r_1 a]t

J-r-

Max*, à xZtt

6
Max*,

l-=l-

2
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All variables are defined as before.

Levels of Aggregation in the Afalysis

Becauoe the major objectives of this study are to

explain the historícal acreages of crops and to forecast the

ITTL land utilization patterns for each of the three prairie

provinces, and for the prairies aS a whole, the analysis was

carried out separately for Manitoba, Saskatchewan and

Alberta, and for the prairies treated as one unit. Thus,

four models were constructed, which were similar in structure,

but different with respect to numerical values of coefficients

and constraints

The analysis was also carried out separately for

each of the twenty crop districts of Saskatchehran. Land

utilization patterns of each district \^7ere estimated, and

the provincial results were obtained by summing the crop

district estimates. This disaggregate analysis was under-

taken f6r the purpose of tes,ting a pypot.hesis: the provin-

cial estimates obtained through the aggregate analysis are -'.+ '

less accurate than the results obtained by summing the

solutions of the dísaggregate models. These twenty models

\^rere structually the same, dif ferent only in terms of

coeffícient values.
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In recapitulation, twenty-four models, in all, were

developed. Twenty of them used crop districts as leve1s of

aggregation in analysis. Three provincial models \^/ere

constructed based on provincial data. The remaining model

\tras developed utilizing prairie level data.



CHAPTER V

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

The purpose of this chapter is to present the

results based on the analytical framework described in the

previous chapters. Solution acreages of the recursive

programming analysis are presented in tabular form in the

Appendix. In this chapter, a graphic comparison is made

between the estimated and actual acreages of crops, in order

to evaluate the performance of the recursive model.

The chapter is divided into five sections. The

first tests the explanatory pol^rer of the model. The second

evaluates the predictive ability. Tn the third section, the

performance of the aggregate models relative to the d.is-

aggregate ones are judged. The fourth sect.ion evaluates the

effects of the "Lo\n/er Inventory for Tomorrow" program on the

LgTO prairie land utilization pattern. The fifth and the

last portion of this chapter presents the I97L projected

land use for each prairie province and for the prairies as a

whole.

The Explanatory Test

This test was conducted to determine whether the

model was capable of explaining farmers' behaviour during

the period 1958 through 1967. Data for the entire period

\^7ere used to explain land utilization patterns of any one
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year. For example, flexibility coefficients for each single

year were estimated by fitting the multiple regression equa-

tions to the data for the entire period. Estimated results

of the recursive programming analysis were compared against

actual land utilization patterns in order to test the explan-

atory power of the model.

In this study, acreages were estímated separately for

Manitoba, Saskatchewan and AlberLa, and for the entire prairie

region treated as a unit.. The results from the aggregate

prairie model are presented first, and the provincial esti-

mates then follow. While presenting the results for indivi-

dual cropsr oo attempt has been made to simultaneously discuss

the causes of discrepancy between the actual and estimated

acreages. Rather, the Sources of errors are explained in the

last portion of this sectÍon which follows the presentation of

the results. The reasoning behind this organization arises

from the fact that a number of factors which explained the

errors in the acreage estimates were identical for most of

the crops.

Prairies
The prairie land utilization patterns \Àlere explained

with reasonable accuracy by the aggregate prairie model. In

Tabl-e L, the results are illustrated by crops and by yearsf

in terms of percentage difference between actual and estimated

acreage. The overall weighted averagea of absolute

aActual

weighted average
acreagés \úere used as wéi'ghts to calculate
of absolute differences.



Year

DIFFERENCEA
FROM

195 B

1959
196 0
L96I
L962
196 3
1964
1965
L966
L967

Weíghted
average
of absol-ute
differences

TABLE 1

BETWEEN ACTUAL PR.A.TRIE
THE AGGREC'ATE PRAIRÏE

Wheat Oats

-3
4

-2
-0
-0
-0
I

-6
0
I

13
26
67
65
52
97
06
07
09
1B

BarIey

13
I
9

-31
L4

0
0

10
4

-I0

aA positÈve difference indicates an underestimate (i.e., estimated acreage less
than actual), and a negative error represents an overestimate.

01
43
27
09
91
94
00
47
I4
95

LAND
t4oDEL,

Rye

0.26
4.86
0.41
2.9r
9.16
4.36

-13.38
8.50

11.84
2.28

USE AND ESTIMATES
19 5 B-1967

(percent)

0.00
4.00
0 .42
5.82
7 .42
I.20
2.65
r.72
1.31

-2.r5

2.00

Flax-
seed

9.s9

Rape-
seed

-37.05
-35 . 34

2.97
15 .38

-29.89
L4.97
37 .14
35.28
3.45

-13.07

Summer-
fa11ow

5.34

-100 .06
-2r2.16

Weighted
average

of absolute
differences

6
7

25
L2
15
I
6
5

2.63

34
46
59
03
65
53
23
B6

5.51
1. s9
0.74
4.69
0.o2

-0.91
-L.75
-0.68
-2 .45
0.32

22.99

6.74
4.63
2.34
5.46
3.26
r.64
3.36
5.39
2.64
r.96

19.55 r.87 3.74

Ho
u¡
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dif f erences f or all land use \474s 3 .7 4 percent. The error

was more than ten percent for only two crops (ví2., flaxseed

and rapeseed). During the period 1958 to L967, the weighted

average of absolute deviations for any one year was less

than seven percent.

Table 1 shorlrs that wheat acreages were closely

explained through the model; the error \^las less than Seven

percent in any one year. Estimated and actual acreages of

this crop are shown in Figure 6. While the model perform-

ance was remarkable in estimating year-to-year increases in

wheat acreages, it was not as satisfactory in explaining the

decreases. For examPle, a decline of 1.5 million acres in

1965 from 1964 was completely unexplained.

The estimates of oats acreages in the prairies were

not satisfactory. The weighted average of absolute devia-

tions during 1958 to 1967 was ten percent. Figure 7 illus-

trates a moderate proximity between model solution and actual

acreages in only five years out of ten. However, the model

estimates agree more closely with the actual observatíons

during the period 1963 to L967.

In spite of sizeable variations in prairie barley

acreagles during 1958 to L967, the model estimates, graphed

in Figure 8, were considerably similar to the actual obser-

vations. While barley acreagie declined from 9.1 million in

1958 to 5.4 million in 1961, year-to-year deerqases in this

period \^rere estimated with remarkable accuracy. However,

the model had a tendency to underestimate this crop during

1965 to L967.
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Rye acreage was estimated with pronounced accuracy.

Table 1 shows that the average error \,üas only 2.63 percent.

However, from Figure 9 it is apparent that the acLeagies were

underestimated in almost all years. While the model was

very successful in estimating sharp declines in acreagesr it

had estimated only a part. of year-to-year increases.

Performance of the model was poor for explaining

flaxseed acreages. The average error was twenty-three

percent. Figure l-0 illustrates that the direction of year-

to-year changes in actual acreages were incorrectly estimated

in four out of ten years (1958 to L967). This crop acreage

hras substantially overestimated in the early years, but

considerably underestimated duríng the period 1963 to 1965.

Table 1 shows that the weighted average of the

absolute percentage differerÌces' between actual and estimated

aereages of rapeseed was very high; the average error \47as

twenty percent. However, as illustrated in Figure 11, the

solution acreages hrere reasonably close to actual in all
years except 1958 and 1959. Increases of rapeseed acreages

by 250 percent in 1960 and 80 percent in 1965 lvere fuIIy

explained. However, considering the overall performancet

the model had a tendency to overestimate this crop.

Summerfallow acreages were estimated with striking

precision; the average error was less than two percent.

From Figure 12, it seems that the model explained sharp

acreage declines with reasonable accurãcy, but it was not

very successful in estimating year-to-year increases. For
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Figure lO. Explonotory ond predictive tests of proirie f loxseed ocreoge
esiimoted by the oggregote model, 1958-1969'
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instance, the rise in summerfallow acreages in 1958 and I96L

were completely unexplained and, therefore, an error of 1.5

million acres was produced in each year.

It can be concluded from the above discussion that

rye is tJ. e only crop that is consistently underestimated

during the entire period of analysis (1958 to L967). other

crops hrere explained with very small discrepancy between

estimated and actual acreages in some years but, with gross

"rrorsâ in other years. However, in general, the recursive

programming model has performed reasonably well.

Provinces

The land utilization patterns for each. of the prairie

provinces \^¡ere explained with reasonable accuracy by the

provincial models. Tn Table 2, the weighted average of

absolute percentage deviations for the entire land use is

presented by province and year. The model estimates for

Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta were moderately similar

to actual acreages in each year during 1958 to 1967. The

average error v/as less than ten percent in any one year

for Saskatchewan and Alberta and was greater than ten percent

for Manitoba ín only 1958.

tc.r-r""= of errors are explained in the last portion
of this section.
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TABLE 2

WETGHTED AVERAGE OF ABSOLUTE PERCENÎAGE
DEVIATIONS FOR THE ENTTRE LAND USE,

BY PROVTNCE AND YEAR

Year Manitoba Saskatche\^/an Alberta

(percent)

1958
j-959
196 0
19 61
L962
t963
L964
1 965
L966
L967

Weighted
average

L2.67
7 .47
9.7t
2.95
3.82
2.24
8.43
4.94
5.82
4 .4L

6.25

6 .47
4.7 4
3.L7
7 .39
4.99
1.50
3.48
5.0r
2.30
2.68

4.t7

5.49
L.62
L.57
4.27
6 .49
3 .37
3.77
5 .03
L.7 4
4.48

3.78

Table 3 shov/s that in each province t}re estimates of

wheat acreages r,tzere considerably similar to actual values.

The weighted. average of differences was less than three

percent in each case. Figure 13 reveals that., in each

province, âû increase of thitteen percent in wheat acreage

between 1958 and 1959 was estimated with pronounced accuracy.

However, a decline in 1965, which was the sharpest during

the period 1958 to L967 ' was unexplained in Manitoba and

Saskatche\^ran. And, ín Alberta, it was only partly estimated.

It can thus be concluded that the model explaíned sizeable

increases in acreages of this crop with remarkable accuracy;

whereas, its performance was not satisfactory in estimating

sharp declines.



TABLE 3

DIFFERENCEA BETWEEN PRÂIRIE PROVINCE|S' ÀCTUAL IÀi{D USE ÀND ESTIMATES
FROM THE PROVINCTAL MODEI,S, 1958-1967

Year

Lgsg L.O7
1960 -0.83
1961 *0.7 3
L962 0.47
1963 0. s3
1964 0.i 4
lvo) -o . q{

L967 0.00

Wheat

I^leighted average of
absoh:te differences

Oats BarIey

2.04
- 2.99

1.15

4.0r
- ).¿v

t9s8 -0.54
10<o ? ta
t96o 4.64
r96t -1.00
Lto¿ -L.a¿
1963 0.70
L964 r.49

L966 . 0.00
1AA7 -ô lq

Rye

Manitoba

-20.77
- 2.84

0. 12
u - zt

-20.38
1.30
I AO

- 2.79
0.00

-r9.5J

-12.81
- 7.79

-þf.Jõ
r0.08

-14 .96

heighteü average of
absoLute differences L.97

FLaxseed Rapeseed.

5.5 / ¿¿. I 5

1958
r959
1960
rvþa
Lto¿
rvoJ
1964' L965
1966
L967

Wej.ghted average of
absolute differences

-20..15 - L.zL
-14.30 - 1.04
- 6.89 3.7s
-7L.48 0.73

?o tn - a qq

4.24 -29.92
24.76 - 7.77

- 5.59 19 ,03
-31-.50 4.83

- 39.09
- 17 .94
- 2.70
-' 2.86
- 29.9L

0.48
- 1.93

Q 1a

0.31
- 4.00

'i^teighted
q'rñmôr-

fallow of absolute
. differences

Saskatcl'iewân

-Jð4.v5
- 0.80
-L¿+. Z)
- 4.L2

J.+t
2.L2

- r.59
ô ql

4.53

-8 -32
0. 16

U. Tf
-0.9s

n eq
3.23

0.00

u.v¿ - +¿.ot
ç o1 - Áq la

J.{) 4.qf

t4.34 -L41.90
2.39 8.89

1s.84 43.96
20.01 60.94

- r.rr ó.1¿
19.00 - 2r-51

2I.2r 6.90

I ? Oa

7.27
9 .1.1

- 0.38

0.13

- 1.11
0.49

- 0.72

8.88

oÀ positive d.ifference indicaÈes an underestimate and a negat.ive error represents an overestÍmate.

L). ¿Z
- 3.14
- 1.39
- 6.23
!5.22

- 1.28
ll.¿ð

L9 .22 5,08

r.ou
- 7.67
- ô ¿?
- !.f /
-L7.60

5 .10

- 5,96

1) 
^17 .47

9.7L

3.82) )À,
Â ¿?
4.94
5.82

- rq Qq 110
- lq ¿r t )A
- 2.02 - t.ol-
- 47.06 7.29
- 30.48 0.94
- ¿¿-Þ) - r.co

- 2.48 0.76
u.uu - ¿-J¿

40.99 0.79

À].berta

o ?a
lq 17
1q oo
9.50

r9.09
-10.49
i3.89

q- t ¿

o 11 17 1ô

i .69

r.1.58

- 20.24
4 .59

rJ.4õ
- 2.34

I. L4

6.25

î ì?

¿ qq

l_.50
3.48q nt
r 1^
¿-00

r6.ul ¿.o¿

L¿. ¿O

- 71.18
)1 10

68.01
- 59.02

6 .08
- l_9.05

L9 .46

L4.öV

i.61
- !.4L

L.22

4.81
r.95

- 2-37
, qo

f,-êv

1.57

6 ,49
3,37
3.77ç n1
r.7 4
4.48

¿5.J¿

H
H
È
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Table 3 illustrates moderately close agreement

between the actual and solution acreages of oats in Manitoba

and Alberta, but shows gross dissimilarity in Saskatchewan.

In tlris province, the weighted average of absolute differ-

ences \^ras twenty-one Percent. Also, Figure 14 shows that the

model estimates for Saskatchewan were considerably greater

than the actual acreages during the period 1958 to 1961.

In 1962, howeverr âD eighty-two percent rise in the crop

acreage of this province was estimated with reasonable

accuracy. In Alberta, the model estimates \^/ere moderately

close to actual acreages in alt years except 1958, L962 and

1965. It can, however, be concluded that estimates of oats

acreages in the prairie provinces \^¡ere not saùisfactory.

The estimated barley aci.eages for Manitoba vilere

widely different from actual observations. From Figure 15,

it can be seen that the crop was overestinated for most of

the period. By contr:ast, the error was reasonably smal1 for

Saskatchewan and Alberta. fn these provinces, barley

acreages Ì^/ere continuously declining through L962, but these

declines \^rere correctly estimated in all years except Lg62.

As shown in Table 3 | the weighted average of

absolute deviations for rye was less than five percent in

Manitoba, but more than nine percent in Saskatchewan and

Alberta. fn the latter two provinces, Figure L6 also illus-

trates that the solution acreages \^rere substantially lower

than the actual data. A general conclusion drawn from the

analyses of såskatchewan and Alberta is that the model
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accurately estimated year-to-year decreases in rye acreagest

but failed to explain the sharp increases.

Table 3 and Figure 17 present the discrepancies

between the model estimates and actual acreages of flaxseed.

The average error was as large aS thirt^y-seven percent. Ïn

Saskatchewan, the model overestimated the croP in the early

years and substantially underestimated in 1964 an.d 1965. Tn

Manitoba, the model did. not explain declines of flaxseed

acreages in 1959 and L962. Rather it^ est,imated increases in

these years over the previous year acreages. In other words,

the turning points in the changes in flaxseed acreages \^fere

not correctly estimated. Atso, in Alberta, the direction of

change in the acreage of this crop was incorrectly estimated

in 1961. Based upon these results, it can be concluded that

the models for Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta did not

accurately estimate the changes in flaxseed acreages, but,

rather produced many turning point errors.

The model estimates and actual acreages of rapeseed

are graphed in Figure 18. In Manitoba, changes in rapeseed

acreagles l^rere strikingty well explained for all years except

1958, L959.and 1961. In this province, a sharp increase of

175 percent in 1960 was closely estimaÈed. However, in

Saskatchewan and Alberta solution acreages were quite

different from actual d.ata. fn some years, changes were

underestimated and in other years these were overestimated.

Therefore, it can be concluded that changes in rapeseed

acreages r,tlere, in general, poorly estimated in the individual

prairie provinces.
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Summerfallow acreages in each province welle closely

approximated by the models. The average error during 1958

to L967 for any one province was less than seven percent

(fable 3). However, Figure 19 shows that in Manitoba an

increase in summerfallow acreage between Lg57 and 1958 was not

fully estimated. In Saskatchewanr â0 increase of one million

acres in 1958 and 1961 each \^¡as completely unexplained-

However, in L966, a drop of the same magnitude was closely

estimated. In Alberta, only fifty percent of the increase

in summerfallow acreage in 1965 was explained. Therefore,

it can b..e concluded that the models were successful in

estimating sharp declines in acreagêsr but their performance

was not very satisfactory in explaining sizeable increases.

summarizing the performance of the provincial models

in explaining the land utilization patterns, it can be

concluded that although there were large errors in the

acreage estimates for some crops, the solution acreages were

on the average reasonably close to the actual values. On

the basis of a subjective evaluation of these results, it

appears that the recursive progralnming models have satis-

factory explanatory powers. This good. performance of the

recursive models was perhaps a result of the precision in

the estimates of the flexibility restraints. This follows

from the fact that the land utilization patterns were

basically determined by these restraints. In a typical

solution, the most profitable crops would reach their upper

flexibility bounds, the less profitable crops would go to
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lower bounds, and one crop would be between the bounds,

restricted by the total crop land constraint. Absolute

acreage constraints v/ou1d affect the model solutions only in

a few years.

Sources of Errors in the
Mode1 Estimates

Before examining the sources of errors, it must be

pointed out that the data which were utilized as norms were

estimates published by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics.

This source is not of impeccable accuracy. The data are

subject to errors of observation: In treating them as norms

for evaluating the performance of our analysis, we may

attribute errotrs to the model which actually occur in the

published data. However, in the absence of betLer norms, Lt

is necessary to use these data for the modelsr evaluation.

During the period 1958 to L967, one of the signifi-

cant discrepancies between the estimated and actual acreages

in each of the four models (i.e., Manitoba, Saskatchewan,

Alberta and the prairies) existed for wheat in 1965. As

indicated earlier, wheat acreages in these models declined

in 1965 from the preceding year leveIs, but soluLion

acreages showed increases. Hence, the models did not

estimate the directions of change and, therefore, produced

turning point errors. Two pJ-ausible hypotheses can be put

forward to explain these errors. One is that errors result

from the fact that land utilization patterns v/ere estimated

using highly aggregate models. These models estimate either
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full change or no change at all in crop acreages. This

situat.ion arises because the mod.els presuppose perfect

homogeneity in the response of individual Ërm firms. But

this assumption does not hold in the real world because

there are many interfarm differences which create variations

in response to price and other economic variables.

The second hypothesis for explaining the turning

point errors is that the expected net returns per acre for

crops included in the model are not accurate. This inaccur-

acy could be a result of the application of inappropriate

expectation models for estimating prices, costs, yields

and/or quotas. fn other words, the expectation model

utilized in thís study (i:e., the current year expected

values equal to the preceding year actual data) does not

appear to be the true model used by the prairie grain

producers.

These two hypotheses are not necessarily independent;

together they make the programming model in some years insen-

sit^ive to price changes. The price of wheat utilized for

the 1965 analysis was eight to eighteen cents per bushel

lower than that used for L964, depending on the provincial

model considered. Perhaps farmers reacted to this price

decline and reduced wheat acreage in 1965. But, in the

recursive programming analysis, net income per acre of wheat

\^ras still higher than other crops and, tlrerefore, t].e l-965

solution acreage reached the upper flexibility bound which

\^7as more than the actual acreage of the previous yearr
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Hence, the decline in the wheat acreage was not anticipated

by the models. Rather, the models estimated increases.

Another major discrepancy bet^ween actual and

estimated acreages occurred in the case of rapeseed. The

area of this crop declined substantially in 1958 and 1959.

But the crop was considerably overestimated in all four

models due to the turning point errors. These errors \À/ere

also caused by the application of highIy aggregate recursive

models which did not respond to declines in rapeseed prices.

T-n !962, the solution acreages of f laxseed in all

four models grossly exceeded the actual values because the

prograilming models were non-responsive to declines in flax-

seed príces. As a result, the turning point errors in

changes in the acreages of this crop \^rere produced.

A thorough examination of the solution of models,

during the period 1958 to L967, shows that most of the

discrepancies between actual and estimated acreages took

place as a result of turning point errors. Table 4 illus-

trates that the frequency of turning point eirors in the

estimates of crop acreagies htas very high in all provinces.

Moreover, considering the high level of performance of the

recursive programming model in explaining the crop acreages,

tlre frequency of th.e errors is particularly large.
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TABLE

FREQUENCY OF TURNTNG POTNT
OF THE CROP ACREAGES

1958 TO

4

ERRORS TN THE ESTfMATES
IN THE PRATRIES,

l-967

Total number
- of turning

UTOT)S* por-nÈs r-n
each model

Number of turning point errors

Prairies Manitoba Saskatchewan Alberta

Vüheat
Oats
Barley
Rye
Flaxseed
Rapeseed
Summer-

fallow

10
10
10
10
10
10

t0

4
6
4
2
6
I
3

I
2
3
4
4
5

3

3
5
2
6
7
1

3

0
6
3
4
4
0

4

As described earlier, the turning point errors r¡/ere

mainly brought about by the insensitivity of the aggregate

progranming models for changes in the price of a crop. In

the two hypotheses mentioned above, the insensitivity could

have been caused by the use of: (1) highly aggregate data

and (2) inaccurate net income coefficients j-n the program-

ming models. Hence, the techniques and expectation models

utilized to derive the net income components (such as price,

costs, yield and/or quota levels) might not be those used by

prairie farmers and, therefore, might have produced bias in

th-e estimates of the net return per acre: No comment is

made here about tl-e eËrors resulting from the application of

aggregate models. Rather, this is discussed in section

three.
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There are some discrepancies between estimated and

actual acreages, which cannot be explained through the

Sources discussed above and, therefore, other explanations

have to be sought. The increases of wheat acreages between

1958 and 1959 in Saskatchewan and for the prairies \^lere only

partly explained by the recursive model. This underestima-

tion of acreage was caused by the relat.ively narrow upper

flexibility bound for this crop. on the other hand, too

wide upper flexibility restraint was responsible for the

overestimation of wheat in Manitoba by eight percent in 1966.

In Alberta, during the period 1958 through L967, rapeseed

acreages were grossly underestimated in some years and

highly overestimated in other years. This was brought about

by relatively too wide or too narro\^l flexibility bounds on

acreages of this croP.

Many more examples of the errors created by the

inappropriate levels of the flexibi-lity restraints can be

cited from the results of the analysis. Thus, the inappro-

priate estimates of the restraints can be considered as a

Source of errors. However, thiS source Caused errors only

in years where sharp changes in the acreages of a crop had

occurred

Another source of errors in acreage estimates was

abnormal weather conditions. In Saskãtchewan and the'

prairies, errors in the estimated acreages of flaxseed in

1958 | Lg59 and 1962 could be attributed to excessively dry

weather conditions. April and May precipitation in these
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years \^rere only sixty Percent of the ten year average (1958-

Lg67). Even though precipitation was considered as a

variable in the basic regression model developed for esti-

mating flexibility coefficients, it was omitted from most of

the equations because of inadequate degrees of freedom.

Moreover, a regression model cannot completely account for

abnormal fluctuations in moisture.

The above four were the major sources of errors in

the provincial and the prairie models. It was observed that

the errors in the estimates were additive: an error in the

solution acreage of one crop creates discrepancy between the

estimated and actual acreages of other crops. Furthermoret

even a smal1 error in the est.imates of wheat or summerfallow

causes a sizeable error in the Solution acreages of the more

minor crops.

Thg Predictive Test

This test is more rigorous than th-e previous explana-

tory one because the ability of the model t'o make predictions

outside the period used for its construction is examined,

and permanence and completeness of the structure are thereby

evaluated. The model which was developed on the basis of

the 1958 through Lg67 dataa, \^7as used to make predictions

for 1968 and Lg6g. Comparison was then made between the

tgb""r-r.tions during 1953 to L967 were utilized to
estimate the flexibility coefficients-
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predicted and actual acreages.

This section is organized also on the lines of the

previous one. Results from the aggregate prairie model are

discussed first. A presentation of the provincial estimates

th-en follows. In the final portion of this section, sources

of the errors in the acreage predictions are examined.

Prairies
The actual and predicted acreages for tl.e years

involved in the predictive test are illustrated in Figures 6

through l2 which have been utilized earlier to present the

results of the explanatory test. The percentage deviatíons

of predicted from actual acreages are given in Table 5. The

overall weighted average of the absolute deviations for 1968

and 1969 was only 7.39 percent. The predicted acreages l^Iere

reasonably similar to actual observation in 1968. But, in

L969, the average error vras as high as eleven percent.

However, considering the abnormal situation which existed in

the prairie agriculture in that year, the error \^ras

moderate. a

Figure 6 illustrates that the predicted and actual

acreages of wheat were stri-kingly close in 1968, but the

error was substantially large in 1969. The results for oats

aDuring the 1968 crop year, wheat supplies were at a
very high level, exports \^¡ere lower than the ten year
average (1958-1959 to I967-L968) , and the foreign demand
outlook for Canadian wheat was poor.
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Crop

TABLE 5

BETWEEN ACTUAL AND PREDTCTED LAND USE IN THE PRATRIES
BASED ON TT{E AGGREGATE MODELS, L968.1969

Wheat
Oats
Barley
Rye
Flaxseed
Rapeseed
Summerfallow
Weighted average of

absolute differences

1968

Wheat
Oats
Barley
Rye
Flaxseed

1969

Weighted
averag'e

of absolute
differences

1
3
I
5

39
-53

2

(percent)

Prairies

Rapeseed

70
78
62
33
55
99
11

Summerfallow
Weighted average of

absolute differences

-16.90
-LL.29

4.5r
24.04
39.70
29.22
4.96

aA positive difference
represents an overestimate.

3 .57 11.10

Saskatche!üan

8.66
7 .63
3.L2

16.20
39.64
32.89
3.59

1968

3.68
-27.42
18.08
15.06
42.85

-L7.42
3.54

L969

B

-13
-10

22
49
22

7

3
6

I7
-17

0
-59

3

Weighted
average

of absolute
differences

57
97
95
3B
81
26
11

53
96
85
50
50
34
40

34

Manitoba

6.17

-34
8

-13
26
15
62
15

5
20
I4
19
47
20

5

96
L7
39
18
44
62
39

43
50
73
t6
10
02
31

indicates an underestimate and a neqative error

9.6r

6.17

t_6
7

l_5
22

8
6l-

9

62
72
77
73
86
L7
B5

0.7L
5.09
7.53

-56.20
4.65

-94.44
4.26

l.9.99

Alberta

7 .89

7
4
6

26
B

I4
0

13.08

33 3.69
42 4.75
01 6.74
32 37 .9L
13 6 .94
04 42.62
50 2.32

6.20 4 .81 5.5r
H
¡\)
\0
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are presented in Figure 7 . The prediction of acreage \,vas

found remarkably accurate in f968, but grossly d.isparate in

L969. Tahle 5 and Figure B show that the model pred.icted

barley acreagies Very closely to actual values in both yearS.

The discrepancy between the solution and actual acreages of

rye is illustrated in Figure 9. The 1968 acreage was closely

predicted, but in 1969, the actual acreage was twenty-four

percent greater than the predicted values. Flaxseed. results

are presented graphically in Figure 10. The model predicted

forty percent larger acreage for this crop in each year.

Figure IL shows that rapeseed acreages f,luctuated violently

during 1968 to L969. '.fhe actual acreage declined by thirty-

f ive percent (0.6 million acres) l¡ètween L967 and 1968' but

the model predicted an increase in acreage. Therefore, the

predicted acreage was considerably more than t.he actual. In

1969, the actual acreagle of this crop doubled from the

preceding year level, but a decline in acreage was predicted

by the recursive mode1. Therefore, actual acreage rtlas

substantially greater than that predicted. Figure 12 i1lus-

trates accurate predictions of summerfallow acreage in both

years.

Provinces

The percentage deviations of predicted from actual

acreages for each of the prairie provinces are presented in

Table 5. overall average errors for the entire land use

were reasonably smaIl in Saskatchewan and Alberta, but
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very large j^n Manitoba=-thirteen percent. Year-wise,

the quality of the prediction was quite variable. In 1968,

the average error for any one province was only six percent.

However, in 1969, the acreages \dere predicted \^rith reason-

able accuracy only in Saskatchehran and A1berta. In Manitoba,

the average error \ras a high of twenty percent.

Figure 13 shows that the predicted acreages of wheat

were strikingly close to actuaL observations in each prov-

ince in 1968. But, in 1969, the model over-predicted this

crop by one million acres in Manitoba and by 1.5 million

acres in Saskatchewan. In Alberta, acreages were satisfac-

torily predicted j-n both years. As shown in Figurêlå, the

predicted acreages of oats were significantly similar to

actual values in both years in every province except

Saskatchewan. In this province, the solution acreage

exceeded actual in both 1968 and 1969. In the case of

barley, the graphic representation of Figure 15 shows that

the actual acreag:es were greater than predicted in 1968 in

each province. By contrast, in L969, the predicted acreages

htere greater than actuaL Figure 16. presents the results for

rye. Errors were large in both years, especially in 1969.

The discrepancies between actual and predicted acreages for

flaxseed are illustrated in Figure LV. The differences \4/ere

moderate in Manitoba and Alberta. But, in Saskatchewan, the

predicted acreagies \trere only half of the actual- observations

in each year. Figure 18 presents results for rapeseed. In
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every province, the 1968 predicted acreages were consider-

ably greater than the actual. A maximum error of ninety-

five percent, occurred in Alberta. In 1969, the model

predictions of acreages were substantially lower than the

actual data of each province. The results for summerfallow

are shown in Figure 19 . The predicted values \^lere fairly

accurate for all provinces. The only exeeptiott \t/as for

Manitoba in 1969.

On the basis of the above observations, it can be

concluded that the 1968 land utilization patterns were

predicted with reasonable accuracy in all provinces, and the

recursive model had a satisfactory predictive porlrrer. But

the perfornance of this model in 1969 was poor. However,

this year was considerably abnormal for prairie agriculture.

Therefore, the Lg6g results cannot be viewed as conclusive

evidence of the predictive power of the mode1.

Sources of Errors in the
Predig!,ive Analy,sis _

one of the largest errors in the acreage predictions

of each model, provincial as well as prairie, \^¡as for rape-

seed in 1968. The predicted acreages \tlere substantially

greater than the actual. These discrepancies \^lere caused

due to the inaccurate prediction of turning points in

changes in rapeseed acreages. Acreage of this crop declined

by nurre than thirty-five percent between 1967 and 1968.

Perhaps this decline was brought about. by farmers' response

to a major decrease in the expected prices of rapeseed for 1968.
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But the progranming models were not sensitive to the lower

price and, therefore, did not predict the accurate direction

of changes in rapeseed acreages.

In 1968, the predicÈion of flaxseed acreage for the

prairies was not very precise. Also, barley acreagfes in

Manitoba and Saskatchewan \,vere not predicted with a satis-

factory degree of accuracy. These discrepancies were also a

result of turning point errors in the models. The actual

acreages of these crops increased, perhaps because of

increase in their relative prices. But the models were

insensitive to the product prices, and therefore, predicted

small acreagies of these crops in 1968.

Other important errors to be explained were associ-

ated with wheat, flaxseed and rapeseed in 1969. In each

model, predicted acreage of wheat was considerablY more than

the actual observation. But the solution acreages of flax-

seed and rapeseed were substantially less than the actual

performance. There exists three possible causes of these

errors: (1) the lower flexibility bound for wheat was not

low enough; (2) the upper flexibility bounds for flaxseed

and rapeseed were not sufficiently high to the extent that

the unprecedented increases in their acreages could not be

fulty predicted; and (3) the upper restraint on stubble

land was so high that it allocated more land to crops and

less acreag'e to summerfallow than that required for

accurate predictions.
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This evidence on flexibility bounds leads us to

conclude that the inaccurate estimation of flexibitity

coefficients causes considerable errors in the solution. The

method employed for estimating the coefficients, in this

study, does not appear appropriate in years, such as L969

whren very abnormal crop production conditions occur.

the above discussion on errors in the predictions of

wheat, flaxseed and rapeseed also confirms the observation

made in the explanatory lest that errors in t.he model are

additive in nature: a discrepancy between predicted and

actual acreages in one crop produces errors in others.

Furthermore, it can be observed that a small error in the

predicted acreage of a major crop, such as wheat, causes

considerable errors in the results for more minor crops.

-"""r'n 
T:,:;Ë"Sl::Cl::*:il"il:ã"i: 4un'=n":"

In tLre previous sections, it was hypot^hesized that

the more aggregate the data utilized in the recursive Pro-

gramming models, the larger would be the possible errors in

the estimates of crop acreages. In ttre present section, an

analysis is undertaken to examine this hypothesis. Two

sets of comparisons are made. In one set, ttre aggregate

estimates obtained directly by utilizing the prairie. data

\trere compared with the results derived by summing the esti-

mates of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta provincial

mod.els . In tSre second set of comparisons r estimates for

Sâskatche\4lan obtained by utilizLng the provincial data 1nrere
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compared hrith results derived by totaling the outcome of an

analysis for each of the twenty crop districts of the

province.

For the sake of clarity, these four methods are 
,,,

referred to as follows i

(1) Model P-l -- prairie model utilizing aggregate data,

(2) Model P-2 = prairie model based upon the summation of

the provincial results,
(3) Model S-1 -- model for Saskatchewan using provincial :

data, and

(4) Model S-2 = model for Saskatchehran based upon the

summation of the results for the twenty

crop districts of the province.

The percentage deviations of estimated from actual

acreages were calculated by crops and by years during the

period 1958 to 1969. The results for the prairies are

presented in Table 6 and ñr Saskatche\4lan in Table 7 . The

solut.ion and actual acreages of selected crops (viz., wheat, ,,,',

barley and flaxseed) are illustrated in Figures 20 to 22 for 
:

:-.

the prairies and in Figures 23 to 25 for Saskatchewan. The

overall weighted averages of percentage deviations in model
,,iifÈ

P-I were reasonably close to those in model P-2 for both
,' .,

periods 1958 to 1967 and 1968 to 1969. A1so, the overall
average errors in model S-1 were almost equal to those in

model S-2 for both peri-ods.

A crop-by-crop comparison of the errors in tlr-e esti-

mates from models P-l and P-2 shows that the performance of



1958

L960
L96!
1962
tvoJ
L964
rvof
L966
L9 67
i q F.9.

L969

!.;ei/jhted average oi.
absolute CevÍations
(1958-1967)

í{eigh'.ed averege of
:^..¡ -!: ^--

l.i9 6a+1969)

Yea! hÏeat
P-L v-¿

- 3.13 - r.99
4.26 .2.32

- 0.65 - 0.7L
- 0.52 - 1.10
- v-vt v.tL

L.06 r.7 9
- o.u/ - r.J>

0.09 - r.92
ì tq - ^ <?

- L.Ig - J-UU

¿.vu t.öJ

6.66 6.64

T.ABLE 6

DEVIAÎIONA OF ESÎIMATED FROM ACTUAI. PRATRIE LAND USE, BY IIiODELS, 1958_1969

Y-L v-Z

13.01 - 4.15

s,2i - 3.96
-31.09 -25.40
14.91 ]-6.96
0.94 - 1.00
0.00 - 0.03

r0 .17 15.46
- c-Lq - 1-Lt
-l^ o( -lt ?o

-rr.29 13.51

9.59 8.92

aÀ positive d.ifference ind,ícates an u¡deresÈimate and, a negative error represents an overestimate.

BarLey
v-L E-Z

v.¿o - ¿.t>
- 4.86 - 4.37
- 0.41 - 6.60

2.9L - ?.L6
- 9.16 -r3.51

4.36 . 4.01

8.50 - 4.83
L].84 9.60

a )Q ? te

L.O¿ IZ.JO
c.ia - l./r

f .Jt l.ÕÕ

? l, Ê. 1a

E-L
Rye

(percent)

0.00 - 1.71
4.00 5.24
^ 

01 ? to

7 .4? 9.95
L.¿U q.f0
2-65 7.L6
!-l¿ to.og
r-Jr lþ.öö

- ¿.LJ fI.IU
- 5.33 - 4-37
24.04 24.0r

2,63 9.49

16.20 L5.79

FIaxseed.
E-L E-Z

-l /. u) -JJ. ¿o
-J).Jf -5¿.2)
- 2.97 4.04
l-5.38 - 4.64

14.91 3.86
37.t4 l_3.52
35.28 19 .90
3.45 0.83

-13 .07 -t0 .53
39.55 L0.72
39.70 24 .56

22.99 I7.74

J) - þ+ f v. ¿Þ

Rapeseed
v-L E-¿

-J-UU . Ub -JJ. b5
-2I2.t6 -48.75
- 6.34 4.95
- 7.46 -I8.79

tf.of, L¿.9Þ
- 1 Ãl -ln aa

- o-¿J ro.u9
)-õ0 L0.>t

- )J-v> -)J.vv
29.22 22.80

JI.T¿ JJ.5I

Surunerfailow

r.59 2.70
0.74 0. 16
4.69 s.48
0.02 0.63

-u.vr -t.oJ

-U.Þü L.¿J
^2.45 -2.32

v.Jz \-¿v
2.11 3.72
4.96 6,07

1.87 2.s9

3.59 4.94

WeighÈe,ì eve.rage of
absolute deviatlons

6.74 5.66
q.oJ q.qo

" 
13 

" 
lì

a Àc < li

J-¿U t.O+
1.64 1.76
J.JO J-'O
q 10 Á RQ

2.61 3.42
1.96 2,43

rt.42 9.09

3.74 3-83

?.s0 7.54

ts(,
oì



. L958
L959
1960
L96!
10Á)

. i964
L96')

. i966
Lt0 I
L96e
I OÁC

1i¿íghteí avez'ege of.
ebsol-u-,e deviations
(195A-7967)

i;e:girteC aveyege o1.
absclu-re i.eviations
(!96e+L96.r)

Year Wheat

TABLE 7

DEVIATTON- OF ESTIT{ATED FROM ACTUAÍ, LAND USE IN SASK?ITCHEWAN, By ÀIODELS, r.958-L.969._..

-0.54 -0.05
3.28 7.08
9.O+ ¿.JJ

-J.UU V.¿¿
-L.+¿ I.UU

0 .70 -0.59
I ¿q 1 )a

-1.67 -2.L4
0.00 2.LI

-0.15 -0 .34

o-)I -é-cI

'I O7 1 1^

Oats

-I+. JU -Iö. Oþ

- 6.89 8.31
-/L.4u -9J.J5
29.r0 - 0.2I

- 0.27 0.08
4.24 20.4I

24.76 32.70

-J!.JU 9.ör
-27 .42 -20.94

2L.2I L9.09

-7' posíEíve dífference índicates an underestimate and a negative error represents an overestimate,

BarIey
s-I s-2

5.96 5.02 20.I7 L!.42

- L.21
- 1.04

J- /tr

o. Jv

tq n?
4.83

18.08

-r0.52

-L4 .49
-45.33

- 6.76
-33.64

2.25
- 2-44

2 -3I

Rye

/nor¡a¡+ I

o.o2 5.97
( ot lo o^
3 .45 t9 .81-

- t to 'ìfì qa

14 .34 40 .68
? ?o ,o Ãa

15. 84 l-0.87
20.01 28 .08

- 1.11 6.00
19.00 22.94
15.06 11.68
¿¿.5ó !ö-I¿

q ll 10 a?

t 9.18 L4.52

6.90 17.1

Flaxseed

14.39 3.7

- 1¿.Ot - ¿t.+v
- Þf,.rv - tI.Þu

4.45 - L2.47
15.32 - 32.66

-14I.90 -L2I.32
8.89 6,72

lt.to o.o¿
60.94 - 1.88
ö.t¿ - z.+)

42.8s 20.94
49.81 Ì0.63

s-I s-2

-r o ál
- 2.02 - 4.92
-9l.Uþ -rf,-Uå
-JU.+Õ - O.UÞ

23.88 10.15
- 2.48 -10.54

0.00 -l_8.84
40.99 - 4 .89

-J-t -1¿ -JZ-5ð
22.26 -34.7 4

f9.01 l-0.25

av.o¿ J+. ur

?7 I n

47.44

Su¡nmerfall-ow

J¿.5Þ

]-4.L4

7.79 8.32
¿.¿é 0.rr

-L.01 3.25
i.29 5.64
0.94 3.58

-r,46 -0.43
-l Âc n ql

u. / Þ u. ¿o
-2.32 -3.50
0.79 ].06
J.f,{ 4-5>
/.rr o./)

¿.8¿ J.çO

ã. Jv q. þJ

lJciglrted avert'_ee ÐÍ
absolui.e deviatlons

4.7 4

3. 17

4.99
l_.50
3.48
i nl
t ?î
2.68
5.L7

4. l.? 5.06

7 -89 S. i?
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both models was nearly similar. But for some crops such as

wheat, flaxseed and rapeseed, the errors were greater with

model P-l than with the model P-2. And for some other crops'

such as rye and barley, model P-1 produced relatively more

accurate results.

a similar conclusion can be drawn from the compari-

son of the models for Saskatche\^tan. Results of both models

S-1 and S-2 are approximately similar. Model S-1 provided

more accurate results fot Some crops and S-2 õr others. No

definite conclusion can be drawn about the superiority of

any one model. However, a detailed and critical examination

of Tables 6 and 7 and Figures 20 to 25 reveals the following

t\,¡o conclusions:

(1) The aggregate models (P-1 and S-1) produced less

accurate results than the disaggregate models (P-2 and S-2)

for relatively more profitable crops.

(2) Sizeable changes in crop acreages were explained

or predicted more accurately by the disaggregate models than

through the aggregate ones. The following evidence can be

cited to support this statement:

(a) The disaggregate models (P-2 and S-2) provided relatively

more accurate estimates of wheat acreages in 1965. This was

the year when wheat. acreage declined the sharpest during the

1958 to 1967 period.

(b) The disaggregate models had improved their relative

performance in 1968 and 1969 (abnormal years) compared to

during 1958 to 1967 (,norma! period). Moreover, in the very
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abnormal year of L969, the disaggregate models produced more

accurate results than the aggregate ones for all crops

except rapeseed. For instance, the 1969 wheat acreage in

the prairies was overestimated by seventeen percent by model

P-1, but by only eleven percent by model P-2. Furthermore'

the 1969 flaxseed acreage was underestimated by forty

percent in tl- e prairies and by fifty percent in Saskatchewan

through the aggregate models, but by only twenty-five

percent and êleven percent through the disaggregate models.

The first conclusion that the aggregate models

produced comparatively less accurate results for relatively

more profitable crops can be verified through inter-crop

comparisons of errors in acreage est,imates. Such a compar-

ison reveäIs that môde1s P-2 and S-2 èstimated acreages of

wheat, flaxseed and rapeseed (relatively more profitable

-crops in the prairies) with smaller errors than did models

p-l and s-1. For less profitable crops such as barley and

ïyê, the opposite result was observed.

These findings were a result of the fact. that the

aggregate models estimated the acreages of the more profit-

able crops to be mostly equal to their upper flexibility

bounds and, thereby, caused gross errors. In the case of

the disaggregate models, a breakdown of the aggregate into

the smaller regions perhaps increased the competition among

crops because the models became more representative to their

respective areas due to isolation of regional variations in

yields, prices and costs. Therefore, solution acreages of
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the more profitable crops did not reach the upper flexi-

bility bounds that often. And the acreages were thus

estimated more closely.

Evaluating the Effects of Operation LIFT
on the 7970 Prairie Land

Utilization Pattern

The Honourable Otto E. Lang, Minister in charge of

ttre Canadian Vüheat Board, presented to the House of Commons

on February 27, L970, the program known as Lower Ïnventory

for Tomorrovr (LrFT). The following statement was made by

the Minister regarding the program:

Prod.ucers in the Wheat Board designated region who
reduce wheat acreage below L969 levels and
increase summerfallow or perennial forage by the
same amount will receive federal compensation pay-
ments of $6.00 per acre for addit^ions to sunmer-
fallow or $10.00 per acre for additions to
perennial forage acreage (44, p. 3).

The stated purpose of this program was to reduce wheat

acreage because supplies of this crop were at an unprece-

dented level during the L969'70 crop year. Carryover of

wheat was 987 millj-on bushels at July 31, 1970, seventy-

seven percent above the ten-year average (1960-1961 to

L969-I970) of 557 million bushels. This mounting inventory

r4ras equivalent to about two years normal disappearance.

Prairie farmers have been highly specialízed in

wheat production. Hence, the lower wheat, marketings, which

in part e>çlained the large carryover' resulted in acute

cash shortages amongi prairie grain producers and, thereforet

required a special program to improve the situation.
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The LIFT program was also aimed at discouraging a

wholesale switch of wheat acreage to feed grains and oi1-

seeds. However, the stock position for feed grains \^Ias very

large and it was unlikely that significant switches to these

crops would have taken place. In the winter of L969-70, it

hras expect,ed that a major increase in rapeseed and flaxseed

production would have resulted in unreasonably low prices and

large carryovers at the end of the L970-7I crop year.

In this study, the recursive programming model was

utilized to quantitatively estimate the impact of Operation

LIFT on the 1-970 acreages of the principal crops in the

prairies. The model was used to predict 1970 acreages of

wheat, oats, barleyr ryê, flaxseed, rapeseed and suJlrmer-

fallow that would have resulted in the absence of the LIFT

program. A comparison of the predicted against actual

acreages would show the effectiveness of the program in

determining the L970 prairie land utilization"pattern.

In estimating the L970 acreages, the aggregate

prairie model was not used, but the prairie results were

obtained by,totaling the provincial estimates. The selection

of this approach was governed by the findings of the third

section of this chapter, which describes the superiority of

the disaggregaLive models orTer the aggregate ones in esti*

mating the land utilization patterns in years of sizeable changes.

It was also discovered in t^he earlier sections that

some flexibility bounds did not fully account for the

abnormal situations prevailing in a year and, therefore,
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caused errors in the acreage estimates. In order to deal

with this limitation, the following changes Ì^lere made to the

basic mod.el: (1) the lower flexibility restraint and abso-

lute minímirm acreage constraint for wheat were dropped, and

(2) for flaxseed and rapeseed, the greater of the upper

flexibility restraint and absolute maximum acreage constraint

was kept. The constraints for wheat were omitted from the

analysis in order to account for particularly abnormal

situation for this crop in 1969-70 crop year. The flaxseed

and rapeseed constraints were modified because acreages of

these crops had maintained upward trends in recent yearst

and had frequently exceeded their absolute maximum acreage

constraints, whd-ch \^Iere defined on the basis of 1953 to L967

data.

After making these modifications, the recursive

pïogralnming model was utilized to predict ttre 1-970 land

utilization pattern. Results are presented in Table 8.

Wheat acreage showed a decline from 24.4 million in 1969 to

a predicted 22.0 million in 1970. However, the actual

acreage was L2.0 million acres, less than half of the L969

aøtfeage. This study attributes the difference between the

predicted 22.0 million acres and the actual 12.0 million

acres Ln L970 (forty-five percent) to the LIFT program.

This would indicate that the program was highly effective

in reducing wheat acreage. Since the differences between

actual and predicted acreages of other crops except rapeseed

\^rere not particularly 1arge, it appears that the program did
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not have any considerable impact on these crops.

TABLE B

THE I97O ACTUAL PRAIRIE LAND UTILTZATION PATTERN
AND ESTTMATES BASED ON SUMMATTON

OF PROVTNCTAI RESULTS

Crops
L969

Actual
Acreage

197 0
Act'ual

A.creage

L97 0
Estimated
Acreage

Wheat
Oats
Barley
Rye
Flaxseed
Rapeseed
Summerfallow

(thousand

24 ,400
5,630
9r000

859
2t420
2 r0L2

28,800

acres )

12,000
5r390
9,500

944
3,350
3r950

36 r 900

2I,954
5 ,342
8,276

896
3r505
3,289

30,335

In the case of rapeseed, even though the difference

between actual and predj-cted acreages was large (twenty

percent), the LIFT program might not have caused this differ-

ence. Rather, it might be explained by the insensitivity of

the model to the dynamic situation surrounding rapeseed

production.

It was estimated that, without the LÏFT program, the

summerfallow acreage would have increased from 28.8 million

in 1969 to 30.3 million in 1970. However, the actual

acreage raras 36.9 million acres. On the basis of these

figures, it could be concluded that the program resulted in

an additional 6.6 million acres in summerfallow.

Thus, this analysis suggests that the LIFT program
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had a considerable impact on the prairie land utilization

pattern in 1970; the major effects being the reduction in

wheat acreage and increase in summerfallow.

Fotecasting the 1971 Land Utilization Patterns

One of the specific object^ives of this study was to

forecast the I97L tand utilization patterns for each prairie

province and for the prairies as a whole. The recursive

programming models were utilized for this purpose, but

certain changes \^rere made in the basic construct of the

models in the light of the proposed price policy for L97L-

The Government of Canada out.lined a new price policy

on October 29, L97O for the crop year L97L-72. In thís

policy, the initial prices of wheat' oats, and barley v¡ere

anngunced on March 1, L97L; whereas, no such announcements

prior to seeding ilt/ere made in the past. To incorporate this

policy change into the recursive Prograflìming analysis, the

price expectation model utilized earlier was replaced. by a

ne\tr one. The announced initial prices were taken as the

expected values. However, the prices for the I97L-72 crop

year were not available at the time of the analysis.

Initial prices for L970-71 crop year were, therefore' taken

as the expected values and were utilized in the recursive
amocter.

tsirr". undertaking
have been announced by the
init.ial price of wheat for

tÏle analyses the initial prices
Canadian Vüheat Board. The
the top grade is $1.46 per
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Other modifications were also made to the model in

order to account for changes in grain marketing structure.

The Government of Canada has announced a new quota system

for the year L97I. Unit, specified and supplementary quotas

will be abandoned and an assignable quota system will be

int.roduced. In this system, farmers will have the option

to assign the total cultivated land to any crops before the

crop year begins. A separate quota will be announced for

each crop by the Canadian lrlheat Board.

To introduce this structure into the rnodel, some of

the activities and restraints r'./ere changed or augmented.

Three selling activities for each crop (vLz., sale on unit

quota, selling through specified quota, and sale on supple-

mentary quota) were replaced by one activity (i.e., sale

through assignable quota). Similarly, restraints such as

unit, specified and supplementary quota const^raints were

dropped and an assignable quota restraint was introduced-

Both upper and lower flexibility restraints of

wheat and summerfaltow \ri/ere omitted from this analysis

because they \rrere estimated on the basis of the abnormal

acreages of L970. Only their absolute minimum and maximum

acreage constraints were retained. For flaxseed and

bushel. The average of the two top grades under the new
grading system is the same as the initial price for Northern
2 last year. Hence, it appears that basically L970 and L97L
initial pri-ces for wheat are at the same level. Also, the
initial prices of oats and barley for L97L $¡ere announeed at
th.eir L970 levels.
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rapeseed, the greater of the upper flexibiLity restraint and

absolute maximum acreage constraint was kept because these

crops had maintained up\^7ard trends in recent years, thus

breaking the previously determined absolute maximum.

The IgTL projected land utilization patterns for

each prairie province and for the prairies as a whole are

presented in Table g. The prairie forecast is the summation

of the províncial results. The actual acreages, which were

pi:blished by statistics canada long after completing the

analysis, are afso presented in Table 9 in order to examine

the accuracy of the forecasts of this study.

Table 9 shows that the recursive models projected

wheatr ryê and summerfallow acreagies with reasonable

accuracy--the deviations of projected from actual acreages

were less than ten percent. However, the differences \á/ere

large in the case of barley, flaxseed and rapeseed. There

are several causes for these differences. One might be the

inaccurate assumptions about the leveIs of exogeneous

variables utilized in the forecasting analysis. For example'

barley acreages \^7ere underestimated perhaps because bigger

barley stocks aS a proportion to wheat stocks \^7ere assumed

than that observed. The proportion utilized in this study

was .lB, whereas, the actual ratio turned out to be .15.

The Second reason for the underestimation of barley acreag'es

might be the surge in the exports of this crop in the I970-7I

crop year. IIowever, thiS variable was omitted from the

analysis because of the multicollinearity problem. Both



TABLE 9

THE 1971 PROJECTED AND ACTUAL PRATRTE LAND UTTLIZATTON PATTERNS, BY PROVINCE

Crops

Wheat
Oats
Barley
Rye
Flaxseed
Rapeseed
Summerfallow

Projected Actual

Prairies

20,858
6,059
9,898

987
3 ,477
4,544

27,345

18,700
5,L77

14,600
r,029
2,000
5,475

26,000

Projected Actual

Manitoba

(thousand

2 t25B
r,62r
r,693

L94
1,150

350
2 t7L3

acres)

2t400
r,47 2
2,200

184
570
625

2,700

Saskatchewan

Proj ected

t3,800
2t488
3,237

535
Lt627
2,594

L7 t432

Actual

12 t200
r,960
6r300

620
1r030
2,750

16,600

Projected Actual

Alberta

4,800
1,950
4,968

258
700

1,600
7 t200

3,500
r,756
6 ,100

225
400

2,L00
6,700

H
u¡o
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these factors together could be responsible for the substan-

tial underestimation of barLey acreages in 1971.

It appears that flaxseed acreages \t/ere overestimated

due to errors in the assumed 1eve1 of flaxseed stocks as a

proportion to wheat stocks. The observed proportion was

.026, whereas the assumed ratio was only half as much (.014).

The major cause for the underestimation of rapeseed

acreages v/as the assumption of a lower price for this crop

($Z.fO per bushel) than that prevailed ($2.15 per bushel)

during the crop year I970-7I. This source perhaps resulted

not only in the underestimation of rapeseed acreage but in

the overestimation of flaxseed as welI.

Other sources of errors in the forecasts could be

defects in the models themselves. The models were never

very successful in esLimating flaxseed and rapeseed

acreages. As indj-cated earlier in the explanatory and

predictive tests, errors \^Iere substantially large for both

crops.

The structure of prairie agriculture (e.9., quota

system, price policy, etc.) has also considerai:ly changed

since 1969. Therefore, it is unlikely that the recursive

models, especially regression equations which were developed

on the basis of 1953 to l-967 data, could forecast the I97I

crop acreages with a high level of accuracy.
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Effect.s of Changes in Barley
Quota and Price Levels on the
L97L Land Utilization Patterns

The impact of changes in the levels of a number of

variables on the I97L forecast can be examined. However, in

Lhis study, only barley price and quota leve1 hrere varied.

The impact of barley prices of fi.1ø and $.86 per bushel \^/ere

analyzed. The effects of barley quota levels of twenty and

twenty,-five bushels per acre assigned to this crop were also

examined. Other variables such as previous year acreage,

stocks, exports, etc., \^rere assumed at the levels utilized
in the forecasting analysis.

The flexibility coefficients and restraints r^rere

re-estimated for each different level of barley prices. The

absolute maximum acreage bound \^ras removed from this crop

because maintenance of this bound appeared inconsistent with

the increase in barley price. No other change was made to

the model utilized for the forecasting analysis.

The model was run separately for each of the four

alternatives: two price levels and two quota leveIs. The

estimated land utilization patterns for both twenty and

twenty-five bushels quota were found identical. Therefore,

results are not presented separately by quota levels.

Along with the forecast results (based upon $.66

barley price and twenty bushels quota), two land utilization
patterns corresponding to Lwo levels of barley prices ($.76

and $.90 per bushel) are presented in Table 10. The results
show that as the price rose from $.66 to $.86, barley



Crop

PRAÏRIE LAND UTILIZATTON PATTERNS, BY PROVINCE,
FOR DIFFERENT LEVELS OF BARLEY PRICES, I97IA

Vüheat
Oats
Barley
Rye
Flaxseed
Rapeseed
Summerfallow

Barley price per bushel

TABLE 10

s.66

(thousands of acres)

Prairies

20 tB58 20,858 20 ,B5g
6r059 6t05g 6r013
9t9g8 10,907 LJ.,7gg

983 983 931
3,477 3,477 3,204
4,544 4,544 4,544

27 t345 27 ,Ir5 25 t8I4

Saskatchewan

Vüheat
Oats
Barley
Rye
Flaxseed
Rapeseed
Summerfallow

fi.ta $.a0

tsr*" land utilization pattern was estímated with both 20 and
25 bushels barley quota.

Barley price per bushel

13,800
2t4gg
3,237

535
I,627
2 t594

17,432

$. oo

13,800
2 ,4gg
3t464

530
I,627
2,594

17 ,205

2 t258
L t62L
Lt693

L94
1f150

350
2,7r3

ç.76 $.86

Manitoba

2,258 2 t25B
rt62I I t575
L,822 r,950

I94 r94
I,150 1,133

3s0 350
2,584 2 t5rg

13,800
2,488
3,69r

530
1 ,500
2,594

L7 ,I05

4r800
1,950
4,968

258
700

1,600
7 t200

Alberta

4,900
1.950
5,62r

258
700

1r600
6,547

4,800
1r950
6 ,158

206
57L

1r600
6 ,190

ts(¡(,
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acreage increased in Manitoba from 1.7 million to 2.0 million

acres, in Saskatche\^ran from 3.2 million to 3.7 millíon, and

in Alberta from 5.0 million acres to 6.2 million acres. The

result for the prairie land utilization patterns, obtained

by totaling the provincial estimates, indicated that barley

increased from 9.9 million acres to 11.8 million acres due

to the price rise. This expansion of barley acreage \^/as

brought about by the transfer of land from many crops (vr.z.,

oats, ryê, flaxseed. and summerfallow) but the major acreage

(1.5 mitlion acres) was obtained by a transfer from sunurer-

fal1ow.



CHAPTER VÏ

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSTONS

Statement of the Problem

In the 1960's, there vrere prodigious fluctuations in

the exports of Canadian farm products, which created

colossal inventories of several crops in certain years. One

possible solution to the inventory problem is to assist

adjustments by farmers in their acreages of indívidual crops

so that supply can be brought in line with demand. In order

to follow this course of action, production response infor-

mation is required by people involved in Canadian agricul-

ture. These people need an explanation of historical

production paÈterns as well as prediction of the future crop

acreages for alternative levels of policy variables.

The production response research would be useful in

other directions as well. For example, precise production

forecast would assist farmers and agribusiness firms in

theír investment and planning decisions. Thus, the response

information is needed by the entire Canadian agricultural

industry. However, very little is known to date about the

quantitative estimates of production response in the

prairies.

The general objective of the study was to develop

and apply a recursive progranming model to analyze acreage

response of the major crops in the prairies. More specific
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objectives were: (1) to evaluate the power of the recursive

model to explain and predict the land utilization patterns

of Manitoba, saskatchewan, Alberta and the prairies as a

whole, (2) to examine the relative performance of the

aggregate versus disaggregate analysis of the land utili-

zation patterns, and (3) to apply the recursive models to:

(a) estimate the impact of the LIFT program on the 1970

crop acreages, and (b) forecast the L977 land utilization

patterns for each prairie province and for t'Ïre prairies as

a whole.

MethodologY

It was postulated, in this study, that decision

process of farmers of a regÍon could be expressed as a

recursive programming problem. It was assumed that farmers

would select a land utilization pattern which would maximize

their expected net returns from all crops included in the

model, subjecÈ to certain constrair¡ts. OnIy the six major

cereal and oilseed crops of the prairies \¡lere included in

the analysis. These crops are: wheat, oats, barley, TYê,

flaxseed and rapeseed. Summerfallow was also introduced in

the model. Two producing activities il,rere utilized for each

crop: sowing on summerfallow and on stubble land. In

order to incorporate three kinds of quotas (viz., unit,

specified acreage and supplementary) into the model, a large

nunrber of selling activities were used.

A wide variety of restraints \^¡ere utilized i-n this
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study. The crucial restrictions of the model were flexibi-

lity restraints. They are dynamic in nature and relate the

land utilization pattern of the current year with the crop

acreages of the preceding year. SpecificaÌIy, these

restraints are the upper and lower bounds on the allowable

year-to-year changes in the solution acreages of each crop

in the model.

The flexibility restraints were estimated on the

basis of flexibility coefficients. The upper and lower

flexibility coefficients represent the maximum allowable

proportionate increase and decrease, respectively, ín the

acreage of a crop from one year to the next. fn previous

studies, a variety of methods have been utilized to estimate

these coefficients. Some of these have been discussed in

Chapter III. Most. of these str¡dj-es used simple regression

models. This method estimates a pair of flexibility coeffi-

cients for each crop, irrespective of year-to-year changes

in economic and non-economic condit,j-ons. This approach is

likely to be unreasonable and reduce the reliability of the

results.

In the present study, a multiple regression model of

time-series data was developed. Observations during 1953 to

L967 \^rere used to estimate upper and lower flexibility

coefficients. The coefficients estimated through this model

vary from year to year, depending upon the trevels of exoge-

neous explanatory variables. This method was considered to

be conceptually superior to the previous one.
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The flexibility restraints \^rere computed from these

coefficient.s. The upper flexibility restraint was estimated

by multiplying one plus the upper flexibility coefficient for

that year by the preceding year acreage. Similarly, the

lower restraint was estimated by multiplying the lagged

acreage by one minus the lower coefficient. Upper and lower

flexibility restraints \^rere estimated in this manner for each

of the six crops included in the analysis. Also, similar

restraints were computed for summerfallow and stubble land.

The basic recursive programming model was applied to

twenty-four data sets. Thus, twenty-four individual models

were constructed: one utilízLng the prairie data, three

using the provincíal observations and twenty models were

developed treating crop districts of Saskatche\^7an as units

of analysis. These models \^¡ere similar in structure, but

different \,sith respect to numerical values of coefficients

and constraints.

Summary o.f the Ilndings
The explanatory power of the recurÈi-ve programming

model was tested by examining its ability to explain the land

utilization patterns during the period 1958 through L967.

Estimated results of the model were compared against actual

acreagies for Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and the

prairies. The results indieated t^hat the land utilization

patterns of the provinces and the prairies r¡¡ere explained

with reasonable accuracy. The overall weighted average of

absolute deviations of est,imated from actual acreages for all
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crops was less than seven percent in any one model.

The soluLion and actual acreagies of wheat \ilere

strikingly close in each of the four models (i.e., Manitoba,

Saskatcheh/an, Alberta and the prairies). The maximum average

error \4/as only three percent. The performance of the models

for explaining oats acreages was not very satisfactory. In

spite of sizeable variations in barley acreages during 1958

to L967, this crop r,r/as estimated with moderate accuracy in

all models except Manitoba. rn this province, acreages were

grossly overestimated in five out of ten years. The recur-

sive model was successful in estimating the sharp declines in

rye acreage, but it explained only a part of year-to-year

increases. Howeverr ofl the who1e, acreage of this crop was

estimated with good precision.

Flaxseed acreages were poorly explained. In a'number

of years, the direction of change (i.e., turning point) in

actual acreages \4/as incorrectly estimated. Rapeseed acreages

were estimated with large average errors in each model.

However, examination of resul-ts of individual years shows

that in Manitoba and the prairies, errors were large in only

three years; In other years, errors were reasonably small.

Summerfallow acreages $rere estimated in all models with

remarkable accuracy. The maximum average error was only síx

percent.

On the basis of these results, it is concluded that

although there \^rere large errors in the model estimates for

some crops, in general, the solution acreages rtrere reasonably
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close to the actual obsenvations. Therefore, the recursive

programming model is accepted as having satisfactory explana-

tory power.

The ability of the recutsive model to predict crop

acreages outside the period. used for construction was also

evaluated in this study. The model, which was developed on

the basis of the 1958 through 1967 data, \,vas used to make

predictions for 1968 and 1969. The solution acreages were

th-en compared with actual data, in order to test the predic-

tive power of the model. The comparison suggests that the

models predicted with reasonable accuracy the land ut.iliza-

tion patterns of the prairies and all provinces except^

Manitoba. In this province, the overall average er.Lor was

thirteen percent.

The quality of prediction was quite different

between 1968 and 1969. In 1968, wheat acreages \dere pre-

dicted with remarkable accuracy in each model. But, in

L969, predicted acreages exceeded actual observations by one

million acres in Manitoba, by 1.5 million acres in

Saskatchewan and by as much as 4 million acres in the

prairies. In Alberta, the predict.ion of wheat acreage was

reasonably close to actual values. Predicted acTeages of

oats in both years were fairly close to actual observations

for all models except Saskatche\^7alì. Barley acreages were

predicted with moderate precision in Alberta and the

prairies in both years. But the solution acreages in

Itanitoba and Saskatchewan were considerably different from
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the actual. The models were not successful in predicting

rye acreages, even though they had. satisfactorily explained

their historical movements. Errors were very large in each

year.

In both years, flaxseed acreages were predicted with

smalI errors in Alberta, but with large errors in other

models. The models were also not successful in predicting

rapeseed acreages. In each model, solut^ion acreage was

considerably greater than the actual observation in 1968,

but substantially smaller in 1969. However, phenomenal

year-to-year fluctuations in rapeseed acreages must be

considered in evaluating the performance of the recursive

model. Summerfallow acreages were predicted in both years

with remarkable accuracy in all models. The only exception

u¡as in Manit'oba ín L969, when the e¡:ror 'n/as about sixteen

percent.

On the basis of the above results, it is concluded

that the 1968 land utilization patterns were predicted with

reasonable accurdcY, and the recursive model had a Satis-

factory predictive por^rer. But the performance of this model

in 1969 was poor. However, this year \^/aS very abnormal f.or

prairie agriculture and, therefore, the results cannot be

used as a basis to draw a sound conclusion about the predic-

tabitity of the recursive models.

Many explanations can be provided for a number of

sizeable errors which occurred in the explanatory and predic-

tive analyses. The most, important error was the inaccurate
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estimation of the direction of change in crop acreages. In

other words, while actual acreage of a crop had declined,

the solution estimates showed increases and vice versa. Two

plausible hypotheses can be put forward to explain this type

of error. One is that it results from the application of

the models to highly aggregate observations such as prairie

and provincial data. Such a model predicts either full
change or no change at all in crop acreagfes. The second

hypothesis is that the net income coefficients utilized in

this study are inaccurate. This inaccuracy could be due to

use of inappropriate expectation models for prices, costs,

yields and¡or quota levels. These two hypotheses are not

independent, and together they could make the programming

models insensitive to price changes, and thereby could cause

turning point errors. For example, wheat acreage declined

in 1965 from the 1-964 level, perhaps because farmers reacted

to a significant decline in the expected price of this crop

for L965. But, in the recursive progranming analysis, net

income per acre for wheat was stilI higher tlran for other

crops. As a result, turning point error r'iras caused and the

crop was overestimated.

Some discrepancies between the estimated and actual

acreages could not be accounted for through the above expla-

nations. These errors \4rere brought about by relatively too

wide or too narrow flexibility bounds on acreages of a crop.

For example, in 1969, wheat acreage was overestimated and
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flaxseed and rapeseed acreages were underestimated because:

(1) the lower flexibility bound of wheat was not suffi-

ciently 1ow, and (2) the upper flexibility bounds of

flaxseed and rapeseed were not adequately wide.

Thus, it appears that the multiple regression mode1,

which was employed in this study, did not produce appro-

priate flexibility coefficients for 1969 when the economic

conditions affecting prairie land use were abnormal. How-

ever, the performance of the methods employed in previous

studies (such as simple regression models and averaging the

proportionate changes) would not have been better if applied

to an abnormal year such as L969, because coefficients

estimated through these methods are, in some sense, the

averages of the year-to-year proportionate changes in the

historical acreages of crops. Therefore, the appropriate

flexibility coefficients woul-d not have been generated for

the year when the unprecedented changes took place in wheat,

flaxseed and rapeseed acreages.

In some years, excessively dry weather conditions

have caused discrepancies between the estimated and actual

acreages of Some erops. For example, efrors in the solution

acreages of flaxseed for Saskatchewan and the prairies in

1958, L959 and 1962 could be attributed to weather.

As mentíoned earlier, the application of the recur-

sive model to very aggregate data can be considered as a

reason for errors in the acreage estimates. In order to
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verify this hypothesis, land utilization patterns for

Saskatchewan and the prairies each \^¿ere estimated through

aggregate as well as disaggregate modêls. That is, the

prairie results were obtained: (1) by using the recursive

model to the prairie data, and (2) by totaling the acreage

estimates for all three praírie provinces. Results for

Saskatche\Á/an were obtained: (1) by analyzing the provincial

data, and (2) by summing the acreage estimates of the

twenty crop districts of t}.e province.

The percentage deviations of estimated from actual

acreages vüere calculated for each model and results of both

aggregate and disaggregate models \^7ere then compared. The

results suggested that none is clearly superior in

explaining and predicting the crop acreages. However, a

crop-by-crop comparison of the errors demonstrated that the

aggregate models produced less accurate results than the

disaggregate ones for the relatively more profitable crops.

For example, the disaggregate models for both the prairies

and Saskatchehran produced relatively small a\¡erage errors

for each of wheat, flaxseed and rapeseed (comparatively

more profitable crops in the prairies).

The reasoning behind this superiority of the

disaggregate models over the aggregate ones arises from the

fact that tl.e latter models, in general, allocated land to

tlre relatively more profitable crops to be equal to their

upper flexibility bounds, even in years when their prices

had declined substantially. Thus, many t-urning point errors
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\^/ere produced. and therebY, large errors were created in the

aggregate models. În the case of the disaggregate models,

perhaps a breakdown of aggregate into smaller regions made

these crops more competitive with relatively less profitable

ones because regional variations in yields, costs, and

prices were ind.irectly taken into account in these models.

Therefore, relat,ively accurate estimates \^Iere produced by

the disaggregate models.

Another interestinq conclusion drawn from the com-

parison of the aggregate versus disaggregate model results

was that the sizeable changies in crop acreages vüere explained

or predicted more accurately by the latter model. For

example, declines in wheat acreages in 1965 (this was the

sharpest decline during 1958 to J-967 ) in both Saskatchewan

and the prairies virere estimated by the disaggregate models

with relatively greater accuracy. FurtTrermore, in the

really abnormal year of L969, these models produced more

accurate results for all crops except rapeseed.

After being tested for its explanatory and predic-

tive powers, the recursive model was utilized to estimate

the short-run impact of an agricultural policy on crop

acreages. A recent agricultural policy, Lower Inventory for

Tomorrow (LIFT), \^/as selected for this pr.rtpo"".t The

tlt tti= study, the purpose of evaluaLing the effects
of the LIFT program was not to provide answers to federal
government questions, but Èo show an application of the
recursive model in estimating the impact of a policy measure.
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purpose of the program was to red.uce wheat acreage and to

encourage farmers in the Wheat Board designated region to

hotd this land out of produ.ction of any crop in 1970.

The recursive progralnming model was ut'ilized to

est.imate the 1-970 acreages of wheat, oats, barley¡ TYè, flax-

seed, rapeseed and summerfallow that. would have resulted in

the absence of the LIFT program. The comparison of the

estimated against actual acreages would show the impact of

the program on the L970 prairie land utilization pattern.

In order to estimate the crop acreages, the aggregate

prairie model was not utilized, but the prairie results were

obtained by summing the provincial estimates.

The solution of the recursive programming analysis

sk¡-owed that, without the LIFT program' 22.0 million acres of

wheat would. have been seeded in 1970. However, tÏre actual

acreagle was only L2.0 million, less than half of t'he 24.4

million acres in 1969. This study attributes the difference

between the estimated 22.0 million acres and the actual L2.0

million acres in 1970 to the LIFT Program. This would indi-

cate that^ the program \^ras considerabty effective in reducing

wheat acreage. The results also showed t}.at the program did

not have any significant impact on other crops. However,

without the LIFT program, sufltmerfallow acreage would have

increased from 28.8 million acres in 1969 to 30.3 million

in 1970. But the actual area was 36.9 million acres. Thus'

the program resulted in an additional 6.6 million acres of

summerfallow.
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The provincial recursive programming models \^/ere

also utilized to forecast the L97L land. utj-Lization patterns

for each prairie province and for the prairies as a whole.

TLren the effects of changes in barley prices and quota

levels on the L97L forecasts were examined.

In light of the new marketing structure for L97L,

some modifications were made to the models. Because the

Government of Canada has announced a new quota system and a

price policy for the crop year L97L-72, changes r,.zere made to

the quota restraints and the price expectation model.

The forecast shows that wheat was expected. to be

seeded on 20.9 million acres, barley on 9.9 million acres

and rapeseed on 4.5 million acres in 1971. Summerfallow was

estimated to be 27.3,míllion acres in the prairies. How-

ever, the L97L actual acreages turned out to be 18.7 million

acr.es of wheat, L4.6 million acres of barley, 5.5 million

acres of rapeseed and 26.0 million acres of summerfallow.

The actual and projected acreages differed perhaps because

wheat exports and barley stocks happened to be smaller than

that anticipated. AIso, the actual rapeseed price was found

to be greater than that utilized in th.e analysis=-$2.75 per

bushel compared to $2.10.

For estimating the effects of changes in barley

prices and quota levels on 1971 forecasts, three levels of

barley prices r,t/ere assumed: $0.66, $0.76 and $0.86 per

bushel. Quota level was set at. 20 and 25 bushels per acre

assigned to barley. It was found that the estimated land
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utilization patterns for boÈh 20 and 25 bushel quotas were

identical, while the patterns changed with respect to

increases in barley prices. The results indicated. that as

the price rises from $0.66 to $0.90, barley acreage in

Manitoba increases from 1.7 million to 2.0 million acres;

in Saskatchewan from 3.2 million to 3.7 million; in Alberta

from 5.0 million to 6.2 million, and in the prairies from

9.9 million to 11.8 million acres. These increases in

barley acreages are brought about by declines in areas of

oats, ryê, flaxseed and summerfallow.

Conclusi-ons

A number of economic conclusions can be drawn from

the results of the present study. Six major conclusions

are,described. below. These are related to: (1)

factors affect.ing the prairie J-and utilization patterns '
(2) farmers' response to agricultural policies and programs,

(3) interrelationships among crops and agricultural policy

development, (4) the effects of th-e Canadian Vüheat Boardrs

quota system, (5) success of the LIFT program, and

(6) the Government of Canada's target of sixteen million

acres of barley in 1971.

1. The first conclusion, as mentioned above, is

concerned withr the identification of significant variables

affecting the prairie land utilization patterns during 1958

to L969. In the estimation of the flexibility coefficients,

while expected values of prices, stocks and' exports, and

precipitation and the preceding
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year acreage \^Iere found as significant variables for most of

the crops, a time variable turned out to be insignificant in

the case of a large number of products. It was observed in

the progranming phase of the analysís that the relatively

accurate results indicating the prairie land utilization

patterns were produced mainly by the flexibility restraints.a

It can, therefore, be concluded that price, stocks, exportsr

precipitation and the preceding year crop acreage which

affected the flexibílity coefficients (and thereby restraints),

in turn, affected the prairie land utilization patterns.

Quota variables h/ere not utilizeð' to estimate flexi-

bility coef f icients, but \trere used as restraints in the

recursive programming models. Because of substantially large

quota levels per acre during 1958 to 19'67, the restraints

did not affect a large number of programming solutions.

During this period, this variable does not, therefore'

appear to be a restrictive force affecting the prairj-e land

ut,itization patterns, especially wheat acreagie. However, in

years of relatively low quota levels (i.e., L968 and L969) |

the restraj-nts became ef fective in the progralnming solutions;

and wheat, oats and barley acreages were thereby affected.

2. The level of flexibility coefficients has been

used. here as a basis to draw conclusions about farmers'

tIn a typical recursive programming solution, the
most profitable crops would reach their upper flexibility
bounds, the less profitable crops would go to the lower
bounds, and one crop would be between the bounds and be
governed by the total crop land constraint.
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ability to adjust or change crop acreages in Lhe prairies.

For example, a large upper flexibility coefficíent was

interpreted as reflecting farmers' ability to make substan-

tial increases in acreages. Similarly, a large lower flexi-

bility coefficient was taken as indicating an ability to

reduce acreage considerably. This is likely to be a

reasonable assumption because, as mentioned above, the

flexibility restraints (and in turn coefficients) were

responqS-ble for the accurate estimation of the prairie land

utilízatj-on patterns. Thus the flexibility coefficients can

be considered as close approximat.ions of the actual rates of

year-to-year adjustments by the prairie farmers in their'crop

acreages.

This study suggests that in response to agricultural

policy, the prairie farmers can substantially change their

land ut.ilization patterns even in a year's time. Thís is

obvious from the large flexibility coefficients for most

crops. For example, in the prairie model the upper flexi-

bility coefficient of rapeseed was as high as 2.80-

Similarl-y, the lower coefficient was as large as 0.62. The

levels of the flexibility coefficients of other crops were

also immense. Thus, it indicates that the prairie grain

grotltrers have the ability to change their land utilization

patterns,considerably. Hence, in respollse to an agricultural

policy designed for changing land use, they are likely to

make substantial changes in their acreages. This conclusion

is further supported by the evidence that the LIFT program
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reduced r^iheat acreage substantially in the prairies in 1970.

The above conclusion on response to an agricultural
policy can be extended to indicate the variations ín the

expected response for indivídual crops. A considerable

difference between flexibility coefficients of different

crops was observed in this study. For example, both upper

and lower flexibillty coefficients of wheat were, on the

average, smaller than those of rapeseed. This evidence

indicates that the prairie farmers are likely to change oil-

seeds acreages proportionately more than cereal acreages in

response to an identical policy for each crop. In other

words, in order to obtain the same level of proportionate

change in the acreage of each crop, a stronger policy

measure is required. for cereals than for oilseeds.a That is,

for example, in order to increase acreage of each of wheat

and rapeseed by twenty-five percent, the price of the former

should be increased by forty percent and price of the latter

by only twenty percent.

Another conclusion which is related to the previous

one is that a policy measure required to reduce wheat

acreage should be stronger than to increase the acreage.

This conclusion is based upon an observation that. the lower

flexibility coefficients of this crop werer oÐ the averâgê,

aIt must. be noted that most of the above conclusions
are based upon the underlying structure of the prairie agri-
cultural industry during 1953 to 1967. The conclusions
could be different when the structure has changed.
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smaller than the upper coefficients. Thus, it appears that

the prairie farmers have a tendency to make reasonabllz large

increases, but only small decreases in the acreages of this

crop. As a result, a lower response can be anticipated from

farmers if a policy is directed toward.s red.ucing wheat

acreage than towards increasing it.

3. In order to develop a policy for changing the

land utilization patterns, tTris study suggests that the

interrelationships among crops should be taken into account.

This conclusiori: is based upon the evídence that prices of

some crops increased in a few years, but their acreages did

not expand because price of some other crop had also risen-

For example, barley price increased substantially in L96L,

but its acreage declined in L962, probably due to an increase

in wheat price. Thus, returns from alternative crops should

be considered for ascertaining the effect.ivei,ress of agricul-

tural policies for changing the prairie land use. Results

of this study also indicate that an increase (or decrease)

in acreage of one crop does not affect. all other crops

equatly (in absolute or proportionate sense). But, some

crops are considerably affected and others are only margin-

atly influenced. For developing agricultural policies, the

consequences of changes in acreages of one crop on others

should be evaluated.

4. This study indicates that the Canadian Vüheat

Board's quota policy did not restrict wheat acreage during

1958 through L967, but rather promoted it. The sPecified
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quota constraint rarely affected the acreage of this orop.

There exist two reasons for this. First, the quota system

was so designed that substitutability of quota among crops

was permitted. Secondly, net income per acre for wheat was

greater than for other crops. Both these reasons together

allowed the utilization of total specified quota fírst for

wheat and then for other crops, íf some portion rlrlas left

over. Another interesting observat.ion related to the above

one is that the recursive prograilming models showed a

strong pressure to increase wheat acreage--the shadow price

for upper flexibility bound of this crop was greater than

for other crops. On the basis of these two observations, it

can be concluded that if the Government of Canada wants to

have a small wheat acreage (e.g., below t'he 1968 level) a

policy measure should be adopted to reduce the relative

advantage of wheat, especially by changing the quota system.

5. This study has shown that the LIFT program was

very successful in reducing the prairie wheat acreage in

L970. The recursive models predicted that, in the absence

of the program, the L970 wheat acreage would have been 22^0

million, trhereas, the actual acreagie was only 12.0 million.

If the models are correct, it can be concluded that the

program resulted in a reduction of 10.0 million acres of this

crop.

6. As esLimated in this study, a fairly significant

increase in barley price from $0.66 to $0.86 per bushel for

L97L produced an increase in the acreage of this crop from
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9.9 million to only 11.8 million acres. rhe recursive

programming analysis indicates that, Lf the models are

reliable, the Government of Canadars target of sixteen

million acres of barley in 1971 will not be achieved.a

Suggestions fo,r Futuqe St-lrdies

The ability of the recursive progranming model to

estimate and ,forecast crop acreages can be improved through a

large ntmber of ways. Some of the methods are suggested

below.

The results of the present study suggested inaccuracy

in the net income per aire as a possible reason of errors in

the estimates of crop acreagfes. The inaccuracy could be a

result of application of inappropriate expectation models

for prices, costs, yields and./or quota leve1s. More research

should be direct^ed towards studying farmers I expectations

about these variables, and for investigating how farmers use

this information to make their plans.

In the absence of reliable cost of production data

for each year during 1958 to L97I, the L966 cost figures

\^rere used in this study for every year. Also, with some

adjustments, the cost of production figures for cereals were

utilized for oilseeds. Errors in the acreage estimates

coutd therefore be a result of ut.ilization of inappropriate

aThe September survey
Dominion Bureau of Statistics
of barley have been seeded in

figures released by the
show th-at L4.6 million acres
the prairies in 1971.
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cost figures. Researctr needs to be undertaken to estimate

cost of production of major crops on an annual basis by

regions in the prairies.

Tt was observed that the flexibility coefficients

did not sufficiently vary between years in order to account

for the structural changes or abnormal conditions occurripg

in some years, and therefore caused errors in the acreage

estimates. Perhaps the errors arose from the fact that

regression models, in principle, cannot effectively be

employed for estimation and prediction purposes, when the

underlying structure has changed. In this situation, some

other methods such as fafm surveys should be employed to

estimate flexibility coefficients.

In ttre present study, tame hay was not included in

the model. Similarly, livestock activities such as co\^r-calf ,

feeder, etc. were omit.ted. However, these are major users

of the land resource of the prairies, and changes in their

levels may influence acreages of the crops included in the

mode1. Therefore, tame hay as well as livestock activit.ies

should be incorporated in future studies. With the intro-

duction of these activities, labor and capital constraints

should also be added to the model because the requirements

of crop and livestock enterprises for these resources are

grossly different.
Thus, much further research needs to be undertaken

in order to improve estimates of supply resPon-se in the

prairies. Recursive progralnming can provide the necessary
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framework for this purpose. This study is a first attempt in

Canada to apply a recursive programming model to the estima-

tion and prediction of agricultural supply response.
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APPENDTX A

A REVTEüT OF PRODUCTTON RESPONSE

STUDIES IN CANADA

e limited number of agricultural supply response

studies have been carried out in Canada. Two studies are

revíewed here with the primary focus on methodology. Major

findings of these studies are also presented below.

Schmitz

Andrew Schmitz (60a, pp. 79-86) developed regression

models of time-series data to determine factors causing

yearly fluctuations in Canadian wheat acreage. Regression

equations were fitted to annual observations during 1947 to

L966. Schmitz hypothesized that wheat, barley, flaxseed,

and livestock pricesrTere relevant variables affecting
Canadian wheat acreage. Some non-price variables were also

included in the model. These were total rainfall in the

month of April, farm stocks and exports of wheat, technology

and capital availability.

Schmitz estimated twenty-five multiple regression

equations, of which six were distributed lag models. The

results indicated that R2's of these equations were in the

range of .76 to .89. The study revealed that wheat and

flaxseed prices, wheat stocks and exports, and time trend

r^¡ere statistically significant variables in mo-st of the
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equations, whereas, the previous year acreage, barley price

and April rainfall were statistically insignificant variables.

CapeI

Richard E. Capel (3, pp. 87-89) used distributed 1ag

models to forecast 1968 wheat acreage in the prairies; He

postulated that the preceding year acreage, price and

supplies of wheat were exogeneous explanatory variables for
the current year acreage of this crop. The regression equa-

tj-ons \^rere estimated using annual data over the period 1950

through 1967.

In this study, about 82 percent of the year-to-year

variations in wheat acreage was explained.. The previous

year acreage, price and stocks were found t.o be statistically
significant variables. The models predicted the 1968 prairie
wheat acreage to be about 28.5 million acres which turned

out to be very close to the actual observation.

Evaluation of the Studies

Both studies are highly limited in scope--acreage

response of only wheat was estÍmated. Therefore, they

neither provide production response information for all
major crops in the prairies nor supply a detailed model to

estimate them. Furthermore, interrelationships among crops

are not adequately analyzed in these studies. While Schmitz

recognized in his model the interdependence between crops by

including prices of competitive crops, Capel completely

ignored it. However, this information is very essential
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for developing intelligent agricultural policies.
The second limitation of the studies is the high

revel of aggregation used in the analysis. schmitz utirized
Canada data to estimate regression equations, whereas, Capel

used the prairies asaunit of analysis. However , for agri-
cultural policy f,ormulation, supply response information is
normally required by province.

Thirdly, the empirical performance of these studies

was not very impressive. In both studies, only some eighty
percent of the year-to-year variations in the prairie wheat

acreage was explained. Schmitz claimed that he accurately
predicted wheat acreage during L962 to L966. Ho$/ever, he

did not actually predict acreages for these years (in the

true sense of prediction). Rather he presented the estimated

acreages for the years used in the model estimation.

Therefore, a stud.y ís needed to estimate t'he acreage

response of all major crops in the prairies. fnterrelation-
ships between crops need to be also examined. The present

study is an attempt in this direction.
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LTMTTATIONS AND RATIONALTZATION OF

PRODUCTION COST COEFFICÏENTS

The cost of production data of six crops \^rere

required in this study for each year from 1958 through L97I.

Tn a research report entitled "Interregional CompeLition in

Canadian Cereal Productj-on" by vf. J. Craddock (7, pp. 169-71)

cost of producing one acre of wheat, oats, barley and rye

separately on summerfallow and on stubble land are presented

by farm size and by crop district for the year L966- Cost

of working an acre of summerfallow is also published in this

report. Since appropriate published cost of production data

are not available for each year during 1958 to L97I,

Craddock t s 1966 f igures \^Iere used in the recursive program-

ming analyses of the entire period. Furthermore' average

total cost of production for only large farm size group \^las

utilized in this study. The use of these cost figures can

be questioned on three grounds.

Firstly, the application of the 1966 cost figures to

each of the fourteen years (1958-1971) of analyses aPpears

conceptually unsound because per acre input requirements of

most crops have considerably changed during this period-

Input prices have also changed.

Secondly, in this study, while average total cost was

used as C. value, average variable cost should have been
J
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utilized because short-run economic decisions are governed

by only variable cost. Fixed costs such as interest and

depreciation are germane only for decisions to invest in

land or machinery, but not for utilization of given stocks

of these input,s. Therefore, for this study, average variable

costs would have been more appropriate C, values.

Thirdly, production cost figures for only large farm

size group were utilized in this study. But there are many

small farms in any one crop district of the prairi-es. There-

fore, the cost data of large farmers are not likely to be

representative figures for a crop district.

A number of arguments are put forward below which

indicate that the above limitations do not affect the

optimal land utilization pattern as much as it appears. In

a linear programming framework, the optimal solution (i.e.,

optimum Land allocation pattern) depends on the cost rela-

tionship rather than on production costs of individual

crops. Hence, opt^imum allocation pattern would not change

if all cost coefficients would move up or down at the same

rate. In this study, it was postulated that year-to-]rear

proportionate changes in costs of production would be the

same for all crops during the period 1958 to I97I. As a

result, the cost relationship between different crops would

be unchanged. This posLulatíon was based upon a premise

that each crop was almost^ equally affected by the rise in

input. prices.

Cost of production is only one of the three
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components of neÈ income (i.e:, cost, price and yield) which

determines the optimum land utilization pattern. Therefore,

a less than exact cost figure for any one year is not like1y

to have as seríous an affect on optimum land allocation
pattern.

The use of the L966 cost data for each year of the

analysis also became a necessity, considering the problems

and difficulties involved in the collection of data. It is

very difficult to get reliable information on cost items for

the last fourteen years by surveying fafmers today. Many

have not ke¡lt adequate records and the time span is too great

for memory recall. Moreover, it, is a stupendous job to

collect data and compute production cost coefficients of

crops for fourteen years and for twenty-four mod.els.a

slx

4.
'Ê

Also, it was not possibte to compute the weighted

average of the production costs of large and small farm size

groups because published hístorical acreage data were not

available by crops and by farm size. Therefore' cost

figures of only large representative farms were used in this

study. However, the size of the so-called large farms

utilized in the Craddock'study was not 2'000 or 3r000 acres,

but was only 650 acres for Manitoba, and 850 acres for

Saskatchewan and Alberta.

aDescription of the
on pages L02 and 102a.

twenty-four models is provided
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ESTTMATTON OF CROP YTELD COEFFICTENTSA

In the prairies, considerable variations often exist
between summerfallow and stubble yields of every crop (19).

In ord.er to ident.ify these variations, two producing activi-

ties for each crop (viz., seeding on summerfallow and on

stubble) were introduced in the recursive programming model.

But published historical yield data were available separately

for summerfallow and. stubble crop only since 1963. For esti-
mating reliable trend yields, a time series of this length

was considered insufficient. Therefore, the yield data

during L939 to 1965 which included crops gro\^zn on both

summerfallow and stubble were utilized to estimate trend

yields for a composite acre. Then, ratios of stubble yields

to summerfallow yields were calculated for each year during

the period 1963-64 to L969-70 for all crops. These ratios,

along with the estimated composite trend yields, and stubble

and summerfallow crop acreages, \^/ere used to compute yield

of summerfallow crop for each year during L963'64 to L970-7I

based upon the following equation:

tM.thodology presented here draws heavily on a
study--"Interregional Competitj-on in Canadian Cereal Produc-
tion" by Vü. J. Craddock ( 7). However, some modifications
were made to the Craddock methodology to meet the partícular
need cif this study.
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Yit (Airr n Aizr)
ilr - (Aitt * Pit Aizr)

where: i -- I,...,6

irra : sulnmerfallow yield to be estimated for the i th

crop in the t th year,
^Yit -- trend yield for a composite acre of the i th

crop in tfie t Èh year,

Aitt -- acreage of the i tl- crop sown on summerfallow in

the t th year,

A.'Zt = âcrêâ9e of the i th crop sown on stubble in the

t th year, and

P.-IT

/ (summerfallow yietd of the i th crop in the t

th year).

Trend yields of stubble crop ü¡ere then calculated

using the following equation:

îrr. = Pir Çrr, (2)

where:
^YlIZt = stubble yield to be estimated for the i th crop

in the t th year, and

other terms are defined as before.

Historical acreage data are not available prior to

crop year 1963-64 on the basis of summerfallow and stubble

crops. Therefore, in order to estimate the trend yields

during L957-58 to L962-63 t the followinq procedure was

adopted:

(1)Y
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(1) The averagle proportion of summerfallow and stubble crop

acreages in the total acreage of each crop were estimated

over the period 1963-64 to L969-70.

(2) Summerfallow and stubble crop acreage variables (i.e.,

Ailt rrd Ai2t) of equation (1) were then replaced by their

respective average proportions.

(3) An average !üas also computed of yield ratios (Pit)

during the period 1963-64 to L969-70.

(4) This average tÞi) was tt.en substituted for yield ratio

variable (Pit).

After introducing these changes, equations (1) and

(2) become:

Yit (A*it + A*i2)
Y (3)i1t (A*it * Þi o*iz)

Y 
'zt 

: Þi Yitt Ø)

where:

A** 
" - -- average proportion of the i th summerfallow.trt

crop acreage to the combined acreage over the

period L963-64 to L969-70 |

A*r -,- = average proportion of the i th stt¡bb1e crop
L¿E

acreage to the combined acreage over the period

L963-64 to L969'70,

Þ. -- average of the i th stubble crop yields as a
I

proportion to summerfallow yields over the

period L963-64 to L969-70 |

with the other variables defined as before.
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TABLE

DESCRTPTION OF ACTIVITTES
PROGRAMMING MODEL

11

USED IN EACH RECURSTVE
FOR EVERY YEAR

Ac t.
IrIo. Act.iùity name Code

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

10
11
L2
l_3
L4
t_6
l_6
I7
1B
I9
20
2t
22
23
24
25
26
27
2B
29
30
31

Work summerfallow
Grow wheat, summerfallow
Grow wheat, stubble
Grow oats, summerfallow
Grow oats, stubble
Grow barley, summerfallow
Grow barley, stubble
Grow ryê, summerf all-ow
Grow ryê, stubble
Grow f lax seed , surnmerf al-l-ow
Grow flaxseed, stubble
Grow rapeseed, suÍrmerf allow
Grow rapeseed, stubble
Sell wheat, unít quota
SelI wheat, specified acreage quota
SelI wheat, supplementary quota
Se11 wheat, non quota, discount price
Sell oats, unit quota
Sell oats, specified acreage quota
Sel-l oats, supplementary quota
SelI oats, non quota, discount price
Sel-l barley, unit quota
Sell barley, specified acreage quota
SeIl barley, supplementary quota
Sell barley, non quot,a, discount price
Sell rye, unit quota
SeIl rye, specified acreagie quota
Sell rye, supplementary quota
SeIl rye, non quota, discount price
Sel] flaxseed
Sel1 Raceseed

WS}4FL
GWTTTSF
cI^lf.ITSTB
GOATSSF
GOATSSTB
GBARSF
GBARSTB
GRYESF
GRYESTB
GFLAXSF
GFLAXSTB
GRAPESF
GRAPESTB
SWTUQTA
SWTSQTA
SWTSUPQ
SVITDÏS
SOTUQTA
SOTSQTA
SOTSUPQ
SOTDTS
SBARUQTA
SBARSQTA
SBARSUPQ
SBARDTS
SRYEUQTA
SRYESQTA
SRYESUPQ
SRYEDIS
SFÏ,AX
SRAPE
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TABLE 12

DESCRTPTTON OF CONSTRATNTS USED IN EACH RECURSTVE
PROGR.A'MMTNG MODEL FOR EVERY YEAR

Constraint
No. l\ame of constraint Code

t_

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
T1
L2
13
L4
15
I6
L7
18
t_9
20
2L
22
23
24
25
26
27
2B
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
4L
42
43
44
45
46

Total improved land
Preceding year summerfallow
Wheat, upper flocibility restraint
lVheat, lower flexibility restraint
Oats, upper f lexibility rest.raint
Oats, lo\,ver flexibility restraint
Barley, upper flexibility restraint
Barley, lower ftexibility restraint
Rye, upper flexibility rest,raint
Rye, l-ower f lexibility restraint
Flaxseed, upper flexibiliÈy restraint
Flaxseed, lower flexibiliÈy restraint
Rapeseed, upper flexibility restraint
Rapeseed, lo\^rer flexibility restraint
Summerfallow, upper f lexibility restraint
Summerfalloq lower flexibility restraint
Stubble 1and, upper flexibility restraint
Stubble 1and, lower flexibility restraiht
lVheat, absolute maximum acreage
!üheat, absolute minj-mum acreage
Oats, absolute maxjrnr¡m acreage
Oats, absolute minimum acreage
Barley, absolute maximum acreage
BaËley, absolute minj¡num acreage
Rye, absolute maximum acreagie
Rye, absolute minj-mum acreage
FÀå¡tseed, absolute maximum acreage
Flaxseed, absolute minimum acreagie
Rapeseed, absolute maximum acreagie
Rapeseed, absolute minimum acreage
Summerfallow, absolute maxjmum acreage
Summerfallow, absolute minimum acreage
Stubbl-e land, absolute max jmum acreage
Stubble land, absolute minimum acreage
Wheat supply
Oats supply
Barley supply
Rye su;pply
Flaxseed supply
Rapeseed supply
Unit quota
Specified acreage quota
Supplementary quota, wheat
Supplementary quota, oats
Supplementary quota, barley
Supplement.ary quota , ryê

TLÏMLD
PRECYRSF
WTUPFLEX
WTLOFLEX
OTLIPFLEX
OTLOFLEX
BLUPFLEX
BLLOFLEX
RYUPFLEX
RYLOFLÐ(
FLUPFLEX
FLLOFLEX
RAUPFLÐ(
RALOFLEX
SFUPFLEX
SFLOFLEX
STUPFLEX
STLOFLEX
WTABSMAX
WTABSMÏN
OTABSI4AX
OTABSMÏN
BLABSI{AX
B],ABSMIN
RYABSMAX
RYABSMÏN
FLABS}4AX
FLABSMÏN
RÃA,BSIVIAX
RÃABSMÏN
SFABSilIAX
SFABSMÏN
STABSMAX
STABSMÏN
WHTSUP
OATSSUP
BARSUP
RYESUP
FLAXSUP
RAPESUP
UNTTQTA
SPECQTA
SUPPQTAVü
SUPPQTAO
SUPPQTAB
SUPPQTAR



TABLE 13

SCHE¡'IATIC REPRESEi.{TATION OF STRUCTURÂT I"ÍATRIX OF EACH RECURSIVE PTìOGRè,¡.MTNG I.IODEL FOR EVERY YÐAR

P.estraint
Name U$I-L

I TLII,,ÍLD ac.
2 PRECYRSF ac.
3 WTUPFI,EX ac.
+ l,!r!U! L-dX aC.
5 OTUPFLEX ac.
6 OTI,OFLEX ac.
7 BIUPFLEZ Aê.
8 BLLOFLEX ac,
9 RYUPFLEX ac-

10 RYIOFi,EX ac.
IL F],UPFLEX ac.
L2 FLLOFLEX ac.
JJ MU!'!'!EÀ AC -
14 RÀLOFTE,< ac.
f J ¡).1, U.P.! lult ac ,
L6 SFLOFLEX ac.
17 SIUPFLEX ac-
18 STÍ,OTLEX ac.
a y t4/l'Aösqilx ac .
20 IITABSùITN ac.
2! OTAtsSill\X ec.
22 OTAÐSI{IN ac.
23 BLABSI"I.âX ac.
24 B!ÀBS}IIN ac.
25 RYÄBS¡.LAX ac.
26 RYABSTVIN ac.
27 FIABSII?\X ac.
28 FLABSI4TN AC.
29 R¡\ÀBSl4,qX ac.
30 R¿\ABSMIN ac.
3I SFÀÐS¡LÀ-X ac.
32 SF-\BS4IÌ,I ac.
33-..- STABSù{ÀX --ac.
34 S1'.ABS.qIN ac.
35 WHTSUP bU.
36 OÀîSSUP bu.
37 qARSUP bu,
38 RYESUP bu.
39 Fi"¡\x suP bu _

4 0 ¡'¡rPEStlP bu.
{I Ui.ïITQTÀ bu.
42 SP¡ìCQTA bu.
43 SUPPQîÀW bu-
4¿. SUPPQTÂO bU.
45 SUPPQTAB bu.
46 SUPPQTå,R bU.
47 i(et price $

LeveI

s

;

I

5

¿

à
s
à

¿
s

¿

à
s
à
s

É

s
I
s

s
I
I

I

:1
".)

,J

Þo

:10
:f1
. L¿D.^

Þlz
,IÕ

D^^
ezu "-)1
. ¿¿

D^-. ¿)D;.. ¿oÞ^-
D^^

")Q

. J1
, J¿

Dar

.ll. ^

D ¿.1

-^7
" ¿.1

-¿.¿.

VISMFI, GWHTSF GWiITSTB GOATSSF GOATSSTB GEARSF GBÀR,STB GRYESF

llL
I
11
l1

Activity

I
L

t
I

ll
11

The activíties and constraints
coefficients are ídentified on

1
I

1
1

-v.'lÀt r w

1
L

l
I

I
I

have been described
Pase I99 .
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ì-n appendix Tables 11 and 12. The input-output
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-I
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Restr.
No.

I
)

4
5

7

o

l_0
L1
72
l_3
J-4
L5
I6
t7
18
19
20
2T
)a
23

¿o
27
¿ó
¿Y
30
3I
32
33

i5

38

4!
Á1

43
ÀÀ

+)
46
47

GRVESÎB GFI,åXSF GFT.AXSTB GRAPESF GR.APESTB SI4TUQTA SViTSOTA SI\ÌISUPQ SI.¡TDTS SOTUQTA SOTSQÎÀ

L
I

TÀBLE 13 -- (continued)

I
L

Àctivity

1
L

I
1

-S

-ctY

I -x

1
1

I
1

-ra

-1I

-ra

ÞÞ-w -w

1

t/úo

P

I

H
\o\¡



Res!r.
No,

I
)

A

5

7

9
10
l_1

l_3
I4
15
16
L7
18
lq
t^
2!
22
¿J

25
26

¿ó

3l-
5¿

35
36

JY
1U
À1

42

to

SOTSUPQ SOTDTS SBARUQTA SBARSOTA SBARSUPQ SBARDIS SRYEUQTA SRYESOÎA SRYESUPQ SR,YEDIS SFI¿X SRÀPE

TABLE i-3 -- (continued)

Activity

I

-o

1

-/ -ba

Po Pb.

t

1

Pbu

I

m

I 1

I

Pbu . "ry
I

"t.y.
Þ Þ--t -ra

H
\0
@
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TABLE 13 -- (continued)

The symbols utilized in Table 13 can be explained as follows:

b -- a vector of constraint levels,

Y -- yield per acre of a summerfallow crop,

y -- yield per acre of a stubble crop,

u = number of bushels per unit quota for a cropt

s = specified acreage quota per acre,

S : supplementary quota per acret

C -- cost of production per acre of a summerfallow cropt

c -- cost of production per acre of a stubble crop '
p : price per bushel (undiscounted), and

p -- price per bushel discounted by 20 percent.

Subscript:

w -- wheat.,

o = oâ.ts r

ba = barley I

ry -- fYê,

f. = flaxseed, and

ra : rapeseed.

Descriptíon of activities and constraints have been

presented in Appendix Tables 1I and 12.



. TABLA ]4

REGRESSTON EQUATIONS FOR FLEXIBILTTV COEFFICTEI\i-TS
RECURSIVE PROGRA\4iIIING MODEI USING STRATI¡'IED

Crop

Wheat

Þ¡r'l asr

Rye

Flaxseed

HâñâCêêA

Surn¡nerf allow

Stubble land

(xlrlx1r_1)

(xzL/x2:"_Lt

(x3r/x3r-1 )

(x AL/x 4çr)
(xsrlxsr_1)

(x6,8/x6E-L)

ç<7L./x7E-L)

(x Brlx Br_r )

(xlrlx1r_1)

(x2t/x2L-ì
(x3rlx3r_1)

(x \L/x AL_LI
l\r l\, \tÀ-. ./ 

^-- 
. . .,

,^, ----t.P -.---\'(^6t/^ 6L-1/
(x7E/xlE_r)

(x8r/x Br-1)

Upper flexibility coeff icient

=. b,^ + b.,X.., + b.^P",, + b.-E.. " +b--T + ê- -J0 -Ir 1r-l -L2- Lt-L -15-lt-I -r/- -lt

- bzo * b2tXzt-r * bz2Pz*L-r * bz6Mt-r * e2t

-- bgo * b3tx3t-r * b32?3*t-1 '* -b34s3*t-1 * e3t

= lro 
* b41X4t-r * blzP¿t-r * b45E1t-r * 

"4È

-- bso * b51x5t-r * b52P5t-r * b53P1t-r * b56Mt-r * "5t
= b6o * b6rx6t-r * b62P6t-r * b63P1t-r * b66i{t-1 * 

"6È
-- bzo * b7 1x7t-1 n bz3Plg-I * b7sEtt-t * b76i4t-l * 

"7t
= b8o * b8lxgt-r * bg3P1t-r * b84srr-r- " bs#t-r * u8t

Lower f lexibility coef f icient

=bl 0*bllxlt-l *bl2Prt-r tbfTT *trt

= bzo t b21x2t-r- * bzzPzt-r * b23Pr-t-1 * bzTT * "zf
= b:o " b31x3t-1 * b32P3*t-1 * b34s3*t-r + b36i{t-1 * t3t

= b40 * b41x4t-1 * b42P4*t-L * b44s4*r-r + b¿sEtt,-t * t4ù

= bso * b51X5t-1 * b52P5t-1 * b54s5*t-1 f e5t
* }\ + ?ì Y ------+ h tr4 ¿ â- "60 -6I"68-L ', -62'6 r-1 -66"L-I ' "6r
= blo * b71x7t-r * b73"1t-1 * b76Ert-r o tzt

-- beo * b8lx8r-l * b83Plt-l * bB5E1t-1 * "8t

Wheat,
.

Rarlarr

Rye

Flaxseed

Lapeseeda

Equation

ESTTi{ÀTED FOR EACH
OBSERVATIONS

Sununerfallow

Stubble land

d-*Because of lack of
Àlberta and crop districts
15 was estimaieã.

¡loaraoc 
^f 

.FrôôÁr-* +L^ê^qçY I 99Þ v: ! ! Eçqullt ¿ L¡tg ÞC

of Saskatchewan. Rather,
equations vr'ere not estjmated for

raceseed eq'uation qiven in Table I\)oo



Crop

!{heat

Oats

Barley

Rye

Flax seed

Rapeseed

Summerfallow

Stubble land

REGRESSTON EQUAT]ONS ËlSep rO
USTNG ALL

(xttt *rt-r )

(xrttxrt-r)
(x¡ t/ xs t-r )

(xnrt x¿r-l )

(xu.zxur_, )

(xat' *ot-t )

(xrttxTr-r )

TABLE 15

ESTTMATE FLEXTBTLTTY COEFFICIENTS FOR EACH MODEL
(UNSTRATTF TED) OBSERVATIONS

= blo

-- bzo

Variables are explained on page 15.

brtxlt-t
bztxzt-t
b¡ tx¡t-t
b¿tx¿r-t

bstxst-t
botxet-t

bltxTt-t
bgtXgt-t

bgo

b¿o

bso

boo

bzo

(xg.zxr._r) -- bgO *

Equation

btzPtt-t
bzzP zt-t
b¡zn¡t-t
b42n 4* t-L
b52P5* t-1
bøzP øt-t
bz3Ptt-l

bg¡Ptt-t

bl¿ stt-t
bz:Ptt-t

* b33Ptt-t * b34s3*t-r + b3øMt-t * t3t

b4 
4 

s4* t-1
b54 s5*u-l

be¡Ptt-l

bloM.-t

bzsEtt-t

* bl.+stt-t
+ bgsElt-l

b¿sEtt-t

b6sEs.-t

ba #t-r
bz 6tt-t
bg 6Mt-t

btzT

bzTT

b 47r

bs ot4t-t

-6r
bll*

bgzT

ê-1t
ê-2L

ã-41u

ê
3E

ê-7|L

ô-Br.

N)
O
ts
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The variables utilized in Tables 14 and 15 can be expressed

as follows:

Xt = âcrêâ9e of a crop in the t th year,

Xt-l -- acreage of a crop in the t-l th year,

Pt_l = price of a product in the t-l th year,

n*t_l -- price of a crop as a proportion to wheat price

in the t-I th year,

St_t -- total stocks of a product in the t-I th year,

t*t_I -- total stocks of a product as a proportion to
wheat stocks in the t-l th year,

Et-I : exports of a crop in the t-l th year,

Mt_l = total precipitation during April and May of the

t-l th year, and

T -- time trend (1953=1) .

Crops are identif ied by subscripts I to B as ,follows:

Subscript Crop

1 -- wheat
/ : oats
3 -- barley
4 =Tye
5 = flaxseed
$ = rapeseed
J : summerfallow
B



lfheat

1958 0.997 1.061
1959 0.97s 1.068
1960 0. 986 1. os8
1961 0.993 1.037
L962 0.991 1.071_
1963 0.964 1.039
1964 0. 982 1. 066
1965 0. 960 1. 014
L966 1.00s L.062
L967 0.961 1.002
1968 0.967 0.993
L969 0.980 0.988
I970 0.920 1.038
L97L 0.869 r.740

1958 r.049 r.105
19s9 0.981 1-065
1960 0.987 1.057
1961 1.028 1.048
1962 0.981 1.039
1963 0. 941 1. 03r
l-964 t-.019 1.066
1965 0.957 t.019
1966 1. 007 1. 091
1967 0. 991 1 " 094
1968 0.978 1.073
1969 0. 988 1.114
1970 0. 878 1. 000
L97L 0. I98 1.6L3

l+Â

îABLE 16

ESTTMATED FTEXIBITTTY COEFFICIENTS BY CROPS, YEARS ÃND MODELS

'I -R

0.877 t.r27
0. 911 ]. 134
r.u¿5 L.r¿9
0.867 1.093
0.926 L.20L
0.867 I.072
0. 7Br 1.160
0. 965 1. 230
J. VU3 r-.J-5 õ
0.918 1.171
1.003 1.187
U.ö3¿ L.LIJ
0.833 1.178
0.874 r.196

0.970 1.068
n o?? r n2')
0. 960 l_. 0BB
0.926 r.292
1.140 1.364
0. 914 0 .964
0.956 1.033
0.895 0.977
r.042 I . 071
0. 93 0 0.949
1. 000 1, 000
0.886 1.138
1.000 I.000
1.250 L.287

1¿Ê,

BarIey
'I -R

0. 961 1. 043
0.887 0.933
0. 871 1. 009
0.779 0.985
0.923 1.038
0.926 1.111
0. 8 98 r. 008
0. 995 1.164
1.076 1.233
L.044 1.059
1. 07 8 L.L92
0.964 1.032'
0.996 1.I00
0.754 L.892

0.793 1.084
0.849 L.L76
v.ó¿¿ L.z5a
u. tY4 L.¿t5
v.tt) l_.uJ5
0.834 L.'023
0. 83 3 r.409
0.867 1.087
0.902 1.3s0
0.997 1.27 4
0.991 I.068
r.roÞ L. ¿ô5
0.997 1.066
0.804 1.300

1+R

Rye

0 .942
1.020
l_. 06s
0.948
I. 044
1.036
1.035
'I noÃ
0. 958
n oqÁ
t . uJ It
ô o?o

1. 023
0.934

0.989
1.186
1. 014
0. 963
0 ..93 3
0.784
1. 017
0.98I
0. 781
n o? Ã

0.970
T.126
1, 000
1.000

1¿R

Prair ies

1. 014 0. 808 1. 000
1.030 0.7s3 1.086
r.094 0.562 I.26]-
L.027 0.700 0.858
1.100 0.720 0.884
1.046 0.655 1.159
1. 057 0. 73 9 L.266
1.125 0.765 1.066
r.025 0.803 0.815
1.196 0.599 1,118
L.062 0.538 1.603
1.0s4 0.553 0.972
r.07 9 1.187 L.3]-2
L.¿95 r.045 l_.155

Manitoba

1.191 0.77I 0.884
1 . 213 0. 93 9 L.233
I.I20 0.6't7 I.263
1.398 0.775 1.1-60
r.484 0.892 1. lsB
0.961 0.999 L.223
r.382 0.907 I.274
1-006 1.010 I.223
0.804 0.817 1. 000
r.442 0.s80 0,870
r.225 u. /75 t-444
1.235 0.722 1.366
1.000 0.631 1.000
r.000 0.666 1.000

F l-ax seed

| -K 1rÊ

Rapeseed

1-R

0.989 2-023
0.3 B0 L.062
1.016 3.809
0. 908 1. 000
0.s10 0.656
v. or¿ r .443
0.968 1.396
L-53¿ r.ó+¿
I.L29 1.19s
0.983 1.000
0.702 1.000
0.934 1.354
r.¿q4 r-3 t5
1.398 2.801

0.77 2 I.547
0.6s2 2.77I
0.778 2.772
u.ö3ð r.Yt!
0.652 7.I49

0. B2L I.B27
0.854 t.754
0.849 1.I56
0.772 1.373
0. 695 1. 000
0.7 95 0. 818
0.883 1.000
0.880 1.000

1¿R

Summerfallow

0.987 r.044
0. 991 0.994
0.979 1.016
0.987 t. 043
0. 96s 1. 021
rì oa2 rì ooô
0.986 1.033
r_.001 1.015
0.9s6 1.050
I .022 1. 043
1. 006 1. 012
rì o1.) 1 rt??
1. 032 1.050
0.620 1.000

ñ o^? ì nc¡o

0.929 1.021
r\ o(Á I 

^??0.956 1. 016
n oqÁ 1 r|Âq
1.005 1.030
O. BB3 1. OBB
0. 983 1. 03 B

0.949 1.036
L.000 L.044
0. 988 1. 04 0
1.000 L.027
L.L42 L.262
0. B2I 0.984

1+ß

q+ì1Þìl-\'l ô

l-R

v.t¿t I.uJ_5
0.915 I.024
0.934 1.049
0.813 1.038
1.040 I.L29
I.UtJ I.UYJ.
1. 03 6 1. 087
0.997 1.100
r.UO¿ L.L¿!
r.006 1.087
0.727 l_. 07 B

0.876 1.087
0.969 I.044
0. 645 1.3 01

0.950 1.l-24
0.924 I.077
0.936 1.134
0. 95 9 1. 1sr_
0. 93 6 l_. 11.1
L.025 1.105
0.922 L.02L
1.008 1.118
0. 985 1. 048
0. 983 L. 073
0.96s L.067
0.844 1.151
0.853 1. 016
0.927 I.342

T*F

N)o
(¡)



Vüheat

1958 0.931 r.03s
19s9 0.978 I.076
1960 0.94s 0.954
1.96t 0.953 1.028
L962 0.977 1.097
1963 0.976 1.023
1964 0.952 1.056
1965 0.960 1.008
1966 0.941 1. 07s
1967 0.999 L.074
1968 0.945 1.016
L969 0.931 0.949
t970 0.860 0.877
L97L 0.655 L.725

19sB 0. 951 1.065
19s9 0.926 I.I44
r960 0.962 1.043
1961- 0. 923 1.061
!962 0 .937 1. 041
L963 0. 984 1. 013
L964 1. 043 r . 08 9
196s 0.954 1.016
1966 1.031 1.079
1967 0.970 l_.038.
1968 0.908 L.725
L969 0.867 0.881
L97 0 0. B 98 0. 945
I97L 0.955 1.846,

Oats

I -R I ¿R

0.727 L.296
0.847 1.3 11
1.106 1.438
0 .67 9 1. 114
0.786 L.444
0.809 1.007
u-b55 r.lrb
0.972 r.443
1. 011 1.357
u./öb t.J)o
0.849 1.499
0.616 1.330
r.000 1.202
1.000 L.244

^ 
ol? I 

^<(0.905 1. 04s
J-.UJ_U r.r¿6
0.883 L.067
0.895 1.078
0.896 L.027
c.81s 0.832
0 " 956 r.r47
0.956 1.028
0 .928 1.11 6
0.924 1. 051
0.9r..2 1.06s
0.860 1.0s0
0.790 0.915

Barley

l-R l¿R

TABLE 16 -- (continued)

0.798 1.058
0.787 0.847
0.780 0.797
0.745 0.8s5
0.835 0.962
0.817 1.109
0.782 1.000
0.87 4 r.347
0. B4 6 1.3 08
n Qll n oo,
0.783 0.875
0.827 r.L94
0.7 34 0.77 0
0.634 0.981

0-979 1.053
0.939 1.058
0. 955 1. 086
0.877 r.t47
1.011 t.l-64
0.930 1.139
0.9s0 I.032
I. UY5 I.L3 I
1,031 1.133
0 .948 l_ . 052
0. 7s3 L. 068
0.944 1.080
0. 88 0 0.973
0. 956 t. 057

1-Ê. I ¿a

Rye

0.925 0.941
0.925 1.03 0
0.9L2 1. 007
0.923 1.132
0.871 r.17 0
u-Y6¿ l.u/5
0.884 1.106
0. 94I 1.154
0.856 1.130
0.920 r.3 00
0.969 1.000
0.983 1.000
I.000 1.000
0.991 1.000

Alberta

0.907 L.242
0.979 1.183
0.949 1. 095
0. 980 1.170
0.822 r.296
L.024 1. 25 0
1.00s 1.157
0.946 1. 14 9
0.814 1 .021
0. BB 6 1. 083
I.J.IJ L.¿)Y
I. IOJ f. I Y5
0. 909 I.3 21
0.960 1.201

Saskatchewan

F 1ax seed

0.801 2.031
0. s1l 1 .13 B

L. ¿óO L .5 ¿6
0. 6s9 1.089
0.493 1.000
1. 000 r.185
0.s77 1.133
0.420 1.051
0.77 4 1. 000
0.494 0. 514
0.809 r.r76
0.922 0.973
r.239 2.436
1.000 1. 08s

1.003 1.076
0.847 r.0L2
0.861 2.038
0.844 1.175
0. 811 L.I29
0. 8 43 r.267
1.056 L.267
0.982 1 .3 98
0.930 1.000
0.s46 r.5I2
1.091 2 .057
1.089 I.773
1.033 I.428
0.816 1.000

Rapeseed

'I -R I ¿R

U.YJ.U T.OJf,
0.368 0.981
r.¿JL 5.4U1-
0,686 1.000
0.42L 0.583
0.780 r,542
1.000 1.098
I.67r 1.877
1.117 I.259
0.381 0.571
0.529 1.000
u. to+ L.)¿L
L.392 1.633
L.t26 L.297

1.651 2.476
0.880 1.320
? Eqo ? e?o
0.84 6 r.269
0.17 9 0.269
r.374 2.062
1,701 2 .552
2 .L66 3 .4 06
0.446 0.668
0.897 r.346
0.529 1.000
L.¿I) r-.f)y
L.464 L.789
1. 000 1. 000

Summerfallow

t-R | ¿K

0.978 1.04I
0.990 r.025
0. 958 1. 016
0.989 1.073
0. 971 0. 985
1 . 004 r.044
0.982 r.012
0.991 L.029
0.956 r.003
0. 9 96 r. 057
0.946 1.014
0.949 1.003
0. 907 1.009
0.725 0.825

0. 950 1. 004
0.981 1.028
r. 018 1. 03 B

0.968 0.986
0.961 0.978
0. 966 1. 010
0. 981 1. 084
1.010 1.017
0.938 0.967
0.992 r . 032
I . 008 1. 051
t.062 r .r24
1.052 I.079
v. t0Y v.>¿¿

Stubble

¡ -K I ¿K

0.892 1.108
0.858 1.r12
0,85s 1. 083
0.7 04 1. 083
1.008 1..t_39
n oo^ 1 1?<
L. 043 1. 102
1.002 1.096
1.130 r.r94
1. 006 1. 090
0.850 r.087
0.891 1.134
0.573 0. 633
1. 050 r.151

0.961 1.011
0. 984 1.109
0.967 r.000
0. 965 1. 143
0.976 1.119
0.972 1.-'-18
0.899 1.f71
0 .826 1. 082
0,798 1.046
1.003 1.109
0.820 1.069
0 .7 84 L.L64
0.718 L.2II
0.950 7,426

N)o
È



Ì,lheat

r-B l+E

1958 L.027 1.138
r959 0.954 r.L42
1960 0.892 1.040
1961 1. 03r 1. 095
t962 J.02r 1. r35
1963 U, Ubr 1 " 093
L964 r_.010 1.048
1965 0 .952 I. 006
1966 t. 028 1.100
L967 1. 01s 1. 03 0
r96B 0.985 1.059
L969 0.968 I.014

0. 918 1.023,

19s8 1. 131 1 .171
1959 r.024 1.184
1960 0.974 0.997
ryoJ L.u+t r.r36
1962 1. 040 1.18I
1963 0.953 1.089
l-964 1.006 1. 085
1965 0. 998 1. 000
1966 1.017 1.100
t967 0. 983 1. 007
1968 0.990 1.080
1969 0.923 1.043
L970 0.807 1.040

't -R 1+E

0.759 0.997
0.7 02 I.097
I lee ì ?qq
0 .7 77 L .062
0.759 L.047
0.830 1.108
0.723 1.017
0.802 1.215
0.922 1.104
1.020 r.071
1. 060 1.106
U.III I.U¿O
L.07 4 1.132

0.8 84 1. 04 0
0. 63 0 1,148
t.270 1.318
0.691 L.266
0.852 1.036
0. 83 5 1. 152
0.717 1. 288
0.77 5 1. 312
0.972 1.151
t.107 1.165
1. 000 1. 000
0. 901 1.060
0.890 1.050

Barley
'I -R

TABLE 16 -- (continued)

I +R

0.647 1. 07 0
0.677 0.785
0.718 1.000
0.514 r.247
0-754 1.018
0.932- 1.000
0.640 0.BBI
1.019 1.110
0.7L4 t.779
0.611 1. 145
0.54 I 1.000
0.624 1. OBl
0.664 1.000

Saskatchewan

'I -R

Rye

L+E

0.97r
0 .9L4
0.869

C, .7 25
0.673
L.372
u.oo/

^ 
'714

n ooq
1.000
1.000

2.500
L.247
i-.480
0.873
r.478
1. 695
r.439
0.932
2.L44
4.492
1. 000
1.000

-- crop

1.650
0.938
^ ô(,
I.IOO

L.¿J¿

1.818
L.¿+J
T "T92
2.334
) ot\'7
1 .(90
I l Afì

1. 000

F 1ax seed

't -R

district 1A

0.324 0. 687
0.650 1.064
0.960 1.004
0.796 0. 973
0.627 2.022
1.000 1.107
0.886 1. 096
1.158 1.582
0.700 1.089
0. s 03 I.I? 9

0.616 1. 000
0.569 1" 000
1. 000 1.365

district lB

u.5¿r u.þ/u
0.929 0. 961
L .167 1.3 B4
0.90r 1.000
0. 63 0 1. 000
1.000 1.183
1.000 r.220
1. s19 !.549
0.751 0.9r4
L.uu/ L. t¿o
1.230 1.700
I.252 I.597
1.618 2.035

0 .7 41 0 .949
o.846 0.848
0.934 1.000
0.73 0 0.787
0.849 r.326
u.5¿5 L. ¿Uó
u. /5v u. /öb
1.04s t.295
0.7 48 L.026
0.242 0. 5 98
0.878 r. 000
I.000 1.000
1. s25 1. 686

1+F

Saskatchewan

Rapeseecl

0.843
0.694
ù.950
0.647
1.000
1. 648
1.000
o. 687
0.863
0. 811
1.000
I. 000
0.688

1+R

Summerfallow

ô oao 1 'lln

0.972 1. 087
L -02L 1. 062
0.975 L.I2B
0.9r7 r.o92
0.935 1.007
0.979 1.L49
0.984 1.033
0.940 1.145
1. 02 0 L.t7 4
0.967 I.r44
1. 011 1.151
1.048 r-062

1.009 L.072
0.97 4 r.07 6

1. 059 1.068
0.928 1.061
0.931 r.097
1.028 1.093
0.966 1. 050
r\ ooq I rìc,?

0.937 1.L42
0.989 L.072
0.949 0.978
0.940 0.947
0.900 i-.00r

1+F

e{-rr }r}rl a

1¿R

0.733 1.13 9
0.626 1. 218
V.9U¿ L. ¿OJ
0.799 1.096
0.973 1.025
0.881 1.281
u. r9¿ L- r¿3
0. 87 0 1.18 I
1.031 1.083
1. 082 L.248
I.047 l. 057
1. 058 1.108
0.385 0. B 92

0.930 1.000
0.769 0.970
1.064 1.086
0.847 1.166
0. 852 t.327
1.120 1.3sC
0.911 L.226
1. 013 1. 056
1. 023 ]-Ls2
0.7 65 0.877
v.9 1.6 .L. U¿]J
I. UUU L. L¿Ó
1.000 L.528

t\)o
{tl



Year
Wheat

1958 0.898 1.065
1959 0.845 r.r27
1960 0.8'77 1.031
1961 0.872 r.165
]-962 0.833 1.151
r963 0. 953 1 . 18 8
L964 1.006 L.027
1965 0.929 r.163
L966 0.986 1.1s5
L967 1.006 1.164
1968 0. 853 1. 045
t969 0.907 1.148
t970 0.830 1.r40

1958 0. 994 1. 035
1959 0.963 L.077
1960 0.936 1.065
1961 0.988 1.061
L962 0. 993 L.223
r963 0. 961 r.029
t964 0.998 1.036
L965 0.946 1.039
L966 0.992 1. 091
L967 0.987 1. 015
'ÌoÂa rì oQo 1 1??
L969 0.950 0.995
r970 0.908 L.426

r+ß

ôa#c

t¿R

u- tót t.rrþ
0.818 1, 131
U.ö¿TJ I.J!J
0. 8 61 r.049
0.834 0.997
0.780 r.042
0.812 1. 000
0.896 L.044
0. 93 0 1. 007
0.986 1.05r
r.036 1.130
0. 93 9 1. 038
0.788 0.92L

0.878 0.97r
0.871 L.092
0.825 1. 288
u . óé¿ L. ¿9Y
0.739 0.782
0.732 0. 852
0.708 L;196
v.t¿u r.¿oÕ
0.963 0.997
0.857 1. 60I
o. B8 6 t.420
U.YJ¿ I.5JÞ
0.998 1.000

Barley

| 
-H

TABLE 16 -- (continued)

0.8s9 2.096
0. 695 2.205
u.t9t ¿.J5Y
U../IJ ¿.ULJ
0.547 1.506
0.889 1.475
0.653 L.657
r.249 1.615
1. 000 L.126
L.¿b3 r.ðfv
I.247 2.150
r.¿t¿1 b z.L+þ
2.0r2 2.L70

l iR

Saskatchewan -- crop district 2A

Rye

0.819 L.L22 o.4L; 2.088
o. B6o 1.110 0.793 r.320
.0.899 1.190 0.667 1.536
0.77t 0.952 1.005 L.243
0.911 r.308 0.266 0.330
0-947 L.276 0.932 L.469
0.848 1.370 0.905 1.186
0.874 1.118 1.000 1.2s8
0.722 L.454 0.606 0.643
0.834 1.613 0.4s9 0.470
0.564 1.099 1.113 1.230
0.523 1.150 L.325 L.465
0.491 0.897 r.509 2.060

1+ß

Flax seed

0.426 r.252
0. 611 0. 943
0.884 0,915
0.636 0.703
0 .3 0B 0.3 98
0. 933 1. 043
U. bYf, I. UUU

0.533 1.988
1.411 r.570
r.246 r.315
r.577 1. 812
r. v5J. ¿. Llo
0.727 1.000

'I +R

Saskatchewan -- crop

Rapeseed

0.843 L.076
0. 83 6 1. 038
0. 990 1.167
0.695 0.994
1.021 L.257
L..278 1.381
r. uJl- L.¿ó¿
J . Uy) r. Lf,r
0.842 L.37 4
U. Y5þ L.J¿ I
0. 521 1. 08 B
0.649 1.098
1. 009 r.091-

Summerfallow

district 28

0.673 1.029
0.468 1.390
t.L26 I.7 93
ñ o^? I lqc
0 .459 0 .7 94
L.5t4 J.5öJ
0.736 t.36r
1. 000 1.458
U.4 bJ L. L)Z
0.4 0r 1.457
L.049 L.924
u.¿1ó ¿. uoo
0.998 t.9s0

1.049 r.139
1.006 1.099
0.977 1. 003
0. 968 1. 090
0. 941 L.239
0. 984 1. 021
0.950 L.042
1. 010 1.029
0.93 9 0.947
1.050 1 " 081
0.963 1.000
0.929 I.000
0. B41 1. 000

1.006 1.060
0.972 r.03 9

1.034 1.039
0.9s9 1.030
0.931 1.020
0.982 r.022
1.002 1.061
0.973 1"023
0.895 1.055
1.008 1. 073
1.039 1,050
L.000 1. 000
1. 000 1. 000

1+F

c+rr Lrlr'i o

I -R

0.804 r.178
o .7]-4 r.119
0.62r L.230
0.790 1.109
0.904 1.314
0.840 1.064
1.000 1.006
0.931 0.977
L.r44 r.377
T.LJ¿ L. ¿Yó
t_.000 1.000
0.942 r.000
0.599 1.000

0-879 1.317
0.811 L.2L5
0.767 1.098
0.841 1.373
0.900 I.226
0.793 L.042
0.838 1.281
0.824 1 . 004
0.886 r.097
0.802 L.r97
^ 

aìq n oo(
L. L¿¿ L.5¿þ
t.747 l-.931

| ¿R

N)
c)
or



û?heat

1 9s8 0 .964 1. 033
1959 0.960 1.070
1960 0.953 1.016
1961 0. 968 1.004
t962 0.962 1. 082
1963 0.962 1.03 9
1964 0.988 L.0L2
r965 0.967 t. 033
1966 0. 988 1. 083
1967 0.982 1. 032
1968 0. 957 I.047
L969 0.950 L.064
r97 0 0. 9s3 1. 113

19s8 0 .969 1. 099
19s9 0. 958 L.LLz
1960 0. 948 1.013
1961 0.960 1.014
1962 0.969 1.051
1963 0.954 1.039
1964 0.996 1.022
1965 0. 9s0 r. 043
L966 0. 98 9 1. 094
1967 0. 983 1. 035
1968 0.955 L.067
L969 0.932 1.034
1970 0.917 r,039

.'I 
-R 1+ß

Oats

'I -R 1+ß

0.789 1.218
0.713 1.384
1.39r L.44L
u./¿¡J L.¿¿t
0.814 1.338
0.523 1.341
0.833 0.871
0.842 L.372
n oq,] 1 l7e
0.747 1.082
0. 816 L.206
0.874 1.r29
u. yöf, L.¿¿r

0 .907 0.967
0.807 1.105
1.111 L.394
u.55ö L. ¿J4
0.778 1.000
U. T ¿¿ L. ¿¿9
0.536 L.276
u.b4b r./öb
0.'77L 1.310
0,847 1.357
u. ) v3 L. ¿óJ
L. 000 1 .3 96
1. 000 1. 650

Barley

fABIE 16 -- (continued)

0-740 0.989
0.7s3 0;781.
0.773 l:000
0.814 0.90s
0.524 0.918
0. 575 1.198
0.682 I.000
0.4 83 L.7 65
1 

^rE 
I tÃ¡'ìI. UIJ

U.JbY L.U¿Z'.
0.589 1.020
I..UUU T.IJJ
0.886 1.631

l+ß

Saskatchewan -- crop

'I -R

Rye

1+E

^ 
QOO 

^ 
O??

0. 8 08 0. 954
0.992 1.090
0.722 0.724
U.f,þI I.ÕJJ
0.961 2.181
1.115 I.287
1. 000 1. 093
o.92L 1.000
0.634 0.909
u.b¿at r.ÕQU
I rqq 1 71n
1.000 1.000

Flax seed

'I -R

district 3AS

^ --:u.3tJ r./55
0 .254 1.3 64
u.5JJ- J . bðZ
u.¡tJf .r. ./ o0
0.283 0.625
0 .625 2 "3860.783 1. 000
0.968 3.L46
0.489 0.981
u.o¿ I ¿. Ló+
0.494 4.937
0.7 96 3 .969
0. 908 4 .253

district 3ÀN

0.343 2.895
0.449 2.32r
2.203 2.293
0.'t78 2.16r
0.236 0.s00
0.980 0.984
0 .7 62 1. 054
L.042 1.361
0.726 1. 017
0.42r 1.408
0. 98 6 1.443
1.309 1.600
1.348 2.437

0.886 L.448
^ 

1)?. I ?Áq
0.756 1.297
0.6t2 0.845
0.532 1.479
'l ô(o '1 ??q
0.568 0.649
u.t¿L J-.orõ
0.683 L.124
0.776 1.100
0.7 40 1.14 0
0.755 1.384
L.000 1.025

1+ß

Saskatchewan

Rapeseed

I -R

0.866
ñ a'1 G,

0.988
0.829
0.651
ô oq?
0.972
n o??
0 .842
u.þ/+
0. 812
0,922
l_. 000

'i ¿R

0 .920
1.046
1.1sI
0.940
r.544
'! Âe?
1.229
1.153
0.859
1.044
1. 558
r.492
L.296

Summerfallow

'I -A

0.974 1.069
0.987 1.070
0.996 1 . 084
U.YO¿ I.U/J
0. 973 L.077
0.984 1. 069
0.966 I . 017
0.969 1.045
0.958 1.045
0.962 1,060
^ 

ool I nÁl
0 .946 1.03 6
u. v)f, t..!uþ

0.972 1.038
0.97 9 L.044
0 .992 1. 064
0 .97 9 1. 046
0.964 r.029
0 .969 1. 012
r.019 1.048
L. 005 L.029
0. 956 1. 0s4
L.029 L.067
U.õÞ5 I.UUf
0.905 i-.019
0.852 1.000

'I ¿R

Stubble

l-R

0.817 r.042
0.724 1.058
1.053 1.218
0. 951 r. 091
0.690 0. 908
0. 93 0 1. 113
0.923 1.098
0.984 L.226
0.700 1.089
L.UJ¿ !.¿¿O
0.964 0.972
0. B7 6 1.264
0.868 1.681

0.903 1.21-1
0.840 1.18 8

0.886 0.938
0.772 1.073
0. s56 I.054
U.Y¿¿ .I .¿UO
0.904 L.268
I.I¿U L.LI¿
0.73s L.254
0.995 r.000
0.778 0.916
1.000 L.036
r. ¿oÞ L.5v¿

1+E

N)o
\t



Vear
Wheat

1958 0 .927 1. 014
1959 0.968 r.r_41
1960 0 .947 1. 0r0
1961 0.992 1.081
L962 0.940 1.0s1
1963 1. 02s 1. 0ss
t964 0.964 1. 007
1965 0. 991 1. 08s
L966 1 . 004 I.07 4
1967 0. 983 0. 999
1968 0.936 1.035
L969 1. 021 1.152
1970 1.000 1.000

1958 O.g2B 1.154
1959 0.931 1.158
1960 0 .952 1.120
r961 0.919 1.083
L962 0.920 t.074
1963 0.930 1.001
1964 0. 981 r.066
1965 0. 911 1. 031
L966 0.97 0 1.014
L967 0. B 78 1. 021
1968 0.928 L -047
1969 0, 933 1 .155
L970 0.918 1.015

1-Ê l+F

Ud LS

0.712 1.004
0.762 1.43s
1. 015 L.295
0.706 1.607
0.596 L.622
0. 948 1. 6s6
U. J YJ L. ¿25
0. 971 1.4sl
0.639 L.754
0. B 95 L.425
0.7 06 I .351
U.I I4 L.5J¿
U.IJ¿ L.IYJ

0.659 r.091
0.845 L.L76
0.954 1.830
0 .946 I .3 73
0.506 1. 000
ñ'1âO 1 )É.^
0.544 0.715
1.050 1.898
0.822 0.897
0. 940 L.I24
0.840 r.000
0.943 L.042
0.617 0. 682

| ¿R

Barley
't -4,

TABLE 16 -- (continued)

I.207 1.28 0
0.684 I.328
0.903 1.356
0.824 1.205
0.822 I.299
1.187 L.423
0. 663 I.287
0.988 1.184
n aa? 1 to4
0.8s8 1.196

0 .7 96 L .226
1.000 L.392

'I ¿Â

Saskatchewar¡ -- crop

't -R

Rye

0. 7 B1 r.236
0.628 I.s08
1.015 1.565

' 0. 616 1.163
0.605 r.962
0.798 2.270
0.874 1.020
0.992 L.464
0.768 0.820
0.778 1.053
u. /ro ¿.u¿þ
l-. 084 1.98s
0.680 1.000

'ì ¿R

Flax seed

| -k

district. 3BS

u. tJz ¿.4¿I
0.529 2 .238
v . 6L¿ Z. OrU
0.3 82 2 .022

0.437 2.250
0.787 0.8s7
0.850 1.558
0. 643 0 .7 90
0.501 0.700
0. 846 L.822
1.211 2 .006
0.606 2.5L2

district, 3BN

0.338 1.038
0. s91 L.847
1.280 L.476
0.553 0. 658
0. 418 2 .4I'Ì
U,¿iUf, I.f,JJ
0.741 0.900
0.632 L.457
0.73 8 2 .486
0.543 0. 660
0.597 1. 000
0.927 r.675
1.03 7 2 .t2B

1. 056 1.275
0.694 t.I97
0 .818 1.13 6
0.692 1.030
0. 6 95 I.367
0.680 I.2t7
0.737 1.258
r.044 1.480
0.968 1.501
^ 

ó2? r 2Á(
0.955 L.l-44
1. 054 1.188
1.000 1.100

r+E

Saskatchewan -- crop

Rapeseed

0.7 93 2 .0L9
0.973 1.1s3
u.>zL I.¿I))
0.745 1.000
0.889 2.27I
0..792. 2.418
0. B3B 1. 000
0.975 t.077
0.854 1.000
0.768 L.447
0.812 2.668
0 .7 40 2 .804
n aol r ?E?

r+E

SummerfaLlow

1+B

1.000 t.029
0.96L 1.063
0.981 1.078
1. 013 1. 023
0.961 1-065
0.968 I.07 9
0.953 i.027
0.982 1.069
0. 95 6 I.044
0.945 r.067
0. 98 s I.092
0.976 1.070
0.97 4 0. 998

1. 028 t. 048
0"951 1.060
I.0s2 1.081
0 " 985 L.026
0 .937 1. 04 5
0 "962 r"026
0.963 1.028
0.970 0.990
0.946 L.042
1. 033 L .07 4
0. 958 l. 048
0.870 1.000
0. 908 1. 000

Stubble

I -R

0. 718 l_.184
0.885 1.353
0.998 I.497
0.773 1.360
0.726 I"562
1. 145 L.7 43
1.152 I.202
n a?o I côc
1 1q4 1 )1^
1. 003 I.237
0.728 L.346
r.L76 1.559
1. 085 1.504

0.8s3 I.24L
0.865 1.083
0.972 L.02L
0.77L 1.170
0.787 1.335
0.918 0.938
0. 968 L.22s
0. 83 1 t.234
0.7 90 r.254
0.806 1.361
0.7 81 0. 8 63
r.LTJ L.LÖ¿
1. 000 1. 000

t+R

lv,o:æ,t
v,



Wheat

r95B 0.987 1.026
1959 0. 984 1. 091
1960 0.958 1.045
r961 0. 9s5 1. 021
1962 0. 993 r. r15
1963 0.972 1.100
L964 0.969 L.024
I96s 0.976 l-.065
1966 1. 03 6 l. 058
1967 0. 980 1. 03 0
1968 0. 9r0 r. 020
L969 0.975 1.012
L970 0.870 1.007

1958 0.897 0. 943
19s9 0.962 1.100
r960 0.929 1. 036
1961 0.97L 1.076
1962 0.920 r.2L3
1963 0.989 1.046
L964 0.853 1.025
196s 0.9s1 1.036
1966 0.826 L.072
L967 0.98s 1.038
1968 1. 008 1. 099
1969 0. 911 1. 007
1970 0.97 4 1. 000

I -R 1+E 'I -R

O. BB5 L.]-32
0.803 r.148
0.759 1.627
0.87'1 2.3ss
0.479 1.000
0. 933 L.72L
0-747 0.855
0.8 07 r.237
0.774 1.242
0.622 0.77 4

0.802 l.B87
0.7 45 1.807
O.UbU L.T I3

0.937 1. 054
0.595 r.337
0. 8 07 2.L68
0.499 2.57L
0.615 1.202
0.615 1. 584
L.842 L.923
0.946 I.484
0.454 1.660
0.664 L.64r
0"800 0.875

ì ^r tU. /.l.O L.ULI
0.389 0.7L4

BarIey

TABLE 16 -- (continued)

1+R

0.993 L.Ll2
0.8 94 r.049
0. 78 5 1. 000
0.'1 61 0. 97 8
0.869 r.46L
0.952 1. 017
u. tl5 u.ózv
0.79L L.2r7
0. 88 2 L.234
0.789 0.801
0. 895 1. 060
0. I 62 0. 918
0. 821 i.102

Saskatchewan

Rye

0.837
0.858
0. 916
0.786
0. 699
0.7 66
0.862
0.898
0.806
0.885
0.856
0.844
U. öl-5

r+E

n oql
I.249
I ?a?

0.883
1.809
¿. UJ¿
L.2'7 0
L.256
0.928
0.942
r.7 97
1. ?58
I.118

-e ^r^ñ

t.233
I i â?

1.015
1.136
I. 1I3
t.L7 9
1.23 0
0 .962
0.935
L. L¿3
I.ILz
l-.28s

Flax seed

1-R

district 4Ä

o. s3 4 1. ]09
0.629 1.603
^ 

qo? 1 
^410.634 1.000

0.157 0 .17 3
0.816 1.211
0.689 0.884
0.588 1.298
0.77 B r.547
0.3'17 0.589
0.375 2.465
1.9r1 L.934
2.2r9 2 .7 04

district 48

0.504 1.343
0.534 1.401
1.449 1.7 1r
0.'3 86 1.419
0.356 0.748
u.3¿3 L.Ot ¿

0.520 1.369
0"399 0.992
t. 000 1. 000
0.37 4 0.447
L.325 L.464
1.582 r.748
0.170 2.009

1.095 r,527
0.624 0.906
0.833 1.000
0.737 0.883
0.67r 0.828
0 .7 04 1.13 0
0. B 04 l-.13 0
1.003 r.42L
u.ðbz L.z5ó
0.793 1.098
0.900 1.584
L.07 4 1 .L97
L.49L 1.591

l+B

Saskatchewan

Rapeseed

ì-R

0.820
u. yoo
o.924
^ 

aÃ)
0.9s5
0"944
0.904
0 .977
0.849
0.892
0. 991
0.883
ô alÁ

r+E

Summerfallow

1-A | ¿R

0. 969 r. 09r
0. 954 1. r07
r.072 1.083
0. 984 1. 080
0.974 0.993
0. 995 1. 008
0.950 1.027
1.002 1.019
0.931 0"938
1. 007 L.041
0.936 0.970
0.899 0.994
t.072 1.r00

0.966 1.064
0.938 r.O42
0.997 1. 071-
0.943 1.020
0.978 r.076
l. 017 1.130
0.983 1.035
0 .97 4 1. 113
0.955 1.104
1.009 r,049
0.970 1.019
0.838 0.967
0. 919 1. 057

Stubble

| -K

.;
2.07 0 2 .531
r.'7 94 2 .L92
u.¿rl v.zoa
t-476 1.805
0.965 L.r79
1.640 2.005
0.630 0.7'70
1.101 I .345
0.994 L .2L4
1.460 1.784
r.47 0 r.7 96

t+K

0.813 1. 041
0.711 r.366
0.-t84 1.086
o .7 47 1. 414
0. 61s 1. 500
0. 645 L.7 45
0. 841 1. 03 0
0.742 L.255
0.768 1.505
0.9r7 1.000
0.780 1.107
0.963 r.000
0.517 r.091

0.836 1.028
0. 661 1.13s
0.7 4L r. t3 9
0. 69s 1.138
1.021 r.224
1. 007 1.165
L.r42 1.208
0. 985 1. 110
I.l-40 L.¿OL
0.816 i.0r9
0 .7 90 0 .9L2
0.994 1.031
0.449 0.545

lv()
\0



Year
Vlheat

1958 1.051 1.090
1959 0.991 1.133
1960 0.93r 1.019
1961 1.004 1.057
1962 L.07 9 1.238
1963 0.962 I.186
I964 1.016 1:083
1965 1.011 1.201
r966 1. 013 L.079
L967 r.019 I.041
1968 0. 99s 1. 009
1969 0. 816 0.902
I970 1. 000 1. 000

1958 l. 009 t.L47
I959 1.048 1.2L4
1960 0.863 I.I72
196] L.094 1.145
1962 r.180 L.292
1963 1. 001 1. 032
t964 t.049 1.085
1965 0.932 0.97I
1966 0. g8s 1. 0BB
L967 0.967 1. 008
L968 1.023 L.I7 4
1969 L.025 L.281
I970 0.930 L.047

I 
-K 

I LR I -R 'l ¿R

0.846 1.108
0.862 1.11s
1. 03 4 1. 058
0.7 98 r.267
0.757 1.182
0.889 0.914
0.770 0.807
0.967 L.092
0.940 r.242
0.930 r.223
0. 93 5 1. 23r
0.840 1.281
0 .'17 0 L.4L7

0.752 L.L72
0.7s5 1.036
0. 909 1 .3 61
0. 83 6 r.328
0.7s5 0.919
0.77 0 0.97 6
0.7L7 r.L27
0. 916 I .13 9
0. 851 r.t97
L.U¿5 I.¿¡¿
I.058 l;064
0.807 L.024
0.837 1.085

Barley

]-R 'l ¿R

TÄ,BLE 16 -- (continued)

0.858 1.044
0.847 0.876
0.842 0 .87 4
0.827 1 - 000
U.bJ) I.U)Y
0. 604 1.116
0.743 0.825
0. ss6 L.444
0.557 r.264
0.6s2 1 . 021
0.67 6 1. 018
1.000 1.01I
0.873 L.r74

Saskatchewan -- crop

| -K

Rye

0.941 0-977
0.926 1.137
.0.893 1.189
0.8 97 1. 07 0
0.831 L.477
0.667 0. B2 6
0.77 9 1. 037
0 .7 46 1.102
0.731 0.922
0. B 1B L.269
^ 

a?c 1 0tl
ñ 1¿.t 1 A)2,
0.7 69 1.181

1+3

Flax seed

| -K ¡ ¿K

ri ì cfrì ¡{- EA

o. s1; 1. ooo
0. 6l_0 L.77 3
I.4s7 1.531
0.501 2.r52
0.463 0.735
0 .897 r.268
0.872 2.059
0.705 1.r88
0.994 r.098
0.6s8 0.685
1.000 2.035
1. 000 1.62 0
1.000 1.000

district 58

0.498 1.2s0
^ 

trÁtr I 1^?

1 . 603 2.250
0.725 1.000
0.377 1.000
u./þõ L.t¿o
0.728 0.851
0.660 1,343
0.604 L.47L
0.246 2.944
U.¿14 Ð.LU¿
0.297 4.590
0.967 4.026

0.973 1.303
0.800 r.292
0.87 4 r.287
0.790 1.085
0.769 L-248
0.972 1.170
0.866 0.923
L.290 1.293
t.026 I " 033
0.909 r.rl^3
0.780 1.201
0.867 L.3s6
1.098 t.152

Saskatchewan

Rapeseed

I -A l¿R.

1.111
0.934
0.885
0.7 04
0..496
0.928
o.B04
0.760
0.856
U. YIS
u. /oå
L.II2

.:..
4.167 5.093
0 .562 0.68 I
0.57 0 0.697
0.900 1.100
I.277 1.560
2 .244 2 .7 43
2.036 2.489
0 . 678 0.82 8

1.000 1.000
3.354 4.099
2.659 3 .250

r.14 9
L.228
1 no?
1.13 6
I.842
0.7r9
0.952
1.101
n o2?
0.916

1 1rìC
1.1i 6

Summerfallow

I -Ê. I ¿R

0.994 r.A52
0. 983 1.064
1.011 1.117
0. 953 1. 034
0.970 1.109
0.997 1.096
0.972 r.061
0.964 1.013
0.9s1 1.014
0.944 1.086
0. 934 1. 043
0.884 r.046
0. B 73 1.13 3

0.980 1.061
0. 93 5 1.L44
1. 008 r.206
0.902 L.094
u - vbY l_. J_J b
0. 97 0 1.2 05
0.980 1.084
0.937 1. 036
0.928 L,0r2
ô 01Â I nq7
0. 848 1.314
0.824 1.369
0.778 0.9s2

Stubble

I -R I ¿R

::::
? Â'Q A A7,A

0. 55 9 0. 683
0.6L2 0 .7 47
1.832 2.239
1.048 1.280
2.248 2 .7 48
1.191 L.456
0. 816 0. 998
1.000 1. 000
2.4L7 2.954
1. 000 1. 000

0 .964 1. 541
0.934 1.356
o.B3B r.278
0.945 t.323
n o?q n qql
c.728 r.027
0.7 82 L.205
u.o¿1 .J-.r+Þ
0 .907 1.113
1.111 1.3 45
0.790 r.320
1. 098 1. 68s
0. 958 1. 000

0.987 1.r-69
0.884 L.r97
0.816 1.088
0.947 l. C32
0.778 L.r72
7.047 1.134
1.132 1.187
0.821 1.061
0.755 L.026
¿. uÞJ L. ¿¿á
0,704 1.I40
I. U4J J.. UOð
1.156 i-.278

N
tso



$iheat

1958 0.948 1.153
1959 1. 011 1.158
1960 0.960 1.1-30
1961 0.98s 1.113
t962 0 .975 1.1s3
1963 1.003 1.089
1964 0.970 1.085
196s 0.926 1. 063
L966 0.839 r.075
L967 1.000 1.039
1968 O. B3s 0.923
L969 0.779 0.861
L97 0 0,548 0. 606

19s8 0.965 L.177
19s9 0.967 1.188
1960 0 .964 1.116
1961 0. 956 1.110
t962 0. 981 r.154
1963 0. 953 1. 067
t964 0. 978 I . 060
196s 0"952 1.051
I966 0.970 r.077
l.967 0. 950 1. 070
1968 0.950 1"046
L969 0.962 1.092
t97 0 0 .7 82 1.145

1-R 1+3

Oats

I ¿R

0.594 r.1s1
0. 685 1. 009
0.73r 1.313
0.748 1.139
0.785 0.798
0.698 1.133
0.618 1.198
0.652 L.627
0.756 1.103
0.843 1.046
0.866 I.2L2
0.643 r.075
n qqrl 'l ?q]

0.623 0. 98 0
0.620 0"947
1.345 1.418
0.599 L.374
0.803 0.864
0 .7 94 r.232
0.7 98 r.24s
0.72L 1.378
0.868 1.026
0.87 4 1. 001
0.779 t.27 I
0.733 1.L24
u.)öu r.r/ð

Barley

TABT,E 16 -- (continued)

1+ß

u. b5 / t. .L5ð
0.659 1.143
0.770 1.230
0. 8 04 0.827
u.oöy L.¿ól
0.97C 0.989
U. /f,ö L.L¿J
rl aoo I (qì

0. 630 1.218
0. 911 r .L37
0.687 0.892
0. 611 1.1 02
I.OUy L.t tt

Saskatchewan

Rye

1¿Q

1.290
0.687
0.303
0. 854
2. 013

ì 2qrì
0.901
0. 854
r.000
1.000
1.000
1. 000

r.577
L.I22
1.502
L.ZO¿
¿. I )¿
1. 928
1 Á,õ'
1.735
1.424
1.595
1. 000
1.00û
1. 000

1.r30
1.181
1.409
? ôql
4.54r
2.7L6
L.545
2.29I
l- - J 3t
1.3 66
1.000
1.000
1.0c0

Flax seed

'I -R

district 6A

0.62ö t. eo6
0.540 ].255
0.814 L.962
0.688 r.029
0.366 1.000
0.801 L.466
0.689 1.518
0.900 1.283
0.408 1.000
0.432 r.42L
1.343 1.484
u.f,ö/ ¿.JtL
0.809 1.883

d.istrict 68

0.672 r.029
u.o¿¿! r.JÕ¿
0.948 r.282
0-77L 1.323
0.27 6 1.000
0.8 63 0. 93 6
0.923 1.018
0.962 1.3 3B
0.725 1.000
0.420 2.010
L.287 2 .104
t.670 2.279
1.93s 2.L42

0.777 1.000
0.775 r.000
0.7 89 1.000
0 .7 99 0.997
0.681 1. 000
1.10I 1.117
0. 812 1. 000
0.684 1.330
0.7 29 r.27I
0.858 0.944
0.870 1.353
u. I tö r.¿¿5
L.r02 r.143

I ¿R

Saskatchewan

Rapeseed

'I -R

0.598
u.5v3
0.451
0.924
r.287
n ?oQ
0.942
0.640
0.83ô
0.876
1. 000
1. 000
1. 000

r+E

::..
8.501 r0.390
0.275 0.336
0.223 0.284
I.543 1.886
0.518 0. 633
2.t29 2.602
0.7 65 0;93 5
1 " 004 I.228
2.6L5 3.196
8.467 10.348
8.447 9.386

SummerÍallow

1-R

0. 965 1. 055
0 . 963 t. 0s2
1. 02 0 1. 071
0.928 1.048
0.854 ]. 026
0.978 r.044
0. 951 1. 01 9
U. Yð5 A. Uf,J
0 .925 1. 010
0.970 1 " 0r5
L.U¿.t r. uf o
0.944 1. 03 9
0. 8 91 L.027

1. 010 1.055
a.982 1.0s7
r"u¿t r.ut I
0.980 1.078
0. 953. 1.045
0.984 r.052'0.978 1.051
0.975 L.047
rì o?q 1 n¿q
I.024 1. 0s8
r^ OóÁ 1 nql
1 A^^ 1 

^tlL.VO¿ L.VIL
0.868.1.038

JÌ, ,

'I -R

5.044 6.l-66
0.404 0.4 93
U.¿5Þ U.J¿J
r.489 1.820
0.776 0.949
2 .181 2 .666
0.497 0.607
0.841 1.028
2.0t2 2.459
4.vJ.f, 3.40J
4.¿9 1 2.¿2¿

I ¿R

0.784 1. 609
0.935 1.490
u-ttô L.rf,5
0.830 1.461
0.861 1.3s6
0.710 1.093
U. /JJ I. J UO

1. 035 1.143
0.840 1. 176
0 .922 1 .2 01
U. ö¿J .l¡ UoJ.
l-.050 L.225
L.L54 1.653

0.899 0.983
0.886 0.99s
0 ,97 6 1. 010
0.847 0.961
0.862 0.880
0.937 1.006
1. 082 1.1r8
0.984 1.13 5
1. 116 !.220
0. 93 0 1. 013
0.879 0.881
0..966 1.000
O ¿756 0. 836

lv
F
H



Vlheat

1958 0.841 t.2]-9
1959 0.957 1.400
t960 0.970 L.252
1961 1.009 1.131
L962 0. BB5 I.295
]963 0.982 1. 000
L964 1.0I8 1.048
1965 1.0r7 I.039
L966 0.950 r.029
L967 0.9L7 0.9s8
r968 0. 868 1.013
L969 0.859 0.902
L970 0.730 0.767

1958 0.967 L.067
1959 0.934 1.132
1960 0.976 1.062
1961 0. 956 1. 031
1962 0.966 L.j-49
L963 1.020 L.023
L964 1.061 1.106
1965 0.987 1.106
J.YOþ U. Y¡ð I. UIJ
1967 0.94e I.023
1968 0.986 0.986
1969 0.997 1". 000
t970 0.962 1.590

I -A I ¿A

Oats

1-Ê r+F

0.748 1.368
0.766 1.348
0.689 I. 07 6
0.7L4 L.7 04
0.566 0.572
0.568 0.718
0.658 0.667
0. 893 1.199
0.967 1.134
0.894 L.235
t.I32 L.295
u.t9ó r./5J
0.598 1.801

a.99L 1. 03 4
0.625 0.9'7 5
u-ðJ5 r.¿¡55
0.982 1.131
0.861 0.908
0.812 1.3r3
0.556 t.203
1.201 1.433
0.97 B 1.150
0.856 I.172
0"841 L.474
0.822 L.2r_4
1.000 t-.000

Barley

I -e. I +4,

TABLE 16 -- (contÍnued)

0.943 1.288
0.908 1.346
0.797 0.812
0.703 1.523
0.526 1.490
1.333 1.680
0. 5s5 1. 000
L.469 r.679
0.642 1. 056
0.929 0.936
0.706 0.997
L.322 1.461
1.000 1.363

Saskatchewan -- croÞ

1-Â, 1¿e

Rye

1. 0B 0 I.2s4
r.4 04 r.923
L.266 2.392'0.899 1.000
0.159 3 . 013
v.óöz þ.ÐuJ
1. 000 1. 000
0.934 1.648
0. Bs7 1.000
0. 641 1. 984
0.881 4.311
L.260 3.710
1.200 1.326

Flaxseed

I -R. I ¿A

district 7À

0.504 0.895
0.613 0 -7 46
0.880 r.266
0. 83 5 0. 882
0.382 0.499
0 .992 1.3 93
0. 78 0 1.131
0. 910 1.17 0
0. s06 0.541
0.7 49 t.273
1.435 1.961
1 A',ì rì ) 111
L.664 2 .342

district 78

u.óLz r.¿uo
0. sIB 0. B3 9
0.680 1.885
0-622 r.173
0.262 0.991
L.37 7 I.7 e9
1.198 L.476
0.970 1.189
0.403 I"664
0.406 1.901
I. U4J ¿.5ó5

t.236 1.909

0.665 I.L72
0.763 L.709
0.759 I.191
0.829 I.454
0.'176 I.s58
v.ttL L-¿¿+)
0.607 1. 000
1.503 l_.569
0.682 1.179
o.902 1. 041
L.V¿J L.¿I¿t
1.208 t.374
1.684 1.861

Saskatchewan

Rapeseed

'I -R ]¿R.

0. 953
0.785
0.47 6
0. 907
0.397
0.459
0. 678
0.500
0.884
0.678
0.536
0.949
1.000

1.858

2.L84
1.000
0.63s
2. s81
n ool
1. 025
1.000
rl ?Áo
I. s56
1 'l ?^

1. C00

0.155 0.18 9
0.381 0.465
1.170 1.433
1.075 1.315
2.164 2"646
0.838 r.024
r.97 4 2.4r3
1.8 93 2 .3L4
1.000 1. 000
1.000 r.000

Summerfallow

]-a 1¿A

0.990 1.069
0.926 r.049
L.044 L.L22
0.969 1.017
0. 91 9 1. 005
0 .966 1. 064
0.946 1. 011
0.942 1.037
0 .924 1. 063
1.003 r.r37
^ 

o?a 1 lÁ?
1. 031 1.196
L.L28 1.198

0.989 1.090
0.995 1.099
0 . 914 r.092
0. 950 1. 007
0. 983 L.077
0.974 1.007
0 .926 1.014
0. 98 9 1. 021
0.958 L.027
r_.018 1.050
0. 9i-3 1. 085
0.83 0 1. 03 6
1. 000 1.046

Stubble

1-Ê r+ß

:.."
3.034 3.708
0.250 0.3 06
0.272 0.429
L.290 L.577
1.02s 1.253
1.894 2.315
0.576 0.7 04
0.853 1.043

3.173 3.526
¿-YLL 3.¿J.r,

0.740 0.909
0.7 09 L.409
1.186 r.224
0 . 812 0. 903
0.927 1.285
1. 018 1.155
0. 82 6 L.07 4
0.900 0.987
U. 9UJ L. ¿JJ
0.893 r.000
0.73r 0 i7 47
0.580 0.64L
0.265 0.294

0.943 r.r22
0. 904 1.132
0.867 1.145
0.813 I.r27
0. 904 r.141.
U. /Ðö I..LJJ

1.003 1.t15
r.025 r.148
0.9r7 L.r42
0.867 1.r_38
0.8r2 a,872
0, 82 0 1.128
0.847 1.000

N
H
N)



Year
Wheat

| -R | ¿R

1958 0.93 9 1.107
1959 0.788 I_.203
l_960 0.791 1.045
1961 0.805 1.335
1962 0. 868 I.299
1963 0.977 1.054
1964 1.008 r.047
1965 0.822 0.849
1966 0.983 1.153
t967 0.932 r. 04 9
1968 0.985 1.089
L969 1.000 1.000
1970 0.801 0.885

1958 0.959 1.08s
19s9 0.961 1.2I4
1960 0.8ss 0.98s
1961 1.023 1.085
1962 0.954 r.169
1963 0.973 0.997
L964 1.060 r.t20
1965 0. 983 1.106
L966 0.977 0.990
1967 0 .966 1. 068
r96B 0.9s0 0.9s7
1969 0.900 0.903
t970 0.904 0.9s3

I -R 'l¿R

0.7 66 0. 9r1
n ?10 I ??1
0.818 1.134
0.689 1.3s0
0. 87 9 1.416
0.782 I:386
0.76l- 1.000
0.851 1.3 00
0.76r r.r49
o. B82 L.202
0. 83 B 1.3 0B
0.788 1.258
0.685 L.428

0.948 r.t77
0.580 0.970
0.69s L.471
u-5bJ r.¿t I
0.774 0.781
0.907 r. 000
0.726 0.946
0.964 t.204
0.87 9 1. 002
0.992 1. 001
1.117 1.235
0.867 0.923
0.9s8 1.3s0

Barley

TABTE 16 -- (continued)

0.808 1.0s5
0. 98 9 1.111
0.857 0.965
0.887 1.137
0.780 1.100
1.07 0 1.117
0.7 39 0 .925
L .287 1 .319
0.7 64 1.299
0.964 1.2L4
u. /50 u.ðJ3
0.7 94 1.281
1.084 1.150

'I ¿R

Saskatchewan

Rye

1+E

0.989
0"831
L.237
u-ö¿r¿
0.739
0.937
1.075
1.000
0.718
L.¿5+
ñ qo¿

0.67 6
1. 000

I.647
I.667

1.101
0.7 72
L.206
1.I8 B

L.022
0. 981
I-JUU
L.237
0.695
1. 000

'r ?Ec
r.044
r.7 56
0.898
0 .547
2.408
1.000
1.348
0.7 95
r.223
L.626
0.7 99
r.468

Flax seed

district 8A

0.684 1.382
0.594 1. 000
0.648 1. s66
0.604 L.220
0.850 1. 028
0.659 1.000
ô arìq 't r\oo
0.870 L.255
0.764 0.986
0.597 1.090
0.761 2.236
1.000 1.189
0.57 4 1.7 5s

districÈ 88

u.b/þ r.¿ut
0.757 1.000
0.790 L.574
0.635 r.492
0 .7 2r r .029
0. 783 1.3 00
0. 6 0B r. 005
0. 763 I .1 03
0.662 1. 000
0.427 r.6L6
0 .423 2 .7 95
U.JJ4I ¿.Jö¿
0.526 L.527

0. 900 1. 068
0.97L 1.000
0.7 67 0:87 4
0.945 0.952
u.v¿b r.¿Iþ
1.096 r.103
0. BI5 0. 816
1.178 L.361
1.096 t.26r
0.962 I . 00r
0. 83 7 0. 851
0.7 61 0 .842
0. 966 r. 068

r+F

Saskatchewan

Rapeseed

L.023
1.000
t.42r
0.713
ô q?n
L.446
0. 965
i_.088
0.57 0
1. 018
1.281
v.l¿J
L.044

t!R

z.z) ø z.iàz
0.682 0.833
0.488 0.597
r.101 L.346
1.173 L.434
1. 963 2.399
L. ¿¿4 L. +YO
0.670 0.819
0.758 0.926
1 .8 05 2 .207
1.000 1.000

Summerfallow

0. 900 1. 086
0.931 1.130
u . vv5 L. ¿þ5
0.825 r.008
0.969 1.002
0. 995 1.017
0.948 1.031
0.973 1.069
0. 915 1. 004
0.942 L.067
0.891 L.022
1.032 1.141
0.998 1.103

0.968 L.023
0. 97 0 1. 033
r.014 L.rr2
0.942 1. 041
0. 953 1.017
0.97 6 r "097
0. 965 1. 016
0.97 8 1.105
0.950 r.042
0. 990 L.062
rl oo? I l?o
0.993 1.090
0.909 1.001

'I ¿A

Stubble
'I -R

::::
? qel Á. a'77
0.601 0.734
0.196 0.240
r.326 r.62L
1.168 r.421
2.0t6 2.464
0.814 0. 995
0.702 0.858
L .434 r .7 52
3.518 3.909
3.422 3.803

n o?l I ?ñq
0.979 1.280
0.888 L.298
0.943 1.082
^ 

oot 1 1qo
0.987 1.134
0.947 1. 025
0.903 1.148
0.850 1,088
0.738 1.173
u-þz) L.utz
0-772 0.853
U .6J ¿ L. ¿)!

0 .942 1 .106
0.977 1.lss
0.939 1.069
0.880 4.974
0.916 1.Is9
0.956 1.043
ñ o^o I l')(
0.923 1.046
0.886 1.116
0.97s 1.146
0.770 l_.087
0. 823 1.079
0.849 L.249

N)
H
(¡J



'l,flheat

I958 0.904 I.092
L959 0 .949 1.109
l_960 0.892 L.077
1961 0.943 1.085
L962 0.9L2 L.L76
1963 0 .928 1. 04 6
1964 0.993 1.075
1 965 o. 914 0. 94 6
1966 0.887 L.047
L967 0.927 1.016
1968 0.896 0.974
L969 0.929 0.949
I97 0 0. 93 0 0. 941

1958 0.907 1.073
1959 0.97 4 I.tlz
1960 0.909 l-.010
I961 0.979 1.080
]-962 r-. Ur6 J . I13
1963 0.97l- 1.069
L964 1.011 1. 085
196s 0.95'1 0.993
1966 0.965 L.067
!967 A .962 0. 978
1968 0.925 0.993
1969 0.920 0.932
L97 0 0. 980 1.045

'I -R I ¿A | -K

0.777 0.90t-
0.526 1.187
1.873 2.024
u. tv4 J_.J55
r.052 1.086
0.628 0. 986
0.573 1.110
J_. .f J- ./ L. ó>¿
0.893 L.s72. -^;U.öðJ J-.)Jö
0.818 1.515
1.138 I.424
J-. UÞ¿ l-. /¡ UU

0.621 I.084
0.617 I.204
r.934 2.243
¿.UDI f .JOO

0.709 1.000
0.536 0.799
0.704 r.000
0.47 9 1,3 73
0.7 94 1. 098
u. þJf L.+¿o
0.67 9 0 .944
0. 6s 9 0. 683
0 .7 28 1.18 9

BarIey

TABLE 16 -- (continued)

0. BB8 1. 067
0.927 t. 001
0.858 1 . 000
0.852 0.960
0.826 t.L79
0.928 L.076
0.794 0.820
1.189 1.251
0.844 L.256
0. 908 1. 041
0. 978 1. 080
0.77 0 0.972
r.043 1. 081

Saskatchewan

Rye

0.588
0.899
n 07?
0.931
0.900
0. 965
1. 094
1.046
¡/ì Q O?

0.7 97
0.864
1. 000
r.I'72

I Jk

r.13 4
L.I42
1.118
1. 152
1.101
1.085
1. 09s
r.115
1.156
r.t24
1.138
I.l7 9

1.107
L.427
I.239
1. 000
1.032
1.512
1.040
1.183
ô o?c
1.138
L.326
1.3 98

F lax seed

't -R

district 9A

' ^.;¿.uþJ L.Jo¿I
0. 693 r.L24
ñ <?q I 

^??1.101 r.434
0.463 1.000
0.502 I.232
U. /Jþ U.õ/þ
0.522 r.223
0.726 0.733
o.723 1.097
2.247 2.483
1. 000 1.000
1.r_53 1.515

district 9B

0. 78 5 0. 99s
0.618 2.607
r.422 1.683
0.860 1. r00
0.]-62 0.318
r .273 1. s3 0
0.804 1.324
0.684 0.955
0.681 I. 970
0 .3 04 0.928
0 .446 t .202
1.054 3 .607
¿.+oL t). uoz

0.846 1.4L2
0.812 1.186
0.822 0. 8 73
0.7 89 1.156
0.845 t.L74
0.866 1.21I
0.794 0.843

0.797 1.208
0. 991 1. 002
0.854 0.962
0.942 0.959
l-.000 L.225

1+R

Saskatchewan

Rapeseed

'I -R

1.068
0. 865
1.103
o.972
0.806
0, 978
r. 000
L.I32
0.'17 6
0.894
1.171
L. ¿O4
t.026

I LR

¿.oJó J.¿yt
0. 684 0. 83 6
0.460 0.562
0. 83 6 1. 021
U. OõJ U. öJ5
2.180 2.664
I.OJ/ L.YT9
0.700 0.856
r. 000 1. 000
¿.1)J ¿.yyó
t. 000 1. 000

Summerfallow

lfE

0.966 ]- 030
0.947 0.967
0.924 1.085
0. 956 1. 054
0. 934 0.972
0.923 1.064
0.975 1.107
0 .926 1. 0r_2
0.983 1.078
0.949 1"163
0. 904 1. 06I
0. 93 B 1. 041
0. 901 0. 995

0.988 L.076
0.954 1.073
0.990 r " 158
0. 987 1.091
0.955 1.046
0.935 1.061
0.985 1.030
0. 961 1. r25
0. 937 1. 07 9
1.036 1.I11
0.954 1.140
0.925 1.161
0.8s6 ].178

Stubble
't-R

^ ::^ ^ ::.¿.t2ó J.J/t-
1.034 L.264
0.545 0.666
t.L74 1.435
1.318 1.611
L.977 2.4L6
1.070 1.308
0.632 0.772
1 

^1â. 
I ?14

2 .243 2 .7 42
2.778 3.087

0.93r 0.951
0.902 1.166
1. 070 7.252
0. 953 0 .967
0.875 L.180
L.020 1.058
0. 84 6 1. 021
0.850 1.180
0.939 1.200
0.880 0" 963
0.933 1.000
0.944 1.004
1.028 L.940

0.804 0.930
0.752 0.926
I.r.44 1.315
0.855 1.009
0.836 0.871
1.035 1.108
0.876 I.209
1.099 1.386
r.t92 t.220
1.033 1.218
0. 978 1. 095
u.õþb L.¿ó2
0.624 .1.176

I ¿R

I\)
tsÈ



Summerf al-1ow

rABLE 17

ESTTMATED LAND UTTLTZATTON PATTERNS, BY PROVTNCE, IN PRAIRIES, 1958.I970

252,355 24,943,368
664 ,893 26 ,r7 r ,44L
911,355 26,694,447
763,000 26,553,610
465,952 27 ,488,229
535,490 27 ,458,7r2
667 ,207 26,837 ,r2r
456,9r9 26,760 t245
620,000 25,408,354
525,000 25,866,L37
620,000 26 t097 ,r37
424 ,r24 27 ,37 0,97 0
766,520 29,72r,600

RapeseedFlax seed

Prairíes sing prairie ÍnÕdeI

I,5,054,000 9¡079,998 1431'000 3,462'000
5,545,336 8,074,247 439t663 2,74L,973
5,755,848 6,707 ,547 487 ,92r 2,554,664
6 ,7L4 ,302 5 ,204,856 464,324 r ,73 5,633
6,085,424 5,563 t646 5L4,727 1,813,289
6,20r,070 5,663,939 5761016 1,386,r54
5,054,000 5,9L5,r48 603,580 1 ,204,4L7
5,054,000 5,253 ,043 679,086 1 ,465 t893
5,675,878 6,L79,670 662,234 1,818,048
5,647 ,529 7 ,426r815 64Lt5r6 I ,L28 t463
5,54r,632 8,L94,852 65r,97r 908,000
6 ,265 ,422 8 ,594 ,228 652 ,525 1 ,459 ,373
5 ,349 ,084 I , 95 9 ,590 87 B ,7 91 2 t87r ,957

24 ,6l-5 ,5r8
25,875,342
26,949 tr3r
26,334,060
27 ,32I,268
27 ,655 ,399
27 ,373 ,436
26,248,574
25 ,37 4 ,7 59
25,638,535
25 ,669 ,42r
27,052,589
3 0 ,3 35 ,047

Rye

I,
L,
L,
L,
r,
2,

N)
ts
ul

836,635
3L6,845
725,227
843 ,4r0
306,235
655 ,62L
692,299

1,59r,069
L t2B0 ,439
L,345, 13 0
r ,62 0, 000
1,553 ,297
3 ,28g ,004

BarIey

the provinçial estjmates

3,363,630
2 ,6V g ,339
2.r'190r865
2 tr46 ,233
2 ,216,3 08
L,566 tr52
r ,656 ,866
L,BLA,311
r,867,351
1,103 ,13 6
1,341,060
r,825,736
3 ,504 ,654

Oats

360
005
765
603
692
613
586
667
758
309

Wheat

Prairies Summatíon of,

438
434
454
463
500
544
575
574
557
558

22 ,L53 ,27 9
22,949,447
24,539,218
24 t790,275
26,372,733
27 t257 t6L9
28,77L,527
29,477 ,BL4
29 tL40,816
29,220,540
29 ,349 ,408
28,524,358
23,048,458

642
848
632
64I
465
528
881
566
27r
954
2L6
775
531

9r353
8,036
7 ,L20
5,476
5,785
5t684
5,880
6,018
6,337
7,433
7 ,3L7
9r153
8,275

Year

646,069
652 ,7 43
896,r97

r958
195 9
196 0
r961
L962
196'3
L964,
r965
l-966
L967:'
196I
L969
I97 0

894
599
r52
759

,
,
,
,
f

,
I

6,050
5,938
6,595
6 ,422
5 ,939
6,322
5,055
4';7 72
5,677
5t740
6 ,043
5,881
5 t34r

,327
,77 6
,755
,4l-2
,422
,936
,234
,548
,96I

2L ,907 ,32L
23,4L4,022
23 ,r3L,324
24,803,294
26,524,705
26 t804,0L5
28,558 tr77
29,009,40r
29 ,726,000
29 t726 ,000
29 ,726 | 000
27 ,07I ,3r2
2r ,953 ,606

195 B

195 9
196 0
I 961
L962
1963
L964
1 96s
L966
t967
196 B

L969
I97 0



Summerfallow

2,768,ggL
2,gBg,775
3,082,9r8
3 ,242 t35I
3 ,240 ,428
3,260,900
3,279,654
2 ,831, 04 0
2 t655,884
2 | 669 ,027
2,6l-7 ,962
2 ,7r0, 000
3 ,654,400

Rapeseed

308
191
264
033
318
437
220
311
12B

43
58
33
65
33
43
B2

L47
L69
170
L45'74
L96

Flax seed

Manitoba -- using provincial model

(continr-led)

,624
,4L6
,932
,2L3
,57 0
,050
,43 4
,73 6
,664
,049
,389
,859 È
,77 L oì

97L
133
116
381
483
054
754
293
585
4I7 ,000

,000
| 440
,000

764
678
726
769
866
8r6

L,044
I,232
1,I03

686
815
933
694

14,568
15 ,63 4
L6,26I
L5 ,928
L6 ,920
L7 ,r44
L7,092
16 ,67 L
16 ,064
16,518
L6,349
t6,905
L8,897

Rye

TABLE 17

955
356
L37
902
704
365

620,000
197,030
561,08 9
550,000
2I7 ,896
257 ,56r
230 ,645
568 ,7 58
62 0, 000
354 ,07 0
600,000
777 ,4L5

,633,360

Bar 1ey

B6
B5
B4
79

118
LL4
131
130
103
I4I
L4L
135
183

,904
,955
t320

Saskatchewan -- using provincial model

847 ,22r
518,036
448 ,445
738,885
678,o04
643,656
822,932
540,393
67 4,896
115 , 0 9l_
96L,l-34
364 ,7 93
196,508

,27 4

,492
t820
,000
,000
tI2L
,000

025, 000
438 t790
r55,r72
796,852
941,000
460 ,992
29tr,992
2LB,7Lr
433,563
234,5I2
226 t89L
386 ,47 6
025,000 r

Oats

I,
r,
L,

2,
1,
T,

2,43L,704 1,601,850
2 ,64r ,448 I,391,061
2 t823 t23r Lt544,BB9
2,935,268 1r389,180
3 , 027 ,73 3 1 ,7 73 ,330
3 , 13 6 ,L50 1 ,729 ,542
3,360,058 L,674,r08
3 , 448 ,67 2 L ,463 ,7 99
3,520,000 r,633 ,687
3 ,520,000 L t47 4 t465
3 ,520,000 r,690, 000
3,360,764 r,399,927
2,378,772 L,600,000

2 ,499 ,044 3 t846,000 247 ,956
2,L44,360 2,990,7 90 239 t000
2,697,988 2,358 ,025 255 tB52
2 ,558 ,464 L ,825 ,642 244 , BL
r,922,759 I ,768,897 239,000
2,222,02r I,806,626 268,434
r | 406 ,7r7 1 , BlB ,849 243 ,224
r,444 t666 1,885 ,968 27r,96r
L,940 ,755 r,825,808 29L,2r0
2,}rL,908 2,236,599 264,862
2,293 ,47 0 2 t056,250 327 ,000
2 ,393 ,280 2 ,995 ,7 r0 3 85, 000
L,640,226 2,590,309 496,000

Wheat

Ll

L,
L,

Year

2,

195 8
r959
r960
19 61
L962
I 963
1964
I 965
l-966
L967
196 B

L969
L97 0

276,376
2Br ,6L4
067,038
243,348
634 ,87 8
785,3L6
913 ,139

I4
15
15
16
L7
LV
1B
19
I9
19
I9
1B
L4

,363,200
t7 00, 000
,7 00 r 000
,7 00 r 000
,022,260
,566,334

r 95I
r959
196 0
I 961
L962
1 963
L964
I965
1966
l-967
I 968
L969
L97 0



Summerfallow

610
920
554
435
548
2L5
130
846
842
016
302

485
702
577
2l-0
469
970
662
755
249
474
551

Rapeseed

I

I

I4
I4
15
16
T6
L6
L6
t6
I6
16
16
16

Saskatcheh/an -- Summation of the crop districùsr results

086
26L
L2I
469
247
505
790
315
477
435 97 0 ,94r

Flax seed

:
577
430
r77
227
272
613
736
629
677

L,347

TABLE 17 i- (continued)

7 ,277 ,903
7 ,25I,151
7 ,504,28r
7 ,L63 ,496
7 ,L60 ,27 0
7 ,250 ,449
7 ,00r ,348
6,745,798
6 ,654 ,2rr
6 ,45L | 459
6,702,070
7 t436,730
7,782,876

,0V O

,92L
,7 43
,3 11

809
546
359
248
860
47L
486
570
486
343
313
688

Rye

917

,204 I
t450 I
,504 I
,7 09 l-

,500
,667
,600
,523
,7 27
,984
,019
,087

982
502
543
645
020
874
171

573 ,659 L7 3 ,327
562,416 .6I,624
499,577 130,874
58 0, 00 0 228 ,37 7
408 ,825 55 ,02L
2Bg ,L06 354 ,623
320 ,r20 37 9 ,434
363 ,307 B75,0oo
33 0,2 03 49r ,3LL
r82 ,207 82r ,060
298 ,265 87 5, 000
505,3 05 7 0r ,442
7 g5 ,33 4 r ,459 ,644

N)
H{

Barley

233
203
2r2
2l-3
165
1e9
257
244
270
25I
340
413

Alberta -- using provincial model

148
305
958
6I9

L4 ,207 ,630 2 ,587 t24L 4 tL99
14,680,586 2,226,lL8 3,697
15 ,400 ,295 2 ,3L4 ,L4B 2 ,804
L6,046,62L 2 t884 t804 2,672
L7,2L4t379 2t7L7t756 2,L49
18,016,077 2 t2L4 t230 2,060
L8,963,962 r,623,7L7 L,870
l-8,896,383 r,568,030 2,022
Lg ,284 ,863 L ,84r,3 00 2 ,204
L9,737,808 r,846,7l-9 2,407
19,38L,9r4 2,L76,898 2t45r
18, 0 05 ,547 2 ,L6B ,452 2 ,564

,659
,4L0
,942
,57 0
,28I
t254
,92L
,056

Oats

L03 ,449
L}g ,649
trL ,77 6
L39,220
L42 ,9BB
161,814
201,088
rv2,2r4
162,728
L52 ,447
L7 I ,069
r32 | 622
2r7 ,r97

Wheat

42r
022
r62
LI4
564
246

3,660
3,528
3 ,3r4
2,9L2
3,338
3,234
3,239
3,592
3,836
4 ,082
4,299
4,793
4 ,488

Year

, 100
,205
,567
,264
,832
,27 2

,7l-4

L,g50, ooo
2 ,403 ,L7 B

2,352,275
2,475r115
2,243 ,238
2 ,37 L ,2r3
rr974,930
L ,863 ,947
2 tr02, 98 0
2 t254,563
2 ,059 ,7 64
2 ,088 ,3 41
2 ,L}r,735

1958
195 9
196 0
I 96r
L962
1 963
L964
196 5
L966
r967
t96B
t969

5,L99 t24L
5 t490,960
5 t2gL,055
5,624 t67B
5 ,862 ,094
5,882,549
6 ,284, 98 0
6 tL97 ,529
6,506,000
6,506,000
6,506,000
5,688 t2BB
5,008,500

I95 B

195 9
196 0
I 961
L962
r963
L964
I 965
l-966
L967
1968
1969
197 0



Year

TABLE 18

DEVTATION OF ESTTMATED FROM ACTUAL LAND USE, BY CROP DTSTRTCT,
It\f SASKATCHEVüAhT, 1958 -L969

1 958
L959
1 960
19 61
l-962
19 63
L964
L965
L966
r967
19 68
L969

Wt. av. of abs.
devs. (1958 -1967 )

Vüt. av. of abs.
devs. (1968-1969)

V,Iheat Oats

0.73
5.65
0.11
8.45
0.67
0.44
2 .50
3. 33
4 .4r
2 .45
2.22

-11.99

2.86

6.86

BarIey

6.38
5. 90
0.97
2.91

26.39
4
6

L7
2
0

-1
I

7

1

Rye

(Percênt )

Crop district 1A

0.91 2
2 .9L r-r-

-L4.7,4 3

-69.06 2r
0.24 48
0.77 0

-39.7L -33
0.55 28

s0.00 0
2.81 3 6

26.67 8
6.46 67

68
25
65
04
77
26
89

77

5B

Flaxseed Rapeseed

37 -r_08.32
33 27.94
00 s.39
38 2.99
63 -167 .86

.7 9 4.20

.60 16.38

.57 3.38

.05 36.s9

. 01 7 6.48

.74 3.30

.44 38.16

12.75

15. B3

Summer- twt. av. of
fallow abs. devs.

23.94

53.02

13.34
r.27
I.26
9.89
1. 63
0.10

- L.25
0.82

- 3.41
- r.72

0.49
t_.15

3 .48

.83

39.93

24.84

11
4
I

10
7
0
3
3
6
3
2

10

27
46
69
15
85
72
43
32
79
7B
70
40

35

55

¡'\)
ts
æ



Year

195I
L959
1960
I 961
L962
1963
L964
r 965
1966
r967
1 968
L969

Wt. av. of abs.
devs. (1958 -1967 )

Wt. av. of abs.
devs. (1968-1969)

Wheat

TABLE 18 (continued)

Oats

4.13
7 .58
0.30
7 .98
2.7 0
2.7 3
2.04
3 .46
2.33
L.26

-r0.61
-2L.43

3.24

15 .47

Barley

3.35
- 3.97

3.87
15.18

0.67
9.97
4 .92

17.46
-L8.27

0. 98
6.3 6

22.83

7 "85

L5.23

(Percent )

Crop district 1B

3.98 - 0.57 -20
6.42 0.0s - 3
8.80 37.89 2
0.28 0.51 2
3.63 2r.57 -2r
7 .5r 53.49 - 1

L4.64 4.40 4
9 .28 6.84 - 3

11.85 0.05 7

-163 .51 6r. 68 -19
Lr.7 6 L7 .62 -24
12.82 -226.97 -23

Rye Flaxseed Rapeseed

.78

.96

.18

.69

.4L

.99

.12

.93

.07

.L4

.76

.53

r0.26

12.33

Summer-
f al-l-ow

28.20

66 .66

twt. av. of
abs. devs.

8.57
0 .67
3.54
0.66
0.7 6
1.28
2.I5

- 4. l-1
r.22

IL.42
7 .82

14 .4I

3 .46

II.27

8.31

24.06

5.66
4.58
3 .94
4.78
2 .07
3.96
4.08
5.86
4 .98

L2.7 0
9.46

19.80

5.26

14 .63

t\)
H
\o



Year

I 958
195 9
1 960
1 961
L962
1963
1964
1 965
L966
L967
1968
L969

Vüt. av. of abs.
devs. (1958-I967)

Wt. av. of abs.
devs. (1968-196 9 )

Wheat Oats

TABLE 18 (continued)

2 .95
5.69
0. 07

*13 . tr7
3. 03
0.8r
0.56
r.34
7 .62
0. s3
I.7 5
5.BB

3.46

3.73

Barley

0. 01
0.24
0. 07

13.80
B. 09
0. 0B
r.69
4.7 6
0. 03
0. 00

-LL.L2
LI.7 6

3 .33

LI.46

Rye

(percent)

Crop district 2A

6.13 4
7 .28 24
L.47 34
3.72 2
0.00 27

30.13 I
0.00 27
6.26 0
0.47 - 3
9.32 2L

-20.36 0

-29.89 54

Flaxseed Rapeseed

4L -r39
69 92
070
580
84 -r54
91 0
00 L7
260
13 -186
73 -r57
74 19
05 16

6.56

25.38

4I
57
96
92
OB
29
40
6B
2I
26
95
79

98

93

Summer-
fal1ow

15

tvüt. av . of
abs. devs.

49

29.II

9.87
0.17
0. 0B

15.14
0.26
0.32
0. 03
0.7 6
4.22
0.59
4.55
6. 90

3 .18

5.76

54

L7

10.85
5.50
o.2r

l-3.26
4 .04
1. 06
0.70
L.2B
B. 14
L.78
4 .07
7. B8

4 .68

5. 98

T\)
N)o



Year

I 958
195 9
196 0
I 961
L962
19 63
L964
1 965
L966
L967
r 968
L969

V'lt. av. of abs.
devs. (1958-L967 )

Wt. av. of abs.
devs. (1968-1969)

Wheat Oats

TABLE 18 (continued)

3.45
8.20
4.70

-11.69
0. 96
0. 03
L.52
L.7 3
1.19
0. 00
4.95
5.27

3. 05

s.10

Barley

12.t6
9.77

20 .84
9.37
I.BO
0.38
0. 00

20.51
6.11
0.67

2L.52
29.23

8.94

25.90

(percent )

Crop district 2B

Rye

23.r8
6.69
8.81

28 .22
2.9L

21.85
-I4.92
40.9r
5. 93

r4.09
-51. 69
-7 9.7 0

16.98

66.27

Flaxseed Rapeseed

1
7

13
4

-15
13
19
I
3

36
52
30

13

4I

21 56.30
16 -r47 .3r
03 0.80
19 9 .07
B9 -r73 .58
25 7 .I9
18 9 .99
43 3.65
B0 28.22
4r -131.63
26 47.55
26 74.75

Summer-
falLow

tv,lt. av. of
abs. devs.

27

5 .15
3.7r
r.29
7.84
8.07

-r.46
-0.75
-L.A4
-4 .49

0.33
-4.2I

6 .87

3 .43

5.5966

38.45

65 .62

9.02
10.70

4 .07
10.35
7.10
I.27
L.57
2.85
3.46
1. 63
7.86

12.24

5.20

10.05

N
N)



Year

195I
195 9
196 0
I 961
1962
r963
1964
I 965
L966
L967
1968
L969

Wt. av. of abs.
devs. (1958-1967)

Wt. av. of abs.
devs. (1968-1969)

Wheat Oats

TABLE 18 i- (contínued)

-3.
3.
0.

-3.
1.

-0.
1.

-6.
1.
0.
1.

-1.

29
61
45
45
B5
69
36
97
4l
48
25
61

Barley

29.03
-17.13

1.66
7.58
1.33

-43 .7 9
0. 00

19 .49
3.65

23.29
-20.50
-L7 .92

13.81

l-9.24

(percent )

Crop district 3AS

Rye

9 .45
-r8.97

6.36
0.59

-90 .67
0. 55

-80.77
0.23
0.85

-57.49
L2.23

-16.00

17.34

L4 .09

2.3r

r.43

Flaxseed Rapeseed

4 .48
19. 53
3.99

10.06
4.49

54.32
0. 53
9. 18
4 .98

- 1.39
44.39
18.65

11.33

26.88

-3r8.27
- 77.67

9.43
24.37

- 20.72
72.79
L9.29

2 .92
0. B1
0. 00

56.29
-118. 75

62.60

96.s6

Summer-
f a1l-ow

twt. av. of
abs. devs.

9
0

-1
3
I
0
1
6

-1
-0
-2

6

80
36
99
73
91
5t
00
I7
44
16
L4
64

12. B5
4.02
I.62
4.26
3 .48
3 .04
2.26
6.85
I .53
1.90
2.97
6.08

4 .18

4.53

2.69

4.45

N)
¡\)
¡\)



Year

1958
L959
19 60
19 61
L962
1963
L964
t9 65
L966
L967
19 6B
L969

Wt. av. of abs.
devs. (1958-L967)

Wt. av. of abs.
devs. (1968-I969)

Wheat

TABLE 18 (continued)

Oats

6
L7

0
2
5
0
1
3
0
2

85
08
76
39
2L
94
35
99
99
72

Barley

2
-13

L2
32

7
-30
-13

51
0
B

-15
7

85
03
87
60
94
70
49

4.25
1.14

4.15

2.74

27
35
I

15
-ztL

2
I
2
2
1

4I

(percent)

Crop distríct 3AN

4.05 -24L.64
3.69 -355.45
4.31 2.73
3.32 -r49 .27
0.00 94.s3

42.9 8 17 .46
23.31 4 .83
13.65 20 .77
5.24 28.73
4.60 -L24.L0

28.L0 50 .29
-85.69 32.70

Rye

65
84
32
54
19
34
L7
95
35
72
55

.02

.56

.02

.L7

.L4

Flaxseed Rapeseed

18.60

11.01

28.25

27 .96

34.65

Summer-
fa1low

11.39

47 .2r

a__.wt. av. or
abs. devs.

4.74
0 .15

-3 .16
7 .5r
6.78
2.L6

-I.28
0 .42

-2.23
2.7L
L.75
2.02

3.12

1. 89

116.89

37 .90

L5.23
L6.44
2.68

11.19
11.16
3.04
1. 91
4.27
L "92
3 .11
4.93
3.33

7 .r0

4 .13

N)
N)(,



Year

19 58
19s9
1960
19 61
1962
1963
L964
1965
1966
1967
1968
L969

Wt. av.
devs.

Wt. av.
devs.

l¡üheat

TABLE 18 i- (continued)

Oats

-6 .40
7 .49

-2.9r
-3.00
1.56

-0.32
r.7 3

-L.7 6
6.70
0.25

-1.31
-4.99

3.I7

3.L2

of abs.
(1958-1967)

of abs.
(1968-1969 )

Barley

35.75
54.78
1s.51
60.44
r.70
5 .19
0.00
2.44

-L47 .80
31.43
12.58
43.2r

34.37

27 .33

(percent)

Crop district 3BS

Rye

5.77
-68.60
-5r.46
-32.54
-71.55

r.94
-94.30

0 .01
0.54

-28.98
-38. B3

9.36

32.L7

23.26

Flaxseed Rapeseed

2.90 4.52
44.46 2.38
1.90 -30.83

23.L7 23.I0
-L6.40 -40.60
64.29 72.73
2.06 1.88

22.53 25.28
8.96 9.05

-2L.46 -14.11
36. s9 3.56
82.53 3.35

Summer-
fallow

21.80

76.16

twt. av. of
abs. devs.

2.97
r.97

10.03
0.00
3.23
0.82
3.92
1.59
3 .46
0.62
4.66
5.50

2.87

5.09

18.66

3 .42

5.66
9.14
9.31
5.26
4.60
L.2I
5.33
L.79
7 .03
2.04
4.36
7 .2L

5.14

5.79

t\)
lv
È



Year

1958
L959
l-960
19 61
L962
L963
L964
L965
L966
L967
19 68
]-969

Wt. âv; of abs.
devs. (1958-1967)

Vüt. av. of abs.
devs. (1968-1969)

Wheat

TABLE 18 (continued)

Oats

6.18
10.28
0.40
5.18
7 .06
0.93
3.45
2.44
6.31
2.87
3.74

-I3.97

4.46

8.61

Barley

36.57
0.53

-46.72
17.65

O. BB
2r.39
0.76

38.78
8.65
0.22
3.92

27 .2I

22.54

17.63

(percent)

Crop district 3BN

Rye

12.03
-54.26

7 .34
-36.96
-96.29

4.6L
-22.29

2.64
0.07

-44.26
8.25

15.14

25.8L

L2.27

Fl-axseed Rapeseed

r.94
19.69
IO. B6

7 .r5
24.95
28.59
5.09

22.23
1.88
3.54

28.12
-695.93

7
93

B

I
-584

2
48
24

-154
59

30
22
48
00
98
L6
04
89
45
47

Summer-
fallow

13.45

128.53

twt. av. of
abs. devs.

52.66
29.80

52.2r

36.55

0 .77
2.80
2 .49
6.2r
9.29
0.65
5.40
0.66
3 .42
0.73
3.35

l-7.24

3.30

7 .37

5
I2

3
7

15
1
5
3
6
3
4

I4

50
28
35
09
73
7L
07
03
43
57
30
32

38

31

t\)
N)
(Jl



Year

1958
1959
196 0
19 61
L962
1963
L964
1965
L966
l-967
1968
L969

Wt. av. of abs.
devs. (1958'l-967)

Wt. av. of abs.
devs. (f968-1969)

Vüheat

TABLE 18 (continued)

Oats

^4.98
3.59
1.70

-5.4L
-0.43
-2.29

L .46
-1.36

3.06
-1. 45

0.71
3.48

2.52

2.rt

Barley

l-3.64
-47.07
-39.8r

5.0s
-27.44

0.69
0.35
0.78
1.6s

-29.02
-63.16
-7 6 .07

L2.87

69.70

Rye

2
9
I
7
2
5

-15
I
0
0

-26
I

Crop

98
56
93
57
29
37
00
93
33
20
B6
82-

09

99

(percent)

district

Flaxseed Rapeseed

3.63
22.03
2.L2

I8.46
1.66

55.95
2.r4

29.67
II.22
8.22
6 .42

49.73

4A

0
-131

13
11

-r07
I

11
15

-LLA
91
23

3

28

9

00
76
36
81
58
19
63
39
23
50
25
31

23

96

Summer-
fall-ow

L4

L7 .2I

22.04

twt. av. of
abs. devs.

2.L5
3.67

-1.40
4.30
3 .01

-3.20
0.63

-0.92
-1.63

4.47
9.32
5.65

2.55

7 .49

3.68
7 .28
3.35
5 .42
2.82
4.57
1.98
2.25
2.56
3. B4
B.7L
8.06

3.78

8.39

t\)
t\)
oì



Year

19 58
1959
1960
1961
L962
1963
1964
1965
L966
L967
1968
1969

Wt. av. of abs.
devs. (1958-1967)

Wt. av. of abs.
devs. (1968-L969)

Wheat

TABLE 18

Oats

-s.98
7 .53

-2.23
-r.46
5.46
1.38

-L.02
-5 .46

6.20
0 .67

-6.73
-3.35

3.67

5.06

Barley

6.72
-138.46

82.26
7 4.L9
5.97

38 .46
7 .90

13.07
-138.46

60.79
20.03
6.50

5r.20

L3.42

(continued)

(percent)

Crop district 4B

Rye

0.00
-36.85

3.68
9174

-51.80
-45.35

5 .44
7 .33
1.83

-L4.07
L.T4
L.69

14.03

L.44

Flaxseed Rapeseed

-52 .48
l-4.I7
L.28
2.08
B .42

20.94
r.7 5

22.55
L.28
I.2L

13.84
27 .2I

L2.6L

2r.92

10
85
15

-100
-17 B

I
I4
25

2

-r42

69
97
90
83
36
49
90
97
01
54

Summer-
fal1ow

::
-r9.12

4 .46
20.54

-38.00
8.86
6 .15

-20.67
-55.19
-43.50
18.23

2L.69

26.L7

twt. av. of
abs. devs.

26.27
11.17

38 .44

r7 .04

4.7 6
9.78
6.72
8.29
0 .39

-0.79
0.34
2.52

-4.68
-0.67
5.24
5.26

3.82

5.25

6.7r
L5 rB4
6.25

11.38
5.98
2 .47
r.20
5 .45
6 .49
2.66
6.58
5.32

6.44

5.95

t\)
N){



Year

1958
195 9
1960
19 61
L962
1963
L964
1965
l-966
l-967
1968
L969

Vüt. av. of abs.
devs. (1958-1967)

vüt. av. of abs.
devs. (1968-1969)

Wheat Oats

TABLE 18 (continued)

-1
I

-9
-2

0

-0
2

-5
-0

0

-1
-2

93
79
77
66
38
52
28
62
29
67

Barley

:'
3
0
0
5
0
0
I
2
0
2
5
1

30
57
2I
54
7L
20
78
15
00
59
98
54

(percent)

Crop district 5A

Rye

.46

.80

0.00
-30.62

4.05
-22.40
-L6 .7 2
r7.50
0.00

26.67
38.32
8.20
3 .07

l-6.32

15.04

r0.32

3.03

2.08

a
r

Flaxseed Rapeseed

0.85
10.17

-32.78
3.61

45.68
0 .13
3.7r

25.36
0.27

-55.64
-2L .45
-73.66

18.13

44.96

3 .48

8.95

92.38
1.48
4.74

94.23
3.61

34.33
-135.57

37.88
5.12

34.92
37 .32
77.79

47 .84

24.36

Summer-
fa1low

g'.t+
-20.31
-82 .40
28.57
9.20

-24 .68
0.00
0.25

-t8.92
-89.56

9.94

67 .22

twt. av. of
abs. devs.

2.59
-0.33

7 .89
4.87
0.32

-1.33
0.31
2.84

-4 .01
-0.59
3.7r
4.89

2.5r

4.33

3.01
7 .r9
7 .54
s.88
I .16
1.60
2.45
5.27
3 .42
L .43
3.16
5.97

3.90

4 .57

N)
¡\)
æ



Year

19 58
19 59
1960
196 I
L962
196 3
L964
1965
1966
L967
196 I
l-969

Wt. av. of abs.
devs. (1958-1967)

Wt. av. of abs.
devs. (1968-1969)

Wheat Oats

TABLE 18 (continued)

-13
9

-11
2
0
0
5
0
0

64
72
66
I7
I4
32
30
L6
91
59
50
22

Barley

10
6

30
1
0
1

-30
13

0
2

61
87
19
06
25
62
03
69
00
97
32
85

0.
2.

-23.

(percent)

Crop d.istrict 5g

Rye

1
7
0

-25
0
4
7

-15
7
6

-4r
1B

7

29

3.65

11. 91

73
70
53
40
00
74
08
28
93
B2
98
59

Fl-axseed Rapeseed

4.
32.

3.79
-10.98

4.29

9.17

19.89

20
62

0
10
19

0

29
60
18
4I
55
68

3
60

2
2B
34
43
25
48
23

-322
-r23

8B

30

101

99
74
81
48
56
4B
53
59
08
45
46
52

15

89

6.956

22

91

27

Summer-
fa1low

8.96
2B

-rô. sz
L9.66

-7 4 .08
1.38
0 .42
0.42
5.40

-L6.96
-37 .90
-18 .25

9.90

23.86

1B

19

twt. av. of
abs. devs.

94

73

4.85
2.77
0.98
4.98
0.38
0.2L
L.29
0. 16
2.38
0.12

76.54
12.49

L.7B

14 .42

7
7
7
6
I
1
5
3
2
2

13
19

24
64
72
44
t9
20

.49

.05

.49

.54

.25

.42

4 .50

l-6.34



Year

I 958
1959
1960
19 61
L962
1963
1964
19 65
L966
l-967
1968
L969

Wt. av. of abs.
devs. (1958-L967)

Wt. av. of abs.
devs. (1968-1969)

Wheat

TABLE 18 (contínued)

Oats

-L6.52
4.7 6
4.L5

-r3.62
0.20
0.70
1. 36
4.5r
1.89
0.95
2.25
2.20

4.29

2.23

Barley

45.92
0.74
8.69
9,15
6.33

12.55
9.05

37 .39
1.04
7 .22
4.01

20.09

15.14

L3.23

Rye

(percent)

Crop district 6A

2 .56
-11.31

13.59
0.26

-64.rL
4.22

-20.r4
7 .57
6.80
0.52

24.89
10.05

10.66

L6.72

Flaxseed Rapeseed

8
I7

-70
-36

18
-24
-29

26
1

33
16
27

7I
57
84
B5
93
84
25
46

1.33
-110.93

34.60
8.75

-298.58
38.80
2L.OL
33.26
27.46

-367.81
55.40
1g .40

47 .14

27 .87

.79

.70

.18

.03

Summer-
fa11ow

..
0 ¿ 00
8.65

14.81
22.56
47.73
19.26
19 .68
46.r3

-279.85
-37 2 .8r

15.94

343.66

22.72

22.45

a__.wt. av. or
abs. devs.

7 .27
L.75
4.52

10.35
9.16
r.34
2.35
1.60
3.29
2.26
3.76
5.01

4 .43

4 .4r

L2.79
6.t6
s.96

TI.T7
I .61
I.99
2.55
4.90
2.79
2.6r
4.69
6 .45

s .95

5.57

N)(,
o



Year

1958
195 9
1960
1961
l-962
1963
t964
1965
L966
l-967
1968
L969

Wt. av. of abs.
devs. (1958-1967)

Wt. av. of abs.
devs. (1968-1969)

Vüheat Oats

TABLE 18 (continued)

9.03
9.2r
0.85

-16.91
L.46
1. 08
2.06
3.55
0.02
3.93
6 .13

-r4.95

3.84

r0 .17

Barley

37 .66
T4.I2
2.L6

49.0s
2.00

L4 .40
27 .59
29.20
6.38

15.88
32.80
34.46

(percent)

Crop district 68

Rye

4.s9
-L4 .44

0.00
9.14

-43.24
0. 61

-19.63
-10.82

L0.29
7.30

30.52
33.78

L0.29

32.28

Flaxseed Rapeseed

45
4I

-154
0

73
4

1I
43
11
65
16

9

2L.49

33.68

4I
84
L2
00
97
55
06
08

53.89
-r22.25

L3.97
20.72
32.62

- 10.49
13 .91
l-9.37
l-9.24

7 .32
75.78
30.36

42.95

40.99

Summer-
fa1low

.66

.31

.18

.90

ô. oo
6.68
0.00

12.79
27 .2r
20.66
4.84

22.93
-L97 .68

27 .3r

9.76

59.52

44.53

12.88

a__.wE. av. or
abs. devs.

3 .81
-T.17
0.23
5.74
0.62

-0.53
0 .44
0.88

-2.22
-0.50
-2.26
3.04

1.60

2.67

11
9
I

L4
3
I
2
A
=I
4
B

I2

l2
76
37
53
13
70
87
40
67
43
19
34

s.50

r0.27

lv(,
H



Year

1958
L959
1960
19 61
L962
1963
l-964
r965
L966
l-967
1968
L969

Wt. av.
devs.

Wt. av.
devs.

Wheat

TABLE 18 (continued)

Oats

- 43 .34
3.58
0 .57
6.76
3.19
0.70
1.00
0.57
4.24
0.21
1.70
2.77

4.67

2.LB

of abs.
(1958-1967)

of abs.
(le68-Ie6e)

Barley

40.87
3.28
B .33

59.84
0.62

-25.07
1.95

L6.67
-18.36

26.53
2I.L6
51.08

25.79

39.70

(percent)

Crop distríct 7A

9 .96 50.55
0.46 -15.33

60.35 -22.75
3 .18 8. 30

-38.65 7.46
1.06 4.48
2.63 29 .50

28.32 5.69
-26.92 4.27
19.08 I .18

-76.23 28.7L
-38 .56 1.14

20 .85 22 .40

58.28 10.88

Rye

2L.32
1.68

-2L.69
-38.99
-7 4.rr

1.10
-24.59

9.24
4.09
3 .44

32.38
0.51

L7 .92

L4.20

Flaxseed Rapeseed Summer-
fallow

ri. sz
3.80

27 .00
7 .50
5.20
r.64
6.L7
7.74

-3009.50
77.78

9.00

610.82

tÏ,üt. av. of
abs. devs.

4.85
-I.27

4 .4r
3 .46
7.88

-0 .47
-0 .14
-0.57
-4.69.I.2L
-6.62
-5.40

2.93

5.99

23.85
3.23
5.99
8.98
7 .20
t_.04
2.r9
I.40
4. B0
L.27
7 .59
5.38

6.00

6 .49

N)(,
t\)



Year

1958
t959
1960
19 61
L962
1963
L964
1965
t966
1967
1968
1969

Wt. av.
devs.

Wt. av.
devs.

!üheat Oats

TABLE 18 (continued)

7 .69
5.10
1.33
3.09
2.0L
0.29
T.4I
0.27
2 .30
0.20
5.85

-22.83

2.r5

13 .47

of abs.
(19s8-1967)
of abs.
(1968-1969)

Barley

1.16
-L3.77

5. 81
11.70
5.7L

-rL.64
0 .44

11. 07
3.18
1.68

3L.92
7 .77

6.81

T9.L2

(percent)

Crop district 78

Rye

23.9L
5.40
0.51

-7 5 .39
3.64
4.93

-54 .7 r
-]-4.2L
10.71
4.6L

10.13
9 .77

18.02

9.93

Flaxseed Rapeseed

L4.95
0.97

7L.42
7.70

-28.97
55.56
35.05
60 .05

7 .I9
18.92
55.03
LI.76

34 .42

30.37

6.s9
-104 .11
-L54.20

4 .42
-227 .6r

7.72
9.63
2.72
2.r8

-390.26
77.99
13. B0

46.55

30.07

Summer-
fa1low

ö. oo
3 .49
0.00

-25.2I
3 .18

13 .18
-35.22
-2L.28
-90.89

27 .05

9.05

37 .99

twt. av. of
abs. devs.

0.17
0 .46
0.63
I .46
1.05
0.12
4.64
1.38
4.32
0.08
1.81

19 .94

2.r9

l.7.28

5.7 4
4.75
3.34
9.93
2.66
1.78
4.67
2.53
3.70
r.02
6.95

19.24

4 .01

13.10

N)(,
(¡)



Year

1958
l-959
1960
19 61
L962
1963
1964
L965
L966
l-967
1968
l-969

Vüt. av. of abs.
devs. (1958-1967)

Wt. av. of abs.
devs. (1968-1969)

Wheat Oats

TABLE 18 (continued)

8 .45
6.06

-39.27
2.50
L.7 4
0.41
8.77
3. 07
0.71

-13.06
4 .60
4.90

7.02

4.7 3

Barley

10
-48

29
9
0
3
6
0
2

11
-12

2L

B9
93
59
36
29
76
97
00
82
54
L0
23

(percent)

Crop district 8A

Rye

-2I.49
3.53
3.38

-23.95
-18 .18

6.72
-29.68

L.57
32.58
27 .27
9.98
2.8L

16.54

6.76

Flaxseed Rapeseed

2.06
0.00

33.50

1t_

19
2

15
0
0
0
9

2I
70

9

55

7L

L6.67

69
72
95
51
00
6B
82
37
15

BB

22

19
-77
-32

25
2

-I7
24

7
0
A

15
13

22

L4

20
94
29
B1
99
OB

66
05
23
75
9I
39

97

56

Summer-
fallow

l'.as
-16 .67

6.79
-r7 .07

4.L7
-13 .31

0.00
7 .04
2.r7

-L6.72

7.75

11.01

a__.wt. av. or
abs. devs.

9.96
0.23

20 .49
3.09
5.60
0.65
3.50
0.99

-r2.18
r.49
1.90
3.34

s.77

2.65

12.09
8.02

22.L9
7 .7r
4.98
2.44
I .40
3.17
7 .98

I0.24
4.87
7 .55

8.72

6.2r

¡\l(,
rÞ



Year

1958
19 59
1960
19 61
l-962
196 3
t964
1965
L966
L967
1968
L969

Wt. av.
devs.

Wt. av.
devs.

Vüheat Oats

TABLE 18

9.53
3 .55

-10.20
. 3.27

L.66
0.07
0.78
0.66
3.7r
0.00
4.59

-I5.23

2.99

9.26

of abs.
(1958-1967)

of abs.
(1968-le69 )

Barley

1
-1

3

(continúed)

4.42
4 .47
5.16
5.54
5.09
3.49
4 .07
2 .63
I .15
3.24
6.74
9 .18

-1

1

(percent)

Crop district 8B

Rye

1.10
7 .4r
8.77
4.44

-L0.52
6 .85
6.28

-10. 05
I.25

11. 05
22.94

9 .67

6.62

l-6.70

Flaxseed Rapeseed

1.48
7 .02

23.59
31.83

-50.55
43.27
8.85
8. 83
2.26
7 .55

18.63
-77.4L

LB .46

35.65

IL.94

13 .18

19.18
53.41
69.L7
9.97

46.46
I7 .16
38.22
35 .42
16.33

-37 3.73
37 .24
16 .61

38.58

2L.96

Summer-
fa1low

::
0.00

13 .34
50.00
8.07

L6.L7
r0.62
10 .18
4.7r

-L05.26
48.78

9.36

64.35

twt. av. of
abs. devs.

4.08
2.76
3. B6
3.52
5.33
0.04
1.98
3 .19
2.63
0.52
3.82

14.55

2.7 9

9.59

7 .16
s.07
9.66
4.29
4.93
r.99
2.54
3.82
3.72
2.5L
9.L2

16.86

4.57

12.99

N)
(^)
(Jl



Year

19 5B
L959
L960
19 61
L962
196 3
L964
19 65
l-966
l-967
1968
t969
Wt. av. of abs.

devs. (1958-1967)

V\ft. av. of abs.
devs. (1968-1969)

Wheat Oats

TABLE 18 (continued)

-5.00
6.38

-5 .62
-0.48
-2.27

0.38
4.09
2.44
5.14

-3.38
-r.02
-4.33

3 .46

2.53

Barley

14.5t_
-6 8.65

6.34
I0 .62
9.09
7 .24

-27 .73
L9.47
3.03
5.83

-39 .47
7 .25

13.82

22.88

Crop

-13.38
6.28
0.61

-13.31
11.95 -
1.48
2.27
L.22
4 .30

-I4.29
5.77

18. B2

7.01

12.T2

Rye

(percent)

district

13.60
I .42

15.96
0.99
0.73
5.52
3 .18

10.41
0.31

26 .46
24.28
22.69

I .46

23.39

Flaxseed Rapeseed

9A

0
3B
11
23

0
-148

13
48

1
1

20

00
60
72
79
60
13
57
55
BB
59
B9

Summer-
fa11ow

..
B .18

-2L.09
20.77

-14.53
8.08

-10.99
0.00
3.44

-13.06
-45.58

8.92

33 .47

a-_.WE. AV. OI
abs. devs.

39.20

23.L3

32.28

3.40
r.42
3.52
1.05
0.78

-0.93
-0 .11
-7.72
-B .99

6 .48
8.81
5.24

3.37

6.94

7 .01
8.23
4.62
4.29
3.98
2.r3
3.72
6.26
5.72
6.34
8.73

10.30

5.23

9.52

N)(,
Or



Year

195 I
1959
1960
19 61
L962
1963
l-964
l-965
1966
1967
l_968
L969

Wt. av. of abs.
devs. (1958-L967)

Wt. av. of abs.
devs. (1968-1969)

Wheat

TABLE 18 (continued)

Oats

7.30

1.43
3.78

56

0.18

Barley

-10
3

29
-74

l_1
30

2
23

-L7
34
2I

0
19
36

3.63

00
42

3.17

95
00
69
53
27
77
39
88
2I
22
87
64

3 .4I
6.50

-26.53

4 .4r

15.00

twt. av. of abs. devs. stands for weighted average of absolute deviations.

Rye

(percent)

Crop district 98

-22
4
5

-42
L7

0
I
I
2
2
I

L2

06
30
02
61
46
26
57
27
24
08
08

Flaxseed Rapeseed

5. 04
L6.T4
4.83
3.3s

-24.02
34.75
4.73
7 .98
8.35
2.29

-11. 11
7 .39

9.85

9.00

22

28

.07

.57

74
64

3
B7
10
43
15

-L02
-234

39
-l-l-2

4I

B5

23.68

.80

9.r4

10.55

73
70
52
28
16
91
54
78
20
90
18

16

4L

Sum¡ner-
fallow

a,'.sz
-32.02
-26.I8

7.74
3.70

-26.53
0.00

11.33
-35.34
-38.28

L2.39

37.63

tvüt. av. of
abs. devs.

0 .11
1.70
0.00
0 .44
2.52
r.25
0.08
0.55
0.94
0.03
2.92

Il-.7 9

0.75

7 .48

10
9
2

10
3
6
2
6
3

39
83
95
85
59
95
83
67
64

2.38
9.00

2L.84

6 .01

L5 .42

N)(,{
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TABLE 19

DATA Ã.SSUMPTToi'IS FoR 1971 cRoP ]\CREAGE FoREcASTs,
BY PROVI}rcE, IN PIìAIRTES

Items Manitoba Saskatchervan A,lberta prairies
tTotrl improved land available

(thous. acres)
À,creage in I970 (thous. acres)

Wheat
Oats
Barley
Rye
Flaxseed

åif,,iåii3rr""
Strrbble land

bExpected farm level price fcr.-
L97L ($ per bushel)

Wheat

Barley
Rye

ii*:::î
cExpected grain stocks on
farms¡ July 3L, I97I (thous.
bushel s )

$Iheat
Barley
Rye
Flax seed.

-Quota per: assigned acre
(busheJ-s)

Wheat
Oats
BariLey
Rye

il:::::î
eExpected total precipitation
in April and t"fay 1971 (inch
per acre)

fExpected wheat exports from
Cartada in crop year L970-7I
(thous. bushels)

3.94 2.27

480,000.00 480,000.00

9 | 909. 00

1/400.00
1,260.00
1,500"00

194.00
1,150" 00

3s0.00
4,000"00
2 ,654.00

. r.¿ö
.45
.66
.ðu

2.30
2.I0

41,866 " 00

B f 000. 00
2 , 000. 00
3 ,3 00. 00

535.00
1, 500, 00
2,000.00

24,000. 00
0. 00

i.28
.45
.66
" B0

2.30
2.IO

'21 ,346.00

2, 600. 00
2,130.00
4 ,7 00 .00

21s. 00
700.00

1.600.00
B , 900. 00
4 ,545 .00

L.24
iÃ

.66
'to

2.32
2.IL

73,LzL.00

12 ¡ 000. 00
5,390.00
9,500.00

944 . O0
3,350.00
3,950.O0

36,900"00
6,334.00

r.¿t
"45
.66
.80

2.30
¿. rv

20t349.00
4,842.a0

r)t.vu
559.00

10. 00
t0. 00
20.00
8.00
7. 00
9. 00

185,220.00
16, 659. 00
2,513 " 00

.2 ,77 1 .00

10. 00
10. 00
20.00

B. 00
7 "00
9. 00

53,928.00
24 ,759 .00
L,L62 .00

813.00

10. 00
10.00
20.00

8, 00
7. 00
9. O0

2.42

480,000.00

259,497 .00
46,257.00
4,377.00
3,57 6. 00

10.00
I0.00
20. 00

B. 00
7.00
9. 00

2.87

480,000.00

tTotu.I improved. land. available for 1971 was set at the 1969 level.
bTo a".ount for regional differences.in transportation costsr adifferent price v¡as used for each province. The price differentials betweenprovinces were calcutated for each year during L96L to 1970. The ayerage ofthese differentials v¡ere t.hen used Lo ad.just ttre tgZl provincial prices.
ccrain stocks at farms on July 3I , l-97 I, fo:: each crop Í/el:e comput.ed.utilizíng (a) Ca.nadiau total stocks lfarms and non-farms) esljmated by W, J.Craddock, and (b) average ratio of farm stocks of a province to the Cãnadiantotal stocl<s over L961 to Ig7O.
,l*QuoÈa levels v¿e.re anticipated by V{. J. Craddock.

^, 
tTh. ten-year average precipitation (1961-1970)was used as the :1971 flgure.
rWheat export¡i f,or t 97I was the guestímate made bv I¡1.J. Crad¿lock_


